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ABSTRACT 

The main objective of this thesis is to develop a compact chipless RFID 

tag with high data encoding capacity. The design and development of chipless 

RFID tag based on multiresonator and multiscatterer methods are presented 

first. An RFID tag using using SIR capable of 79bits is proposed. The thesis 

also deals with some of the properties of SIR like harmonic separation, 

independent control on resonant modes and the capability to change the 

electrical length. A chipless RFID reader working in a frequency band of 

2.36GHz to 2.54GHz has been designed to show the feasibility of the RFID 

system. For a practical system, a new approach based on UWB Impulse Radar 

(UWB IR) technology is employed and the decoding methods from noisy 

backscattered signal are successfully demonstrated. The thesis also proposes a 

simple calibration procedure, which is able to decode the backscattered signal 

up to a distance of 80cm with 1mW output power. 
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Abstract 
 This chapter highlights a brief description of evolution and working of 
an RFID system. Basic block diagram of an RFID system such as RFID 
reader, RFID tag and Middleware software are presented. Comparison 
of RFID technology with barcode is analysed and discussed various 
merits and demerits of RFID system. New Chipless RFID technology 
and its working principle based on time and frequency domain are 
explained. The chapter also covers literature survey of various types of 
chipless RFID tags and different encoding techniques. Organisation of 
the thesis is outlined at the end of the chapter. 
 

1. Introduction  

Radio-Frequency Identification (RFID) is recently being used in a 

wide range of applications such as Supply Chain Management (SCM), health 

care, traffic monitoring, retail, access control, etc. [1]-[7]. The idea behind 

the RFID tag is to store a unique identification number, same as that of a bar 

code or a magnetic strip on the back of a credit card or ATM card. To retrieve 

information stored in the bar code or magnetic strip, the device must be 
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scanned in a close proximity with its scanning device.  But in RFID, the data 

transfer between RFID tag and RFID Reader is done wirelessly and hence 

enables remote identification. 

RFID technology was introduced during the 2nd World War for the 

Identification Friend or Foe (IFF) aircrafts. In this method friend aircraft is 

identified from enemy aircraft by assigning a unique identifier code to 

aircraft transponders. In 1945, the first RFID tag was developed by Leon 

Theremin known as “the Thing”. This was an espionage tool for the Soviet 

Union, built into the Great Seal and offered to the U.S. ambassador in 

Moscow [8]. The gift hung in the U.S. Embassy for many years and used by 

Russia for spying. Its principle of operation is based on the backscattering 

technique. Spying the conversation is done by parking a vehicle near to US 

embassy and sending an interrogation signal towards the espionage device. 

Fig.1.1 shows the front view and exploded view of the Great Seal of United 

State. Block diagram of “the Thing” is given in the Fig.1.2. When an antenna 

in “the Thing” is illuminated by an incident EM wave, electric currents are 

generated on its conducting parts. Same antenna is coupled to an EM 

resonating cavity.  

    
Figure 1.1 Great seal of United States and an exploded view of the device. Courtesy: Wikipedia. 
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The membrane of the cavity vibrates in accordance with the sound/ 

conversation in the room. This will alter the impedance of the cavity and 

hence changes the antenna impedance. Therefore incident currents on the 

antenna is modulated with sound waves. The backscattered signal from the 

espionage tool is demodulated at the receiver. 

 

Figure 1.2  The eavesdropping device developed by L. Theremin (“the Thing”). Courtesy: 
Smail Tedjini et. al. [8]. 

The operating principle of a conventional RFID is the backscatter 

modulation, which was explained by Harry Stockman in 1947 [1]. Fig.1.3, 

describes a block diagram of an RFID tag. Incident wave from the reader will 

wake up the control circuit in the RFID tag. Depending on the tag type, 

unique code stored in the Silicon chip will transmit back to the reader via 

backscattered signal. Unique code is encoded in the interrogation signal by 

altering the impedance of the antenna using an impedance modulator circuit. 

The backscattered signal is modulated depending on the unique code and it is 

decoded by the reader.  
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Figure 1.3 Block diagram of a commercial RFID tag 

2. RFID System 

RFID system consists of mainly three components as shown in Fig.1.4. 

2.1.  RFID Reader 

2.2. RFID Tag 

2.3. Middleware software 

 

Figure 1.4  RFID System with three basic components, 1. RFID reader, 2. RFID tag and 3. 
Middleware software. 

2.1. RFID Reader 

An RFID reader, also known as an interrogator, is a device that 

provides the connection between the tag data and the system software. The 
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reader communicates with tags that are within its range of operation, 

performing tasks including sending an interrogation signal, filtering 

(searching for tags that meet certain criteria), decoding data from the tag, 

writing (or encoding by rewriting the IC) to selected tags, etc. 

The reader uses an antenna to capture data from tags. It then passes 

the data to a computer for processing. Readers can be placed in a stationary 

position in a store or factory, or integrated into a mobile device such as a 

portable handheld scanner.  

2.2. RFID Tag 

RFID tag contains the identification code which is stored in the Silicon 

chip. The tags memory can be read-only, read-write, or write-once and read-

many. RFID tag also comprises of an antenna, control circuits and a substrate 

that holds it all together. Each tag carries information such as serial number, 

model number, location of assembly, and other data as in the case of Electronic 

Product Code (EPC) which is designed as a universal identifier that provides a 

unique identity for every physical object anywhere in the world.  

RIFD tags are available at different frequency bands like low 

frequency (LF), high frequency (HF) to the microwave bands, as shown in 

Fig.1.5. LF (typically in 125 kHz) and HF (with 13.56 MHz) RFID systems 

can communicate up to 1m read range with the use of inductive coupling. 

Due to the large operating wavelength compared with tag size, RFID tags 

operating in these bands are less prone to the effect of metal/liquid 

environments, thus offering robust readability in practice. UHF RFID tags, 

typically operating in 866-868MHz (European (EU) countries) and 902-

928MHz (North American Continent) have a longer read range up to 10m or 

more, with a faster data rate. On the other hand, the reading performance of 
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UHF tags depends on the working environment. They are incapable of 

penetrating materials such as metals, liquids, dusts and fog. Commonly used 

frequencies at microwave band for RFID technologies are 2.45GHz and 5.8 

GHz.  

 

Figure 1.5 Different Chipped RFID tags  

Depending on the power handling method in the tag, RFID can be 

classified as Passive, Semi Passive and Active Tags.  

2.2.1 Passive Tags 

Passive tags do not contain their own power source, such as battery 

and cannot initiate communication with the reader. Power transmitted from 

the reader is used for powering the IC and establishing communication 

between reader and tag. Due to the lack of own power sources, the read range 

of the tag is usually up to 2 ft for inductively coupled and up to 20 ft for 

backscattered tags. These tags have more life time compared with other 

types. Passive tags are the least expensive tags and are normally used in 

places where the tags are not reusable, ie., consumable items. Passive tags 

normally have limited data storage capability. Block diagram of the passive 
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RFID tag is shown in Fig.1.6. As shown in the figure, the tag consists of 

electronic circuits like rectifier, supply regulator, clock generators, etc. 

 

Figure 1.6 Block diagram of a Passive RFID tag. 

2.2.2. Semi passive Tags 

These are also called Battery Assisted Tags (BATs). Such tags have 

on-board power supply to provide power to the IC to keep it alive. The 

communication between the tag and reader is similar to passive tags. Longer 

read ranges up to 100 ft are possible compared to the passive tags. Because of 

the on-board battery, tag can be used for sensor application like temperature, 

pressure, humidity, etc.  Due to the absence of any active transmitter, these 

tags do not contribute to any radio noise. These tags have more memory 

capacity than the passive tags. Depending on the size of the battery, Semi 

passive tags are more expensive, bigger in size, and heavier. The life of these 

types of tag is determined by the life of the battery. 

2.2.3.  Active Tags 

These tags have an on-board battery and a transmitter. The battery 

supplies power to both the IC and the transmitter. Due to the presence of 
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transmitter, it doesn’t have to rely on an interrogator to transmit its data by 

backscatter coupling. Tags with range up to several kilometres are available, 

depending on the battery and transmitter. On-board environmental sensors 

and memory with higher data rate are also available with these tags. These 

types of tags can be used in Real-Time Location Systems (RLTS). Active 

tags can have a sleep mode and consumes the least power in the idle stage. 

Thus the battery life and the tag’s life can be elongated. These tags use two 

different frequencies for transmission and reception of data (downlink and 

uplink). The active tags are the most expensive tags and are limited in their 

usage by cost factor. Due to the presence of an on-board transmitter, these 

tags contribute largely to radio noise. 

2.3.  Middleware Software  

Middleware software maintains the interface and the software protocol to 

encode and decode the identification data from the reader into a mainframe or 

personal computer. This is the intermediate between the interrogator and the 

enterprise layer. Middleware sends and collects data directly from the 

interrogator, performs a business-related process regarding the data, read 

data, stores the data as per the requirement and sends data to the enterprise 

applications.  Middleware also comprises the software used to monitor, 

configure, and manage the hardware of the interrogator. Data gathered from 

middleware are sent to the enterprise application stored in the computer. 

After the process application software can update the data in the server 

through the internet. 
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3. Applications of RFID 

Only dreams can limit the application of RFID. Nowadays, RFID tags 

are applied in almost every business process and are projected to be applied 

everywhere that exists in the real world. Because of the use of radio waves in 

RFID, it does not require line-of-sight to operate. That means, the tag can be 

hidden inside the item or box that is to be identified and still be read. Another 

feature of RFID is the ability to read many tags at the same time. Again, there 

is a huge savings potential in not having to manually present the reader to each 

item to be identified. Applications fall into two main categories: short range 

applications in which the reader and the tag must be in close proximity (such as 

access control), and medium to long range applications in which the distance 

may be greater (such as reading across a distribution centre dock door) [2]-[3].  

4. RFID Vs Barcode 

The most widely adopted method for product identification is 

barcodes. The barcode is a vertically stripped identification tag printed on 

products, allowing retailers to identify billions of products. There are two 

types of barcodes that are widely used; one-dimensional (1D), which 

represent data in the widths (lines) and the spacing of parallel lines, and two 

dimensional (2D), which come in patterns of squares, dots, hexagons and 

other geometric patterns within images [4]. The former one is common in 

most household products, while 2D barcode is common in industrial products 

where more information is needed to be stored in the label. 2D barcodes have 

a maximum capacity of 128 bits and hence can be comparable with 

Electronic Product Code (EPC). Barcodes data capacity comes from 

diffraction of light rays from strip edges. They are increasingly being used 

and also appear more on consumer goods. In the case of 1D barcodes, the 
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maximum capacity is 41 bits (eg: EAN 13 barcodes). Barcodes are much 

smaller, less expensive and work with the same accuracy on various materials 

in which they are placed. Barcodes can directly print into plastic or paper 

materials and therefore the only cost involved is the ink. Although 

appropriate in many instances, there are cases where barcodes cannot meet 

the need. Even though RFID and barcodes are two techniques of auto-

identifications, they are different in many ways. Table 1 shows a comparison 

of RFID with barcode [2], [5].  

Table 1: Comparison between RFID and Barcode 

 RFID Barcodes 
Read Range  Up to 100’s of feet or more (Active Tag) Several inches up to 2 feets 

Read Rate 1000’s  of tag simultaneously Only one at a time 

Read/Write Many RFID tags are Read/Write Read only

Technology RF (Radio Frequency) Optical (Laser)

Line of Sight  Not required Required

Human Capital Once up and running system is completely automated Labourers must scan each item  

Durability 
High, can read through the obstacles like paper, fabric, 

wood, etc. through which EM wave can propagate 

Low. Easily damaged or removed; 

cannot be read if dirty or greasy. 

Security  High. Difficult to replicate. Data can be encrypted. 
Low. Much easier to reproduce or 

counterfeit. 
 

Therefore the retailers were looking for a solution to overcome the 

limitations of barcodes. Fortunately, RFID could become a promising solution 

for this. RFID could eventually replace barcodes in some applications where 

bulk counting is routinely performed. However, the cost of the RFID tags still 

makes it inappropriate for low-cost applications. Thus, almost 70% of the 

articles are still tagged using barcodes. Approximately 15000 billion units are 

fabricated each year for this purpose. The main inconveniences of RFID 

technology is its cost. Chip tags are not normally available below $0.3 for orders 
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less than one million tags [9]. The marginal cost of a barcode is approximately 

less than one tenth of a cent. Privacy is another major anxiety with RFID 

technology.  Remote access and data sharing implies abuse usage of private 

information. Tags could be read without a person’s knowledge because humans 

cannot sense radio signals.  

5. Chipless RFID  

Application Specific Integrated Circuits (ASIC) design on Silicon 

wafer and testing along with the tag antenna result in a costly manufacturing 

process. Chipped tags are fabricated on a Silicon wafer and there is a fixed 

cost per wafer (around US $1,000). The cost of the RFID chip can be 

assessed by knowing the required silicon area of the RFID chip. Alternative 

solution to this problem is the design of a new RFID tag without having any 

silicon chip and other costly circuits. RFID tag without Silicon chip is called 

Chipless RFID. In these types of tags unique number is stored in time or 

frequency domain. Most chipless RFID systems are based on using the 

electromagnetic properties of materials and/or designing various conductor 

layouts to achieve particular electromagnetic properties.  

5.1. Review of Chipless RFID Tags 

The main challenge for researchers when designing chipless RFID 

tags is how to encode data without the presence of a chip. There are two 

methods reported in the literature. They are, 

5.1.1. Time Domain Reflectometry (TDR)-based chipless tags 

5.1.2. Spectral signature-based chipless tags. 

5.1.1. Time Domain Reflectometry (TDR)-Based Chipless Tags 

TDR-based chipless RFID tags are interrogated by sending a signal from 

the reader in the form of a pulse and listening to the echoes of the pulse sent by 
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the tag. A train of pulses are thereby created by tag, which can be used to encode 

data. Popular RFID tag operating on the principle of TDR is explained here 

5.1.1.1. SAW (Surface Acoustic Wave) Tag 

An example of a nonprintable TDR-based chipless RFID tag is the SAW 

tag developed by RFSAW Inc. [10]. SAW tags are excited by a chirped 

Gaussian pulse sent by the reader centred around 2.45 GHz ISM Band [11]–[15]. 

A schematic diagram showing the working of SAW tag is depicted in Fig.1.7. 

The RF interrogation pulse is initially picked up by the tag antenna and 

converted to SAW using an InterDigital Transducer (IDT). The SAW propagates 

across the piezoelectric crystal (with a velocity of 3158m/s for ST-X Quartz 

substrate and 3488m/s for Y-Z Lithium Niobate substrate) and is reflected by a 

number of reflectors, which create a train of pulses with phase shifts [16]–[23]. 

The train of pulses is converted back to an EM wave using the IDT and detected 

at the reader end where the tag’s ID is decoded [24]-[33]. 

 

Figure 1.7 System architecture of SAW tag. Courtesy: S. Harma et. al. [10]. 
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Even though RFSAW Inc. has fabricated RFID tags with a data 

encoding capacity of 96 bits, the cost of the tag is almost same as that of 

commercial RFID. This is due to the fabrication tolerance of the order of μm 

and also required piezoelectric substrate with Interdigital Transducers. 

5.1.1.2. Delay Line based Tag 

Delay-line-based chipless tags consist of antenna with a transmission 

line of specific length. The tag is operated by using a microstrip discontinuity 

after a section of delay- line, as reported in [34]–[36]. A delay-line-based 

chipless tag is shown in Fig.1.8. The tag is excited by a short (1ns) EM pulse. 

The tag consists of two microstrip transmission line branches, one, a 

relatively short straight branch and the other, a longer meandered branch. The 

ends of the microstrip branches are either terminated with a resistor equal to 

characteristic impedance Z0 to avoid reflections. The signals in each of the 

branches get delayed by different amount. Using isolators, the signal in the 

meandered branch is tapped on it. The tapped signals with different time 

delays are superimposed on to the straight branch to produce an output signal 

as shown in Fig.1.9. Only eight bits were successfully tested with delay line 

method, which shows the limited potential of this technology. 

 

Figure1.8 Schematic diagram of transmission delay line based ID generation circuit. 
Courtesy: A. Chamarti et. al. [34]. 
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Figure 1.9 Binary code generation by the superimposition of delayed signals. Courtesy: A. 
Chamarti et. al. [34]. 

Another Delay line based tag is reported by Raji. S. N et. Al. [37]. In 

this tag group delay of the backscattered signal is used for encoding data. 

Transmission lines with different length are selected for creating different 

group delay as shown in Fig.1.10. While increasing the length of the C section, 

group delay at the port 2 can be varied. Large length of C section creates 

amplitude distortion in the group delay; hence it results in low bit encoding 

capacity. Delay line based time domain tags are detailed in Chapter 3. 

 

Figure 1.10 Principle of encoding for cascaded commensurate C-sections. a) Prototype (for 
simplicity, only one C-sections is represented). b) Group delay Vs frequency 
response. c) Corresponding time domain response to the spectral component. 
Courtesy: Raji Nair et. al. [37]. 
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5.1.2. Spectral Signature Based Chipless Tags 

Spectral signature-based chipless tags use a specific frequency band to 

encode data using resonant structures or metallic patterns. Each data bit is 

usually associated with the presence or absence of a resonant peak or dip at a 

predetermined frequency in the spectrum. The advantages of these tags are, 

they are fully printable, robust, greater data storage capability and low cost. 

But, these tags require large frequency spectrum for data encoding, and 

orientation alignment with reader antenna. A wideband Voltage Controlled 

Oscillator (VCO) with RF components are also needed at the reader end. 

Spectral signature based tag showing better data encoding capacity than time 

domain based tags except SAW tag. Hence there are many RFID tags 

working in the frequency domains are reported in the literature [37]-[55]. 

Planar circuit chipless RFID tags are designed using standard planar 

microstrip/coplanar waveguide/stripline resonant structures, such as antennas, 

filters, and fractals. They are printed on dielectric substrates. Reported 

frequency domain based tags can be grouped into two categories, 

5.1.2.1.Multiresonator based tags 

5.1.2.2.Multiscatterer based tags 

The multiresonating chipless tag comprises three main components: 

the transmitting (Tx) and receiving (Rx) antennas and multiresonating circuit. 

Multiresonating circuit in most of the reported tag consists [38]-[45] of 

narrow band high Q filters using different microwave resonators like spiral, 

split ring, C like structures, etc. These resonators are either connected or 

coupled to microwave transmission line and both ends of the transmission 

line are connected to two UWB antennas. 
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The Multiscatterer based tags consist of resonators with different 

dimensions and each resonator will act as receiving antenna, filter and 

retransmitting antenna. Hence size requirement for the UWB antennas and 

transmission line can be eliminated and these tags show good bit encoding 

capacity than multiresonator based tag. 

5.1.2.1. Multiresonator Based Tags 

A block diagram of a multiresonator based tag with basic components 

is shown in Fig.1.11 [38]. The chipless RFID tag consists of a vertically 

polarized UWB disc-loaded monopole receiving tag antenna, a 

multiresonating circuit, and a horizontally polarized UWB disc-loaded 

monopole retransmitting tag antenna [38]. The tag is interrogated by the 

reader by sending a frequency swept continuous wave signal with constant 

amplitude and phase. When the interrogation signal reaches the tag, it is 

received using the receive monopole antenna and propagates towards the 

multiresonating circuit. The multiresonating circuit encodes data bits using 

cascaded spiral resonators, which introduce amplitude attenuations and phase 

jumps at particular frequencies of the spectrum. After passing through the 

multiresonating circuit, the signal contains the unique spectral signature of 

the tag, and is transmitted back to the reader using the transmit monopole tag 

antenna. The receiving and retransmitting tag antennas are cross-polarized in 

order to minimize interference between the interrogation signal and the 

retransmitted encoded signal containing the spectral signature. Fig.1.12 

shows a 35-bit tag [39], designed on Taconic TLX-0 (εr = 2.45, h = 0.787 

mm, tan δ = 0.0019) substrate. All the 35 amplitude variations in the 

frequency due to 35 resonators in the tag are depicted in Fig.1.13. Same 

variations can be observed in phase of the backscattered signal [39].  
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Figure 1.11 Structure and operation of a multiresonator-based chipless RFID tag. Courtesy: 
S. Preradovic et. al. [38]. 

 

Figure 1.12 Photograph of 35-bit chipless RFID tag (length=88mm, width=65mm). 
Courtesy: S. Preradovic et. al. [38]. 

 

 

Figure 1.13 Measured insertion loss of the multiresonating tag with 35 bits of data. Courtesy: 
S. Preradovic et. al. [38]. 
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Chipless RFID tag using different types of multiresonating circuits are 

reported in the literature [39]-[45]. The multiresonator circuit using Modified 

Complementary Split Ring Resonators (MCSRR) is proposed in [42]. 

Fig.1.14 shows the layout of conventional CSRR and MCSRR on CPW 

transmission line. Instead of representing one bit with one resonator, here two 

bits are proposed by modifying (shorting or opening) inner and outer rings of 

MCSRR. Fig.1.15 shows the all four combinations of 2 bit data obtained by 

modifying the single MCSRR structure. Even though the tag has double data 

capacity than others, the resonator is placed on the CPW feed line. As the 

number of resonator increases, the amplitude distortion through the 

transmission line also increases. Hence bit encoding capacity is limited. 

 

Figure 1.14 (a) Layout of a conventional Complementary Split Rectangular Ring Resonator 
(CSRRR) (b) layout of the proposed modified complementary split ring 
resonator (MCSRR). Courtesy: Md. Shakil Bhuiyan et. al. [42]. 
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Figure 1.15 Insertion loss (S21) responses of MCSRR configured to generate all four bit 
combinations. Courtesy: Md. Shakil Bhuiyan et. al. [42]. 

 

5.1.2.2. Multiscatterer Based Tag 

Multiscatterer based tag consists only of scatterers with different 

dimensions. The space requirement for two UWB antennas and transmission 

line reported in the multiresonator based tags can be removed. The similar 

electromagnetic response of the mutiresonator based tag can be achieved with 

a structure using multiple signal processing scatterers [46]-[54]. Each 

scatterer serves as a receiving antenna, a filter and a transmitting antenna. 

Normally, each scatterer (see Fig.1.16) will receive an interrogation signal 

from the reader and reflects back to the reader as quasi-optical way. At 

resonance, it will generate a different EM signature. The chipless tag 

proposed in [46] is the first design reported based on this principle. Although 

it has a limited coding capacity of the order of 5 bits compared to 35 bits 

[39], but the size requirement for this tag is less compared to 35bit tag. This 

demonstrates the miniaturization potential of this approach.  
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RF barcodes are constructed with arrays of microstrip dipoles on a 

dielectric substrate with the metallic ground plane. Detection is based on 

reflection characteristics. The interrogator emits electromagnetic energy, and 

the frequency content of the reflected energy from the RF barcodes is 

analysed to determine which codes on the tagged item in the detection zone. 

Multiscatterer based tags using metallic strip working in the ISM bands 

(2.4GHZ, 5.2GHz and 5.8GHz) are shown in Fig.1.16 [46]. The 

backscattered signal from tag is shown in Fig.1.17. 

 

Figure 1.16 Full range of RF barcode elements at 2.4, 5.25 and 5.8 GHz bands with near 
field measurement probes. Courtesy: I. Jalaly et. al. [46]. 

 

 

Figure 1.17 Bistatic S21measurement results at 1.5m read range for 5-bit RF barcode 
representing 11111 (top) and 11010 (bottom), where a ‘1’ is indicated by a 
‘null’ or RF energy absorption at the corresponding frequency. Courtesy: I. 
Jalaly et. al. [46]. 
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A depolarising based chipless RFID tag is reported in [52]. In this tag 

resonators are designed in such a way that it will interrogate the tag with one 

polarisation and decoded with orthogonal polarisation. Commonly used 

metallic shapes (cylinders and rectangle) scatter the incident wave in the 

same polarisation of transmitted signal. Hence the orthogonally polarised 

backscattered signal mostly comprises of the signal from the depolarised 

resonators. Two types of resonators are proposed in [52], dual L shaped 

resonator and 450 shorted dipole. Fig.1.18 shows the resonators with current 

pattern at resonance and RCS of each resonator.  There are some drawbacks 

due to the presence of higher harmonics in the integral multiples of the 

fundamental mode with these resonators. Amount of surface current 

generated at the resonant frequency determines its backscattered signal 

strength. But in dual L shaped resonators, the total current is distributed in 

two orthogonal directions, thus reduce the reading distance. In case of 450 

shorted dipole, multiple numbers of resonators with same dimensions are 

required to generate enough backscattered power. If the item embedded with 

the tag is rotated about 450, tag became polarisation dependent and the 

scatterer cannot produce depolarised backscattered signal.  

Majid Manteghi et. al. successfully represented the resonant frequency 

of the RFID tag in complex domains (Real and Imaginary) and its extraction 

method using different methods like singularity expansion method, Short-

Time Matrix Pencil Method etc. [53] -[57]. The relations between the 

persistence of the complex resonant modes along time Vs frequency are 

successfully demonstrated using numerical and experimental methods. 
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Figure 1.18 (a) and (b) Tag based on dual-L resonators. (a) Surface current density at 
resonance. (b) Simulated RCS response for co-polarization (VV) and cross-
polarization (VH). The tag dimensions are L = 11.4mm and g = 0.5 mm. (c) 
and (d) 450 rotated shorted dipoles tag. (c) Surface current density at 
resonance. (d) Simulated RCS response for co-polarization (VV) and cross-
polarization (VH). The tag dimensions are L = 19mm, g = 0.5mm and w = 2mm. 
Courtesy: Arnaud Vena et. al. [52]. 

UWB IR (Impulse Radar) technique is used for the analysis of RFID 

tags. Fig.1.19 shows the photograph of the notched elliptical dipole tag used 

for the measurements [57]. Pole signature of the three bit RFID tag using 

simulation analysis is plotted in Fig.1.20. Resonant frequencies due to the 

notch in the dipole resonators are found to be at 5.65, 7.08, and 8.45 GHz 

with pole at 3GHz due to the dipole structure. 
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Figure 1.19 Photograph of the notched elliptical dipole tag. Courtesy: A. T. Blischak et. al. 
[57]. 

 

Figure 1.20 Pole signature for notched elliptical dipole tag extracted from simulated time-
domain scattered fields resulting with impulsive plane wave excitation. 
Courtesy: A. T. Blischak et. al. [57]. 

RFID tags for secure applications are also presented in the literature 

[45], [58]. Instead of using scattering in the free space, this type of tags uses 
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secure reader zone like slotted wave guides.  RFID technology for on-touch 

data transfer applications is proposed in [38]. A Single bit is used for 

identification. The proposed measurement system comprises of a rectangular 

waveguide and an RFID tag consists of a substrate with rectangular metal 

resonator. The resonant frequency of the tag (size of the rectangular patch) is 

above the waveguide cutoff frequency. Fig.1.21 shows the geometry of the 

tag and measurement setup inside the S band waveguide. Fig.1.22 shows the 

simulated frequency response through the waveguide with different 

conditions. Different IDs are generated by dividing S band frequency 

(2.5GHz to 5GHz) into small section (1MHz) and the reader will check for 

the position of resonance in the band. 

 

Figure 1.21 (a) Geometry of the chipless RFID tag. (b) Waveguide measurement setup.. 
Courtesy: Sreejith M Nair et. al. [38]. 
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Figure 1.22 Simulated reflection coefficients of matched waveguide, matched waveguide 
loaded with substrate, and matched waveguide loaded with metalized 
substrate. Courtesy: Sreejith M Nair et. al. [38]. 

6. Chipless RFID Tag for Sensor Application 

The main attracting applications of chipless RFID tag is to encode data 

along with sensor, which is used for detecting various conditions like humidity, 

pressure, temperature, presence of gases, etc. [47], [59] -[72]. In conventional 

RFID, physical parameters are detected by using chip IC or a passive lumped 

component. The analog voltage variations due to these sensors are generally 

converted to a digital signal with an ADC (Analog to Digital Converter) 

embedded in the tag IC and then stored in the memory. In chipless RFID tag 

sensors are working based on the variation of the amplitude, phase or resonant 

frequency of the backscattered signal with changes in the physical parameters.  

Amplitude detection based chipless RFID tag sensor is reported in [63]. 

Depending on the level of water content behind the RFID tag, the backscattered 

signal strength changes so that this variation can be detected by the reading 

system. C like scatterer is used as the sensing element and the backscattered 

power from the tag with different water level are depicted in Fig.1.23.  
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Figure 1.23 (a) “C” shape resonators embeded in a water tank. (b) |RCS| results obtained 
with CST Microwave Studio. Courtesy: A. Guillet et. al. [63]. 

Chipless RFID tag for temperature sensing is reported in [65]. Tag 

performs real time temperature sensing using the dielectric property of 

temperature dependent high K polyamides. Introducing high K dielectric 

material changes the equivalent capacitance of the LC resonator which varies 

with environmental temperature. A dedicated resonator can perform the 

sensing whereas the other cascaded resonators used for encoding the ID of 

the tag. Fig.1.24 shows the top and side view of the spiral resonator modified 

with Stanyl Polyamide for temperature sensing. Stanyl polyamide has a linear 

variation of dielectric constant with temperature, ie., dielectric constant of the 

material increases with increasing temperature. Measured resonant frequency 

variation with dielectric constant is shown in Fig.1.25; here other two 

resonant frequencies are used to encode the ID.  
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Figure 1.24 Layout of modified spiral resonator as a temperature sensor (a) Top view. (b) 

Cross sectional view. Courtesy: E. Amin et. al. [65]. 
 

 

Figure 1.25 Measured magnitude of Insertion Loss (S21) of the RFID tag with modified spiral 
resonator. Courtesy: E. Amin et. al. [65]. 

The CNL (Carbon Nanotube Loaded) in chipless RFID tag comprises 

a UHF RFID antenna and a single-walled carbon nanotube (SWCNT) 

designed for toxic gas detection is reported in [47]. The CNL chipless RFID 

tag is shown in Fig.1.26. The antenna and SWCNT were printed using inkjet 

printing technology. The chipless tag antenna is a bowtie meander-line dipole 

antenna. The SWCNT is placed between the input ports of the antenna in 

order to enable data encoding. 
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The SWCNT is highly sensitive to the presence of ammonia (NH3), 

and its impedance characteristics when placed in air and NH3 are shown in 

Fig.1.27. From Fig.1.27 it is clear that the CNL chipless RFID tag operates 

by varying the amplitude of the backscattered signal, depending on the 

concentration of NH3. Amplitude variation of the backscattered signal is due 

to the RCS variation influenced by the change of the impedance of SWCNT. 

The amplitude variation of the backscattered power of the tag can be detected 

at the reader end and decoded to estimate the level of NH3.  

 

Figure 1.26 The RFID tag module on flexible substrate: (a) configuration; (b) photograph of 
the tag with inkjet-printed SWCNT film as a load. Courtesy: L. Yang et. al. 
[47].  

 

 
Figure 1.27 The calculated power reflection coefficient of the RFID tag with a SWCNT film 

before and after the gas flow.  Courtesy: L. Yang et. al. [47]. 
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7. Data Encoding Techniques in Chipless RFID  

Different bit encoding techniques are reported in the literature for 

time and frequency domain based tags. Encoding technique will enhance data 

storage capacity of the tag while keeping the tag size small. Different data 

encoding techniques are  

7.1. Pulse Position Modulation (PPM)  

PPM method is effectively utilised in the time domain based RFID 

tags. The incident pulse from the reader is received by the tag antenna and 

guided through the substrate (for SAW tag) [16] or transmission line [34]-

[36], [49]. Several reflectors along the substrate or transmission line with 

different lengths are used to create reflected pulses at specific times. 

Depending on the reflected pulse position, the reader can extract the ID using 

PPM (Pulse Position Modulation) scheme. Fig.1.28 shows the PPM 

technique used in the SAW tag and Fig.1.29 shows the PPM technique 

implanted on a transmission delay line based tag [49]. 

 

Figure 1.28 Simulated SAW tag Response. Courtesy: T. Han et. al. [16]. 
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Figure 1.29 Measured time responses of four tags with different delays [49]. 

7.2. Presence or Absence Coding Technique 

This technique is used in frequency domain based tag [39]-[42], in 

which each resonator is assigned with predetermined frequency. Presence or 

absence of resonance at that frequency determines the data (0 or 1). Hence, 

one resonator can store one bit information. As data encoding increases, the 

size of the tag also increases. Fig.1.30 shows the method of encoding data; 

here half wavelength dipole is used as a microwave resonator. Schematic 

diagram (as seen in Fig.1.30) of a backscattered signal with and without 

second resonator can encode two different spectral ID (1111 and 1011).  

 

Figure 1.30 Presence or Absence coding technique, scattered signal with and without 
second resonator. 
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7.3 . Phase Coding Technique. 

The phase can also be used to encode data by adding complex load in 

the resonator or antenna. Phase encoding method in the backscattered signal 

with structural variation of the resonator is presented [73] and Fig.1.3 shows 

the backscattered phase changes with different structural variation.  Balbin et. 

al. [12] use multiple patch antennas connected to a stub of variable length and 

encode data by varying the phase of each antenna independently. 

 

Figure 1.31 Phase encoding technique. Courtesy: A. Vena et. al. [73]. 

7.4. Frequency Shift Coding (FSC) Technique 

Apart from using the presence or absence of resonance, in FSC, 

resonators are assigned with different frequency band [51]-[52]. Fig.1.32 

shows the method of encoding data for N resonator using FSC technique. 

Here resonators are assigned with a frequency span (Δf) and each frequency 

span is divided into different resolution bandwidth (δf). The δf represents the 

bandwidth required for the resonator to represent its resonant dip or peak. 

Therefore, one resonator can represent more number of states. This method is 
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more appropriate to encode large data while RFID tag having lesser number 

of resonators.  

 

Figure 1.32 Frequency Shift Coding Technique.  Courtesy: A. Vena et. al. [52]. 

7.5. Hybrid Coding Technique 

This coding method is proposed by Arnaud Vena et.al. [51]. The 

technique is a combination of Frequency Shit Coding and Phase Coding 

Technique. Author proposes a tag consist of ‘C’ like resonator (as seen in 

Fig.1.33), in which resonant frequency and phase can be controlled 

independently. The resonant frequency is controlled by the length of the 

resonator (L) (λ/2 resonator) and phase variation is done by varying the gap 

(g). The technique delivers good encoding capacity, but it requires frequency 

spectrum of around 500MHz to accommodate change in the phase variation. 

Resonators with independent control over resonant frequency and phase are 

difficult to achieve. 
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Figure 1.33 Hybrid Coding Technique, Phase is varied by changing the gap (g) and the 
resonant frequency is varied by length L. Courtesy: A. Vena et. al. [51]. 

8. Thesis Outline  

The thesis investigates both frequency spectra based chipless RFID 

tags (Multiresonating and Multiscatterer). The first type of tag is a 

multiresonator based one and it demonstrated using microstrip open stub 

resonators with a data encoding capacity of 8 bits. Another tag based on 

multiscatterer is designed using Stepped Impedance Resonator with a data 

encoding capacity of 79 bits. Time domain analysis of the backscattered 

signal is also investigated with a practical measurement scenario.  

The objectives of the work presented in the thesis are: 

 To identify the suitable resonators for encoding information in the 

frequency domain. 

 Design of compact tags using above resonators. 

 Find methods for encoding more number of bits using new 

techniques. 

 Selection of suitable calibration technique. 
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 Extraction of the spectral content of RFID tag from the backscattered 

signal with different practical scenario like noisy signal, moving 

target, paper pack, metal container, etc. 

 Development of an algorithm for the spectral extraction from 

backscattered signal. 

 Development of an RFID reader prototype. 

Organisation of the thesis 

This section provides a brief description of the chapters presented in 

this thesis. 

Chapter 1: Introduction to RFID Technology 

This chapter describes the available RFID tags in the literature and its 

working principle. The evolution of chipless RFID technology and theory 

behind its working is also discussed. This chapter presents a comprehensive 

review of available chipless RFID tags on the market and reported in peer-

reviewed journals and conferences. Chipless RFID tags based on different 

encoding techniques are reviewed with illustrations. 

Chapter 2: Multiresonator Based Chipless RFID Tag using Microstrip 

Open Stub Resonator 

A compact chipless RFID tag using microstrip open stub resonator is 

discussed in this chapter. Equivalent circuit of single open stub resonator is 

designed and validated with Agilent ADS and Ansys HFSS software. The 

chapter also deals with a parametric study for the optimisation of frequency 

bandwidth to incorporate more number of resonances in a limited frequency 

span. An 8 bit RFID tag consists of two UWB antenna and multiresonating 
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circuit using open stub resonator is presented and its working is validated 

experimentally.  

Chapter 3: Multiscatterer Based Chipless RFID Tags using Stepped 

Impedance Resonator (SIR) 

The design of a UWB (3.1-10.6GHz) chipless RFID tag utilising SIR 

as multiscatterer is described in this chapter.  Advantages of SIR, such as 

independent control over harmonic modes and control over the electrical 

lengths are also utilised for tag design. Three types of RFID tags with 

different bit encoding techniques and coding density of 79bits with five SIRs 

are discussed. Different bit encoding techniques is also incorporated for the 

enhancement of bit encoding capacity. A simple amplitude detection method 

for identifying resonant dips in the backscattered signal is also proposed. 

Chapter 4: RFID Reader for Multiscatterer Based Chipless RFID Tags 

A simple working setup of chipless RFID reader with single antenna 

as transmitter and receiver is explained in this chapter. MIT Coffee Can 

RADAR is modified as an RFID reader working in the ISM band centred at 

2.4GHz. Proposed reader can be used for signal extraction from 

multiscatterer based tag and successfully decoded the data up to a distance of 

5cm. RFID tag with single bit and two bits are measured using proposed tag 

and its results are validated with Network Analyser. 

Chapter 5: Time Domain Analysis of Frequency Spectra Based Chipless 

RFID Tags 

Benefits of time domain analysis using UWB Impulse Radar 

techniques on the frequency spectra based tag is discussed in this chapter. By 

combining time domain analysis on frequency spectra based tag, enables the 
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spectral extraction and identification of data from noisy signals, moving 

items, metallic containers, etc. Simple algorithm is also developed for 

removing or minimising unwanted reflection from the backscattered signal.  

Chapter 6: Conclusion and Future Perspective 

All the relevant points about the work are concluded in the thesis with 

an insight to future work  

The thesis also includes the bibliography and a list of publications by 

the author in the related field. 

Appendix: 2.4GHz ISM Band Doppler Radar 

Appendix explains the working principle of RADAR capable of 

sensing range and relative speed. Architecture of Doppler RADAR is 

presented with six RF components from mini-circuit and it is designed to 

operate at 2.4GHz ISM band. Measurements were taken inside the university 

campus road and relative speed of vehicles is calculated from the doppler 

frequency shift. 
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Abstract 
Compact multiresonator based chipless RFID tag employing open 
stubs in a microstrip transmission line is proposed. The prototype of 
the tag is fabricated on a substrate of dielectric constant 4.4 and loss 
tangent 0.0018. The multiresonator tag consists of microstrip open stub 
resonators and cross polarised transmitting and receiving disc 
monopole antennas.  Equivalent circuit of the single bit tag is studied 
and validated with simulation results. A prototype of 8 bit data encoded 
tag is demonstrated in this chapter. Method for enhancing the 
performance of the RFID tag is also proposed. Magnitude or group 
delay response of the backscattered signal is used to decode the tag 
information. The readable range of the tag is found to be 40cm inside 
the anechoic chamber, using a PNA E8362B network analyser with 
source power of 0dBm. 
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2.1. Introduction 

As explained in the earlier chapter, the frequency spectra based chipless 

RFID tags can be divided into two categories, multiresonator and 

multiscatterer based tags. This chapter highlights the design and development 

of multiresonator based tag. It consist of a receiving antenna for the reception 

of the interrogation signal from the RFID reader, a multi resonating structure 

consist of a number of resonators and a retransmitting antenna.  Multiresonator 

circuit is basically a narrow band rejection filter comprises of different 

resonators and it will alter the amplitude and phase of the interrogating signal. 

The output of the filter is connected to a transmitting antenna which will 

retransmit the encoded signal back to the reader. Block diagram of the 

multiresonator based chipless RFID system is depicted in Fig.2.1. The system 

is not based on radar cross section (RCS) backscattering, but on retransmission 

of the interrogation signal with the encoded unique spectral ID. RFID reader 

for the multiresonator based system consists of two linearly polarised wide 

band antennas orthogonally polarised to each other. This arrangement helps the 

reader to minimise direct coupling between the reader antennas and also 

reduces the mutual coupling between the interrogation and backscattered 

signals. RFID reader comprises of a wide band microwave source and other RF 

device like Low Noise Amplifier (LNA), directional coupler, power splitters, 

frequency mixer, etc. Reader has to generate an interrogation signal with 

constant phase and amplitude as shown in Fig.2.1. Backscattered or 

retransmitted signal from the chipless tag will have different amplitude and 

phase, which depends on the characteristics of the multiresonating circuit. A 

control section is also needed in the reader system to manage all the activities 

and communication with middleware software.  
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Figure 2.1 Block diagram of the multiresonator based RFID system 

Components of a multiresonator based tag are  

2.1.1. Multiresonating circuits 

2.1.2. Receiving and retransmitting UWB antenna 

2.1.1. Multiresonating Circuits 

Numerous chipless RFID tags are reported based on the method 

proposed by Stevan Preradovic et.al. [1]-[9]. Multiresonating circuit is 

designed to attenuate particular frequency in the desired band. Basic 

resonators used in the design of multiresonating circuits are spiral, hair pin, 

‘C’ like structures, split ring resonator (SRR), Complementary SRR (CSRR), 

Stepped Impedance Resonator (SIR), etc. Most of the tags are designed on 

microstrip based resonators [1]-[7] and some of them are based on CPW [8]-

[9]. In CPW based multiresonating circuits, resonators are etched in the feed 

lines. In the case of microstrip based circuits, resonators are either connected 
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or coupled to the transmission line. Because of the resonators in the feed line, 

CPW based multiresonating circuits create more insertion loss with number 

of resonators and also requires large space in the feed line to accommodate 

lower frequency resonators. Fig.2.2 shows some of the resonators reported in 

the literature for the design of multiresonating circuits. Fig.2.2 (a) to (d) 

shows the multiresonating circuits based on microstrip line and Fig.2.2 (e) & 

(f) are based on CPW. In all cases, the size of the multiresonating circuit 

depends on the number of parameters like operating frequency band, 

dielectric properties of the substrate, the separation between the resonators, 

common coupling area between the transmission line and resonator, etc. 

 

Figure 2.2 Reported resonators used for the design of multiresonator based tag. (a) to (d) : 
microstrip based resonators and (e) to (f): CPW based resonators. 

2.1.2. Receiving and Retransmitting UWB Antenna 

The complete design of RFID tag based on multiresonator requires two 

UWB antennas, one for receiving the interrogation signal from reader and 

another for retransmitting the encoded signal from the multiresonating 

circuits to the reader. This antenna should provide a good impedance match 
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and radiation characteristics at the desired frequency band. Fig.2.3 shows the 

reported antennas used in the design of the chipless tag. All the antennas are 

UWB with CPW or microstrip feed. The overall size of the antenna depends 

on substrate permittivity, geometry and lowest operating frequency of the tag. 

Compact tag antennas are preferred to accommodate more number of bits in a 

limited tag size (size of the credit card or bank note). 

 

Figure 2.3 Reported antennas used for the design of multiresonator based chipless RFID tag 

[9],[7] and [1]. 

2.2. Expression for Free Space Losses in the Multiresonator 

Based Chipless RFID System 

The expected power levels of the received signals from the chipless 

tags in an anechoic chamber (lossless environment) can be calculated using 

the Friis free-space transmission formula [10]. The power density of the 

signal that reaches the chipless RFID tag in free space is given by 

  
    

           (2.1) 

where Pt is the transmitted power, Gr is the gain of the reader transmitting 

antenna and r is the distance between the tag and reader antenna. The power 

collected by the transponder antenna is defined as 
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      (2.2) 

where Ae is the effective area of the tag antenna, Gt is the gain of the tag 

antenna and λ is the wavelength. In this calculation, both antennas used by 

the RFID reader for transmission and reception of interrogation signal are 

identical. Similarly, antenna in the RFID tag for receiving and retransmitting 

is also considered as identical. Hence, the signal received by the reader after 

interrogating the tag is  

    
     

   
       

      
      (2.3) 

where L(f) is the insertion loss of the tag‟s multiresonating circuit as a function 

of frequency f . Received signal strength Prx should be above the noise floor, for 

the successful identification of backscattered signal. In the RFID system, the 

noise floor of the backscattered signal depends on the polarisation isolation 

between the reader antennas and environmental conditions (interference from 

different wireless systems, scattering from stationary objects, etc.) 

2.3. Multiresonator Circuit Design Using Open Stub Resonator  

This chapter proposes a multiresonator based chipless RFID tag using 

open stub resonators. The proposed tags are resonating at quarter wavelength 

(λ/4) whereas most of reported tag resonators are half wavelength (λ/2). 

Therefore, the sizes of the proposed resonators are small compared with other 

tags working on the same frequency. Another advantage is that open stub 

resonator is directly connected to the transmission line, but in normal tags a 

coupling is required. As shown in Fig.2.2, all the resonators have to be placed 

close to a transmission line with common coupling area between the two.  
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The evolution of an RFID tag from a simple microstrip transmission line 

using λg/4 open stub is demonstrated in Fig.2.4, where λg is the guided 

wavelength at the operating frequency. Ansys HFSS software is used for the 

simulation analysis. The width of the microstrip transmission line is found to be 

3mm for 50Ω impedance and it is simulated on a substrate of dielectric constant 

4.4, loss tangent 0.0018 and substrate height 1.6mm. To make compact tag, ‘L’ 

shape open stub resonator is placed on the transmission line as shown in Fig.2.4. 

Width (W2) and length (L) of the open stub resonator is selected as 0.5mm and 

21mm, respectively. The two 50Ω excitation ports are connected at the end of 

the microstrip transmission line with characteristic impedance of 50Ω (W1 = 

3mm). The simulated frequency response of the open stub resonator is depicted 

in Fig.2.5. Narrow band notch filter response at 2.12GHz is clearly shown in the 

figure. The resonant frequency (f0) of a λg/4 resonator can be accurately found 

analytically by taking care of appropriate corrections due to open end [11] and 

microstrip bend [12] effects of the microstrip line. The length ΔL (seen in 

Fig.2.4) is the extended length due to open end fringing field on the microstrip 

line. Field distribution (surface current and E field) on the resonator at the 

resonant frequency (2.12GHz) is shown in Fig.2.6 and confirms the quarter 

wavelength operation at the resonant frequency. 

 

Figure 2.4 Microstrip Transmission line with open stub resonator, W1 = 3mm, W2 = 0.5mm, 
L = 21mm and ΔL=0.629mm. 
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Figure 2.5 Simulated frequency response of the open stub resonator 

 
Figure 2.6 Field distribution on the open stub at resonant frequency (2.12GHz), (a) surface 

current distribution and (b) Electric field distribution 

2.3.1. Equivalent Circuit Design of Open Stub Microstrip Resonator 

Equivalent circuit of an open stub resonator can be derived by finding 

the capacitance and inductance of each section in the microstrip line. Open 

end fringing field and microstrip bend effects are also to be incorporated into 

the analysis for the accurate calculation of resonant frequency. Transmission 

line and open stub resonator are assumed to be lossless ie., distributed 

resistance is zero. Equivalent circuit of the open end microstrip line is shown 

in Fig.2.7. LS and CP are the equivalent series inductance and shunt 

capacitance per unit length of microstrip line, LB and CB are the equivalent 

series inductance and shunt capacitance due to microstrip bend. ΔCP is the 
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shunt capacitance due to open end fringing field. Closed form expressions for 

finding the unknown quantities are given in the following steps [11]-[15]. 

 

Figure 2.7 Equivalent circuit of a single open stub resonator 

Series inductance (LS) and shunt capacitance (CP) of a microstrip line 

can be calculated by solving closed form equation [11]. 
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where  r, h, W, and T are the permittivity, height of substrate, width of 

microstrip line and thickness of the metal, respectively. c0 is the speed of 

light in the free space. Parallel capacitance CB and series inductance LB per 

unit length due to microstrip bend can be computed by [12]. 
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Capacitance due to open end effect (CP) can be found by [13]. 
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CP = 
 √   

    
       (2.9) 

where L is the extended length due to fringing field are given by 
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where  re is the effective dielectric constant of the microstrip line. As per the 

above equations, extracted values of inductance and capacitance of the open 

stub resonator and microstrip line are detailed in Table 1. The parameter 

L_TLS and C_TLP are the series inductance and shunt capacitance of the 50 

microstrip transmission line shown in Fig.2.4. 

Table 1: Extracted parameters 

Parameter Values 

LS 0.157nH/mm 

CP 0.048pF/mm 

LB 0.098nH 

CB 0.0156pF 

CP 0.032pF 

L_TLS 0.27nH/mm 

C_TLP 0.11pF/mm 
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The equivalent circuit of the open stub resonator with 50Ω transmission 
line is modelled in Agilent ADS software with values given in Table 1 and its 
frequency response with HFSS simulation is validated. Fig.2.8 shows the 
equivalent circuit designed in Agilent ADS software with two ports connected 
across the 50Ω transmission line. Fig.2.9 shows the frequency response 
comparison between equivalent circuit and the 3D numerical result. Equivalent 
circuit results show good agreement with numerical results. 

 
Figure 2.8 Equivalent circuit of an open stub resonator (Fig.2.4) connected with 50Ω 

transmission line using Agilent ADS. 
 

 
Figure 2.9 Frequency response of the above open stub resonator extracted using HFSS and Agilent ADS  
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2.4. Substrates for Chipless RFID Tag 

Multiresonating circuit using open stub resonator is analysed with 
different substrate are discussed in this section. Different substrates used for 
the analysis are FR4 (εr = 4.3, tanδ = 0.02, h = 1.6mm), C-MET LK 4.3 (εr = 
4.3, tanδ = 0.0018, h = 1.6mm), RT Duroid (εr = 2.2, tanδ = 0.0009, h = 
1mm) and glossy paper (εr = 3, tanδ = 0.09, h = 0.22mm). The dimension of 
the open stub resonator given in the Fig.2.4 is analysed on different 
transmission lines designed on the above substrates with characteristic 
impedance (Z0) of 50Ω. From the figure it is clear that, the resonator printed 
on a lossy glossy paper can also encode the data in the frequency spectrum, 
but it requires large bandwidth to represent resonance due to low Q. The 
better Quality factor can be achieved with low loss substrate (<<tanδ).  The 
resonant frequency variation with respect to the dielectric constant of the 
structure is also shown in the figure.  C-MET LK 4.3 substrate is used for the 
design and analysis of multiresonator based chipless tag, which is 
indigenously developed by C-MET (Centre for Materials for Electronics 
Technology, India). Substrate properties given by the manufacturer are given 
in Table 2.   

 

Figure 2.10. Simulated frequency response of the open stub resonator on different substrate. 
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Table 2. Material Properties of C-MET LK-4.3 Substrate 

C-MET LK-4.3 Values 
Dielectric constant 4.3 ±0.03 at 10 GHz 

Loss tangent 0.0018 at 10 GHz 

Temperature coefficient of dielectric constant -27 ppm/oC 

Linear coefficient of  thermal expansion 19 ppm/oC 

Copper peel strength 1.2 N/mm 

Water absorption 0.05% 

Thermal conductivity >1 W/mK 

2.5. Optimisation of Open Stub Resonator 

Frequency spectrum available for the design of chipless tag is limited 

due to allocation of bands to different applications. Hence, to encode more 

bits in the limited spectrum, the bandwidth of the resonators to represent the 

bit/resonator should be small as possible. It is noted that there is a band notch 

centred at 2.35GHz when an open circuited stub of length 18mm and width 

0.5mm is connected to the 50Ω microstrip transmission line. Simulation 

analysis on different parameters of the single open stub resonator with 

microstrip line is carried out in this section. Fig.2.11 shows the variation of 

resonant frequency with respect to the width of the transmission line (W1). As 

the width of transmission line increases, Fractional Band Width (FBW) 

decreases, ie. FBW changes from 39.42% to 12.57% when W1 varies from 

2mm to 7mm. The FBW is estimated using, FBW=∆f/f0*100%, where ∆f is 

the 3dB S21 band width and f0 is the notch frequency.   Similar parametric 

study on open stub resonator width (W2) is also carried out and its frequency 

response is shown in Fig.2.12. FBW is decreased with the width of the 

resonator as demonstrated in Fig.2.12. 
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Figure 2.11 Frequency response of the structure with different transmission line width 
(W1), εr = 4.3, tanδ = 0.0018, h =1.6mm and W2 = 0.5mm 

 

Figure 2.12 Frequency response of the structure with different open stub resonator width 
(W2), εr = 4.3, tanδ = 0.0018, h =1.6mm and W1 = 3mm 

The results of the parametric analysis shown in Fig.2.11 and 2.12 are 

detailed in Table 3.  It is found that when the transmission line impedance is 

50Ω (W=3mm), the system offers a Fractional Band Width (FBW) of 

30.05%. As seen in the Table 3.a increasing the width of the transmission line 

will reduce the FBW.  However, when the transmission line impedance is 

about 28Ω (W= 7mm), optimum FBW (12.57%) is achieved. It is noted that 
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further decrease in the impedance of the transmission line distorts the S21 

characteristics. So this impedance is selected for further analysis. From 

Table.3.b it is again found that when the width of the λg/4 stub (W2) is 

decreasing, FBW of the resonator is also decreasing. Due to the fabrication 

limitation, the width W2 is taken as 0.5mm in the present study. It is also 

observed that there is a small frequency shift with the width of the stub. This 

may be due to the increased inductance of the stub for small width [17]. 

Similarly, the small shift in the resonance with the width of the transmission 

line may be due to the change in effective capacitance of the line with width. 

Table 3: Parametric Study on Open Stub Resonator and Microstrip Transmission Line 

Table 3.a   
L = 18 mm, W2 = 0.5mm 

Table 3.b  
L = 18 mm, W1 = 3mm 

W1 
(mm) 

F0 

(GHz) FBW (%) W2

(mm) 
F0 

 (GHz) FBW (%) 

2 2.37 39.42 0.3 2.33 27.27 
3 2.35 30.05 0.5 2.35 30.05 
4 2.32 23.50 0.7 2.36 33.69 
5 2.31 17.90 0.9 2.38 37.21 
6 2.30 15.11 1.1 2.41 39.48 
7 2.29 12.57 1.3 2.44 40.08 
8 2.27 9.21 1.5 2.47 44.45 

To reduce the impedance mismatch between antenna terminal (50Ω) 

and microstrip transmission line (28Ω), an impedance transformer section 

(tapering section) is also included [18]. The length of this tapering section 

(LT) is equal to 0.25λd, where λd is the wavelength in the substrate 

corresponding to the lowest frequency of operation. Final model of the single 

bit open stub resonator based mutiresonator circuit is depicted in Fig.2.13. A 

parametric study on the multiresonating circuit with different resonator length 

(L) is depicted in Fig.2.14 and all other parameters of the structures are same 

as that shown in Fig.2.13. It is clear from the figure that, the resonant 
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frequency of the multiresonating structure can be easily controlled by the 

resonator length.  

 

 

Figure 2.13 Final model of a single bit open stub resonator based mutiresonator circuit, 
where W1 = 3mm, W2 = 0.5mm, W= 7mm LT = 12 mm, L = 18mm, εr = 4.3, 
tanδ = 0.0018 and substrate height = 1.6mm. 

 

 

Figure 2.14 Simulated resonant frequency variation of open stub resonator with respect to 
its length (L). 
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2.6. Tag Design 

From the above knowledge, a multiresonator circuit with 8 open stub 

resonator is designed and fabricated on a C-MET LK 4.3 substrate. Fig.2.15 

shows the structure of the proposed 8 bit multiresonator circuit with an 

overall dimension of 30x25x1.6mm3. Each resonator is independently 

resonating at its quarter wavelength frequency (λg/4). To minimise the 

mutual coupling between the two resonators they are kept 1mm apart.  

Experiments of the multiresonating circuit are conducted using the PNA 

E8362B network analyser. Fig.2.16 shows the measured and simulated 

frequency response of the 8 bit RFID tag. The simulated results are in good 

agreement with the measured one. The resonant frequencies of the circuit are 

found to be at 2.08GHz, 2.23GHz, 2.36GHz, 2.56GHz, 2.81GHz, 3.21GHz, 

3.61GHz and 4.03GHz. 

 

Figure 2.15 Proposed 8 bit open stub RFID tag, where εr = 4.3, tanδ = 0.0018, h =1.6mm, 
W=7mm, W1=3mm, W2=1mm, W3=0.5mm, L1=21mm, L2=19.5mm, L3=19 
mm, L4=17.5mm, L5=15.25mm, L6=13.5mm, L7=11.5mm and L8=10.5mm 
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Figure 2.16 Simulated and measured frequency response of the proposed 8 bit tag [1111 
1111] shown in Fig.2.15. 

Absence or Presence Coding technique is used in the design of present 
tag, hence one resonator can represent 1 bit of information. The presence of 
the resonance at a predefined frequency indicate bit 1 and absence will 
indicate bit 0. Fig.2.17 shows the method of generating different bit 
combination from the mutiresonator circuit. Instead of removing entire 
resonator from the tag, the connection between transmission line and 
resonator is removed to minimise the frequency shift in the multiresonating 
circuit. Measured transfer function (S21) of the tag with different bit 
combinations are depicted in Fig.2.18.  

 

Figure 2.17 Structure of the multiresonating circuit with disconnected open stub resonators 
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Figure 2.18 Measured frequency response of the multiresonator circuit with different bit 

combination 

Bit information of the multiresonating tag also can be encoded in the 

group delay of the transfer function as shown in Fig.2.19. Group delay is 

defined as the negative derivative of the signal phase with respect to 

frequency. When a signal passes through a device or medium, it experiences 

both amplitude and phase distortion. The amount of distortion depends on the 

characteristics of the device/medium. A wave incident at the input of a device 

may have several frequency components. The group delay gives a measure of 

average time delay of input signal at each frequency or it gives a measure of 

the dispersive nature of the device. Mathematically, the group delay can be 

expressed as, 

    
      

  
      (2.11) 

where θ and ω are the phase and the angular frequency of the signal. 

If the phase of the backscattered signal varies, the group delay will 

vary with frequency ie., backscattered signal will have different delays at 
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different frequencies. From [19] it is clear that the group delay signal may 

have positive or negative symmetry depending on the phase change direction 

(+ve to –ve or –ve to +ve).  The group delay plot is very efficient to analyse 

any nonlinearity that is present in the phase. From Fig.2.19, all the 

resonances can be easily identified from the backscattered group delay signal. 

Small shifts in the resonant frequency due to the removal of connection 

between the open stub and transmission lines are also shown in the figure. 

 

Figure 2.19 Group Delay of the multiresonator circuit with different bit combinations 

2.7. Receiving and Retransmitting UWB Antennas: Disc 

Monopole Antenna 

A complete chipless RFID tag requires two UWB antennas at the two 

ends of multiresonating circuit. Selection of UWB antenna in the 

multiresonator based tag depends on impedance match, polarisation, radiation 

pattern and overall size. The antenna should possess very good impedance 

match over the operating frequency band of the RFID tag and also need better 
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linear polarisation characteristics. For successful reception and 

retransmission of interrogation signal, the radiation pattern of the antenna 

also needs to be uniform. In this tag, microstrip disc monopole antenna is 

opted due to its simple structure and wide band operation [4]. Fig.2.20 shows 

the geometry of the monopole antenna, along with the design parameters. 

Measured return loss characteristic of the antenna from 1.5GHz to 11GHz is 

shown in Fig.2.21. The antenna shows very good impedance match over 

operating range of multiresonator circuits (1.9GHz to 4.5GHz).  

 

Figure 2.20 Disc monopole antenna εr = 4.3, tanδ = 0.0018, h =1.6mm, R = 15mm, W3 
= 3mm, Lg = 0.6mm,  Lg1 = 40mm and Lg2 = 20mm 

 

Figure 2.21 Measured reflection characteristics of Disc Monopole Antenna 
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The measured radiation patterns of the antenna both in H and E plane 

at 3GHz, 7GHz and 10GHz are shown in Fig.2.22. Over the frequency range 

of RFID tag, UWB antenna confirms omnidirectional radiation pattern. This 

antenna is not suitable for a wide range of application due to the degradation 

in the polarisation and radiation pattern. Above 7GHz radiation pattern of the 

antenna is changing drastically due to the excitation of higher order modes. 

For most of the angular directions (in E and H plane), the antenna is showing 

polarisation better than 20dB (below 7GHz), hence it will improve the 

isolation between received and retransmitted interrogation signal.   

 

Figure 2.22 Radiation pattern of the Disc monopole antenna at three different frequencies 
(3GHz, 7GHz and 10GHz). (a) H Plane and (b) E Plane. 
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2.8. 8 bits Open Stub Resonator Based Multiresonating Chipless 

RFID Tag 

Complete microstrip open stub resonator based multiresonating 

chipless RFID tag is shown in Fig.2.23. The receiving and retransmitting disc 

monopole antennas are connected in such a way that they are orthogonally 

polarised. The backscattered signal from the retransmitting antenna has been 

used for the encoding purposes. If all resonators operating at different 

frequencies (2.08GHz, 2.23GHz, 2.36GHz, 2.56GHz, 2.81GHz, 3.21GHz, 

3.61GHz and 4.03GHz) are present, then the bit pattern is 1111 1111. The 

overall dimension of the RFID tag is 80x60x1.6 mm3.  

 

Figure 2.23. 8 bit RFID Tag with Disc Monopole antenna, G1 = 50mm, G2=30mm, dotted 
line showing the ground at the backside of the substrate (εr=4.4, 
tanδ=0.0018 and height=1.6mm)  

 

2.9. Measurement System 

Reader system proposed by S. Preradovic et. al [1]-[3] is opted for the 

measurement. Agilent PNA E8362B network analyser with transmitted power 

of 0dBm is used as the RFID reader and two medium gain horn antennas are 
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used at the reader end for transmitting and receiving signals from the RFID tag. 

Schematic diagram of the reader system with two cross polarised antennas and 

proposed chipless tag is shown in Fig.2.24. Proposed system requires proper 

arrangement with the reader and tag antenna for successful detection of the 

encoded signal. Fig.2.25 shows the gain of a linearly polarised reader antenna 

(horn) and tag antenna (disc monopole). In the desired frequency band the 

reader antenna has a gain of about 8-10dB and for the tag antenna it is about 

1.5-4.5dB. Calibrations are not required to get the backscattered signal from 

the retransmitting antenna for a distance of 40cm due to the orthogonal 

polarisation arrangement of the RFID system. From the Friis transmission 

equation, the readable range of the tag can be further improved by setting high 

gain antennas at the reader and tag ends. Increasing the power from the 

microwave source can also be used to increase the range.   

 

Figure 2.24 Schematic diagram of the measurement system using Agilent PNA E8362B. 
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Figure 2.25 Gain of the reader antenna (horn) and tag antenna (disc monopole). 

The RFID tag decoded up to a distance of 1-2 meters are reported in 

the literature, but it requires complex calibration procedure [20] - [21] 

including reference measurements with metal sheets and time domain gating, 

etc. These calibration techniques will create complex measurements which is 

not suitable for practical applications.  

2.10. Result and Discussion 

All the measurements are carried out inside the anechoic chamber and 

the measurement setup is shown in Fig.2.26. As shown in the figure, the 

RFID tag is placed at a distance of 40cm away from horn antennas. 

Identification of each bit is very clear from magnitude and group delay 

measurements. The typical response of the RFID tag for 1111 1111, 1001 

1110, 1001 1010 and 1001 0010 bits are shown in Fig.2.27 to 2.30, 

respectively. All the bits can be identified from the backscattered magnitude 

and group delay signal. RFID without antenna in Fig.2.27 to 2.30, means the 

direct measurement of multiresonator circuit as shown in Fig.2.18. The band 
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notches are well defined and in the worst case the magnitude of the dip is 

better than 5dB. From the figure, it is well understood that the magnitude and 

group delay can be conveniently used for reading the tag. 

 

Figure 2.26 Measurement setup inside the anechoic chamber 

 

Figure 2.27 Measured backscattered response (Magnitude and Group delay) of RFID tag 
(11111111) 
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Figure 2.28 Measured backscattered response (Magnitude and Group delay) of RFID tag (10011110) 

 

Figure 2.29 Measured backscattered response (Magnitude and Group delay) of RFID tag (10011010) 
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Figure 2.30 Measured backscattered response (Magnitude and Group delay) of RFID tag (10010010) 

Proposed system successfully measured backscattered amplitude and 

phase (group delay) variation of different multiresonator based tag up to a distance 

of 40cm. Hence the system can be adopted for applications like automatic 

identification of items in the conveyor belt. The barcode technology can be 

replaced with the proposed system, providing proper arrangement with the reader. 

2.11. Conclusion 

A novel RFID tag with multiple open stub resonators is proposed in 

this chapter. The quarter wavelength resonance of the open stub resonator 

makes proposed tag more compact than other existing tags. Equivalent circuit 

model with different parametric studies are conducted on the open stub 

resonator. The tag enables to encode data in magnitude as well as in group 

delay. Without having any additional calibration technique, the proposed 

system is able to decode the tag information up to a distance of 40cm. The 

method introduced in this chapter can be effectively implemented using low 

cost substrate materials which in turn reduce the overall cost. 
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Abstract 
This chapter discusses about the design and development of 

multiscatterer based Chipless RFID tag. The chapter also gives an 
introduction on various types of multiscatterer based tags reported in the 
literature. Backscattering mechanism, calibration method and 
characteristics of multiscatterer based chipless RFID tags are also 
discussed. Evolution of Stepped Impedance Resonator (SIR) from a 
transmission line resonator and various attractive properties of SIR, like 
control on electrical length, harmonic separation and independent control 
over resonant modes are explained. Three kinds of UWB multiscatterer 
based Chipless RFID tags using SIR are also proposed in this chapter. 
Finally, a chipless tag having data encoding capacity of 79 bits and Surface 
Coding Capacity greater than 7bits/cm2with an overall dimension of 
40x25mm2 is demonstrated. All the designs are validated with measured 
data and the spectral data is successfully decoded up to a distance of 50cm. 
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3.1. Challenges with Multiresonator Based Chipless Tag 

In the frequency domain, the number of bits that can be represented by an 

RFID tag is directly proportional to the usable bandwidth and quality factor of each 

resonator. Chipless RFID technology is still in the research stage, however, 

designing a tag in the license free band ranging from 3.1-10.6GHz can demonstrate 

the advantages of the system compared with existing technologies. Due to the large 

bandwidth, more number of bits can be easily encoded. This chapter concentrates on 

the design and development of frequency domain based chipless RFID tag working 

in the UWB region. 

Multiresonator based chipless RFID tag is the combination of different 

microwave components like UWB antennas, transmission line and microwave 

resonators [1]-[4]. The design of UWB chipless RFID tags based on multiresonator 

circuit are facing challenges due to following issues.  

 RFID tag antenna radiation characteristics are not identical in the entire 

operating band as shown in the chapter 2. Thus, some resonant frequencies 

are difficult to detect usually at the higher bands.  

 RFID tag utilising UWB antennas [2] occupies more than 50% of the tag 

space, and hence the large size tag. 

 Proper orientation between reader and tag is required for successful 

detection of backscattered signal. 

 The position of the resonator can be selected only with a limited degree of 

freedom because it has to be connected or coupled with the transmission line. 

 Mutual coupling between the resonators. 

Similar electromagnetic response of the multiresonating tag can be achieved 

with a structure using multiple scatterers [5]. Each scatterer/resonator serves as a 

receiving antenna, a narrow band filter and a transmitting antenna. Normally, each 
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scatterer receives the electromagnetic wave and reflects it back to the reader as a 

quasi-optical way. At resonance, it will generate a different electromagnetic pattern. 

Therefore chipless tag consisting of multiple scatterers can encode data by selecting its 

resonance at predefined frequencies. The Q factor of the scatterer determines the 

coding capacity of the tag and is a function of total tag losses namely, conduction, 

dielectric, surface wave and radiation losses. Surface wave and dielectric losses are 

negligible in thin substrates with low loss tangent. A metal thickness of the order of 

micro meters can be used to minimise the skin effect losses at these frequencies. The 

chipless tag proposed in [5], is the first design reported based on this method. 

Although it has a limited coding capacity of the order of 5 bits compared to 35 bits [1], 

the size of the tag required to represent bits is small. The design [1] requires a surface 

area of 1.66cm
2
 to represent single bit, but [5] requires only 1.25 cm

2
 for the same 

encoding. This demonstrates the miniaturization possibility of this approach.  

3.2. Introduction to Multiscatterer Based Chipless RFID Tag 

The first reported work related to RFID tag using multiscatterer is from 

Jalaly et. al. [5] based on RF barcodes which are constructed with arrays of metallic 

microstrip dipoles on a dielectric substrate with ground plane. Detection is based on 

reflection characteristics and the reader consists of two co-polarised antennas. The 

interrogator emits electromagnetic energy and the frequency content in the 

backscattered signal from the RF barcodes is analysed to decode the data. The 

obtained Q factor of the resonator is about 100 and it can support approximately 4 or 

5 bits within the ISM (Industrial, Scientific and Medical) bands. This is insufficient 

for different applications. It is proposed by the author that, by straddling ISM bands, 

a practical RFID tag can be realised. Fig.3.1 shows RFID tag working in the three 

ISM bands (2.4, 5.25 and 5.8 GHz). Fig.3.2 shows the backscattered response of the 

tag at 5.8GHz ISM band.  
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Figure 3.1 RF barcode elements at 2.4, 5.25 and 5.8 GHz bands with near field 

measurement probes. Courtesy: I. Jalaly et. al. [5]. 

 

Figure 3.2 Bistatic S21 measurement results at 1.5m read range for 5-bit RF barcode 

representing 11111 (top) and 11010 (bottom), where a ‘1’ is indicated by a ‘null’ 

or RF energy absorption at the corresponding frequency. Courtesy: I. Jalaly et. 

al. [5]. 

A compact 20 bit RFID tag operating in the frequency span of 2 GHz 

to 4 GHz with a size of 70x25mm
2
 is presented in [12]. Fabrication process 

of the proposed tag is very cheap because it needs only one conductive layer 

(without ground plane), so that it can be fully printed directly on the product. 
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The main problem with single conductive layer based tag is, its inherent 

detuning effect, ie., variation in the resonance frequency due to surrounding 

objects and mutual coupling. The proposed 20 bit tags with different bit 

combinations are shown in the Fig.3.3. Fig.3.4 shows the simulated RCS of 

the tag with different bit combinations.  

 
Figure 3.3 (a) Single scatterer. Realized 20-bit chipless tags (a) reference tag 1 having the 

maximal code (all ’1’); (b) tag 2 with resonators 2, 11, and 19 filled to get ’0’; 

(c) tag 3 with resonators 1 and 4 filled. Courtesy: A. Vena et. al. [12]. 

 
Figure 3.4 Simulated |   | response using CST Microwave Studio for different bit 

combinations. Courtesy: A. Vena et. al. [12]. 
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The RFID system can also be realized by designing polarisation 

independent property. This can be achieved by either designing RFID tag 

resonators with polarisation independent capabilities [14]-[15] or by setting 

proper arrangement in the reader side [17]. Spectral information can be easily 

decoded from any of the linearly polarised reader signals. Polarisation of the 

backscattered signals may be the same or different from the transmitted 

signal and it mainly depends on the geometry of the scattering object. Arnaud 

Vena et al. [14] presented a polarisation independent tag using circular ring 

resonators. Similar type of RFID tags are reported in [15]. It is found that 

polarisation independent tags are designed by selecting resonator with 

symmetrical shape, hence resonant information can be decoded in both the 

horizontal and vertical polarised signals. Fig.3.5 shows the full wavelength 

(λ) field pattern at resonance on a circular ring resonator.  

 

Figure 3.5 Field variation in a circular ring resonator a) surface current intensity along the ring b) 

Electrical field intensity. The plane wave incidence is normal to the tag surface, the 

radius R is set to 8 mm and the width w is 0.5 mm. Courtesy: A. Vena et. al. [14]. 

Aminul Islam et al. [17] have explained a printable Dual-Polarized 

Chipless RFID system with polarisation dependent scatterers, ie. resonators 

which excite only with single polarised signal (either horizontal or vertical), 
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where bit information is stored both in horizontally and vertically polarised 

resonators. RFID reader system consist of four antennas, two for transmitting 

and two for receiving the interrogation signal which are cross polarized 

(Fig.3.6 (a)). RFID tag consists of resonators, arranged in horizontal and 

vertical polarisations. Because of the polarisation dependent characteristics, 

the tag can hold same resonators arranged in both polarisations. Fig.3.6 (b) 

shows the backscattered signal from the tag using horizontally and vertically 

polarized signals. Hence, the capacity of the tag can be doubled and the 

proposed tags have Surface Coding Density more than 7bits/cm
2
. But there 

are some drawbacks with the proposed system. Tag information can be read 

only a distance of 5cm and information decoding fails when the tag is rotated 

through 45
0
, because resonators excite with both polarisations. A reader with 

two antennas arranged in orthogonal polarisation can be adopted to make 

polarisation independent reader system because the tag will definitely excite 

with any of the exciting polarisations. 

 

Figure 3.6 (a) Working principle of the proposed slot-loaded chipless RFID tag. (b) 16-b dual-

polarized tag with all 1’s and its frequency response. Courtesy: Md. Aminul 

Islam et. al. [17]. 

3.3. Backscattering from Multiscatterer Based Tag 

The conductive geometries will reflect the electromagnetic waves in a 

particular way. The principle here is to create resonant peaks or dips in the 
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frequency spectrum of the backscattered signal which are distinguishable 

from each other. The phase change around the resonances can also be used 

for identification. From the electromagnetic response of a resonator, it is 

possible to create a link between the geometry of the resonator and its 

resonant frequency. In a practical RFID tag, generating resonator geometry 

for different bit patterns without the need of huge computational efforts is 

desirable.  

The basic theory behind the scattering of resonant metallic objects is 

given by Vena et. al. [19]. Excitation of scatterer can be done by an 

interrogation signal in the form of an ultra-short pulse, or a broadband CW 

frequency sweep, by the RFID reader. When a wave is incident on a 

conductive surface of the tag, it will create some surface currents on the 

metal according to the intensity and polarisation of the incident wave. The 

current also depends on the shape and boundary conditions of the resonators. 

Scattering process from chipless RFID tag can be explained in time domain 

(Fig.3.7(a)). First, the main part of the energy is directly reflected by the 

structure in a quasi-optical way. This scattering mechanism is called 

structural mode, which depends only on the geometry of the tag. The 

remaining part of the received energy is stored in the resonator and re-emitted 

throughout the space with a process that occurs over time. The retransmission 

time depends on the quality factor of the resonators. This phenomenon is 

called antenna mode, which contains all the information about the resonant 

frequency of the tag. In this case, the signature is spread over the time and is 

made of a summation of damped sinusoids. The structural mode provides a 

large response but short in time duration while the antenna mode shows a 

resonant response spread in time, similar to the response of a high-quality 

factor tank circuit. The total electromagnetic response of the tag is the 
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superposition of the structural mode with an antenna mode. On analysing 

signals in the frequency domain by taking IFFT (Fig.3.7(b)), the structural 

mode is having a constant magnitude level with frequency, while antenna 

mode is having a selective response as peak or dip with a rapid 180° phase 

deviation. Depending on the phase of each mode, they can interfere 

constructively or destructively. As a result, it may appear as a peak or a dip 

respectively, in the spectrum, as seen in Fig.3.7. 

Chapter 5 gives more discussion about structural mode and antenna mode 

from the multiscatterer based RFID tag. 

 

Figure 3.7 (a) Typical impulse response of a scatterer made by the addition of the structural 

and the antenna modes. (b) Frequency response of the scatterer. The addition 

of the two modes creates a destructive interference when they are 180° out 

of phase. Courtesy: A. Vena et. al. [19]. 

3.4. Criteria for Selecting Basic Scatterer 

In literature, there are two types of multiscatterer based tags reported, 

resonator without ground plane and with ground plane. Single layer scatterers 

(without ground) are low cost, and their Q factors are not degraded drastically 

with substrate loss [12].  Hence these resonators are suitable for fabrication with 

FR4 substrate. Another advantage of single layer scatterer is the possibility of 

detection from both sides of the tag, which is not possible in the case of the tag 

containing resonator with ground plane. However it has some drawbacks also, 
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on comparison with the grounded resonator the Q factor of this resonator is low. 

To accommodate more number of bits in a given frequency band, Q factor 

should be as high as possible. The resonant frequency of the single plane 

resonator will vary considerably with nearby objects ie., detuning effects occur 

[12]. Spectral information of the tag will be incorrect due to a considerable shift 

in resonant frequency, while attaching it with metallic objects or high dielectric 

material. Compared with grounded resonator, mutual coupling between 

resonators are very high for the single layer tag.  In most of the RFID 

applications, interrogation is possible from one side. Therefore present research 

work concentrates on the resonant structure with ground plane due to its high Q 

factor, low mutual coupling between nearby resonators and object on which it is 

tagged. 

3.5. Characteristics of Chipless RFID Tag 

There are some characteristics defined in the literature for the 

selection of frequency spectra based chipless RFID tag. They are explained 

below. 

3.5.1. Bit Encoding Capacity (BCC)  

The first key criterion of the tag is its Bit Encoding Capacity. It can be 

stated as the number of possible bit representations per unit frequency bandwidth 

(bits/GHz) of the tag. To ensure a dense coding in a given bandwidth, the tag 

should be able to generate resonances with very narrow bandwidths. Obviously, 

the selectivity is related to the Quality factor of the resonator and hence that has to 

be as large as possible.  
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3.5.2. Surface Coding Density (SCD) 

Surface coding density, is the number of possible bit representations 

per unit area (bits/cm
2
). SCD of the tag depends on the size and 

compactness of the resonator and on the dielectric property of the substrate.  

Both Bit Coding Capacity and Surface Coding Density can be 

further enhanced by applying different encoding techniques like phase 

coding, Frequency Shift Coding (FSC), Hybrid coding, etc. 

3.5.3. Readable Range 

The strength of the backscattered signal from the tag determines the 

readable range of the system. It depends on parameters like radiated power from 

the reader, gain of the reader antenna, calibration and post processing of 

backscattered signal. RCS of the resonator depends on the area of the tag. It 

should be large for a good scatterer and should be small for a good Surface 

Coding Density. So there should be a compromise between these two parameters 

and selection can be made depending on the application.  

3.5.4. Re-radiation Pattern and Polarisation 

The re-radiation pattern at resonance is a factor to be taken into 

account so as to ensure the maximum energy is reflected towards the 

direction of the transmitted signal. Depending on the shape of the scatterer, 

polarisation of the backscattered signal may vary from the transmitted one. 

Indeed, in most cases, the detection system will consist of a single antenna 

for transmission and reception of interrogation signal. Therefore, depending 

on the polarisation property of the scatterer, proper antenna arrangement is 

required at the reader side. 
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3.5.5. Higher Harmonic Frequency 

In most of the resonators harmonic frequencies are not independent, 

which determines the upper limit of the total usable bandwidth of the tag. To 

optimize the authorized bandwidth (3.1-10.6GHz), it is expected that, this 

upper limit should be beyond 10.6 GHz. Usually frequency of the first 

higher-order mode is equal to twice the frequency of the fundamental mode. 

For example, if the fundamental resonant mode is at 3.2GHz, then its 

harmonic modes can be generated at 6.4GHz, hence the frequency bands 

above this harmonic mode cannot be used for data encoding purposes. 

According to the authors‟ knowledge, there is no reported tag in the literature 

having full utilization of UWB spectrum. 

3.6. Half Wavelength Transmission Line Resonator (Uniform 

Impedance Resonator) 

Commonly used microwave transmission line resonator is the half 

wavelength resonator with two open-circuited ends. It is also called shorted 

dipole resonator. Fig.3.8 shows the geometry of the transmission line 

resonator. A strip conductor of uniform width and overall length equivalent 

to half wavelength is formed on a dielectric substrate. This structure can be 

expressed as a transmission line possessing uniform characteristic impedance 

with an electrical length of  radian. Such transmission line resonator will be 

referred to as Uniform Impedance Resonator (UIR). Transmission line 

resonators are widely used because of their simple design features. In the 

practical design, however, such resonators have a number of disadvantages, 

such as limited design parameters due to their simple structure and harmonic 

response at integer multiples of the fundamental resonance frequency.  
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A UIR is designed on an RT Duroid substrate with dielectric constant 

2.2, loss tangent 0.0009 and substrate height 1mm. The Resonator is 

simulated in Ansys HFSS software with and without bottom ground plane. 

Plane wave excitation with X polarisation is used and it is placed on the 

broad side direction of the resonator. Length of the resonator is selected as 

33mm for both cases. Fig.3.8 shows the basic structure of microstrip UIR and 

Fig.3.9 shows the backscattered electric field from the resonator with 

different configurations. From the figure it is clear that, the resonator with 

ground plane possesses high Q factor. Resonators with and without ground 

plane are resonating at different frequencies. Microstrip line based resonator 

is resonating at 3.1GHz while the resonator without ground plane is 

resonating at 3.68 GHz. This is due to more confinement of fields inside the 

microstrip substrate. Hence, more compact and high Q resonators can be 

designed using microstrip based structures. Resonators are also simulated 

with different angular rotation by rotating the tag along Y axis about 22.5
0
. It 

is found that first harmonic frequencies are detected only when there is an 

angular shift of about 10
0
. The first harmonic frequency of the resonator with 

and without ground plane is found to be 6.15GHz and 7.3GHz, respectively. 

To design an RFID tag working in the UWB frequency ranging from 3.1 to 

10.6GHz, a resonator which does not generate any harmonic frequency in this 

band is required. 
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Figure 3.8 Microstrip line half-wavelength resonator, l = 33mm r = 2.2 and h = 1mm 

 

Figure 3.9 Backscattered electric field in X polarisation from UIR with different configurations. 
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To overcome the problems due to harmonic modes, it is a common 

method in the VHF band to load capacitors at both the open ends of the 

resonator. Then, the resonator length is shortened and spurious resonance 

frequencies are consequently shifted from the integer multiples of its 

fundamental frequency.  

Fig.3.10 shows the structural variation of a half wavelength type 

resonator. The capacitor loaded UIR shown in figure (Fig.3.10 (b)) has a 

characteristic impedance of Z1 and an electrical length of 2θ1. When the 

angular resonance frequency 0 of this resonator corresponds to that of a half 

wavelength UIR shown in (a), the loading capacitance C is expressed as 

follows [20]: 

  
        

 
                  (3.1)                    

where Y1 = 1/Z1, θ2 = /4- θ1 

Looking from another point of view, by replacing both the θ2 length 

transmission line components in (a) with an equivalent lumped element 

capacitor „C‟ as in (b), the two circuits are found to be equivalent. The 

capacitor loaded UIR have the advantages of a small size and the capability 

of spurious response suppression. However, it is difficult to apply the 

capacitor loading above 1GHz, because the circuit loss of lumped elements 

capacitors C increases dramatically with frequency.  
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Figure 3.10 Structural variations of a half wavelength type resonator. (a) Uniform 

Impedance Resonator, (b) Capacitor Loaded UIR, (c) Stepped Impedance 

Resonator. 

The loaded capacitance „C‟ can be replaced by an open circuited 

transmission line with different characteristic impedance and it is shown in 

Fig.3.10(c). When Y2tanθ‟2=Y1θ2, all three resonators will resonate at the 

same frequency. Thus a UIR can be transformed to Stepped Impedance 

Resonator (SIR) by properly cascading low and high impedance as shown in 

Fig.3.10(c). The problem with losses at high frequency can be reduced in this 

configuration. 

3.7. Basic Structure of SIR 

Transmission line resonators are most frequently used in frequency 

regions above the VHF band. The SIR is a TEM or Quasi-TEM mode 

resonators composed of more than two transmission lines with different 

characteristic impedances and is capable of shortening resonator length 

without degradation of unloaded Q. Fig.3.11 shows a typical example of the 
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SIR geometry. Figs.3.11 (a), (b), and (c) respectively show the examples of 

λg/4, λg/2 and λg type SIRs. 

Characteristic impedances and corresponding electrical length of the 

SIR are denoted by Z1 and Z2, θ1 and θ2, respectively. 

 

Figure 3.11 Basic structures of SIR. (a) Quarter wavelength, (b) Half wavelength and (c) 

Full wavelength. 

The fundamental structural element common to all three types of SIR 

is a composite transmission line possessing both open and short circuited 

ends and a step junction in between. By defining this fundamental element, 

λg/4, λg/2, and λg-type SIR can, respectively, be looked upon as a 

combination of one, two, and four fundamental elements. An electrical 

parameter which characterizes the SIR is the ratio of the two transmission 

line impedances Z1 and Z2, and this can be defined by the following equation. 

   
  

  
   (               )     (3.2) 
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3.7.1. Resonant Condition of SIR 

This section discusses the conditions of fundamental and spurious 

resonance of the SIR. The mathematical method for finding fundamental and 

harmonic modes of the SIR is mentioned in [20]-[23]. The resonator structure 

to be considered here is shown in Fig.3.12. The SIR is symmetrical and has 

two different characteristic impedance lines, Z1 and Z2, of admittance Y1 and 

Y2. The admittance of the resonator from the open end, Yi is given as [20]. 

 

Figure 3.12 Basic Structure of SIR. (a) K<1 and (b) K>1. 

       
 (            )  (             ) 

 (        ) (        )  (    )            
      (3.3) 

At resonance,  

    )         (3.4) 

From (3.3) and (3.4) the resonance condition for odd modes (f0, fs2,..) can be 

expressed as 

                    (3.5) 

where f0, fs2  are the fundamental and second harmonic modes of the SIR, 

respectively of the SIR. Resonant condition for even mode [21] (fs1, fs3,..) 

can be expressed as  

                        (3.6) 
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where fs1, fs3 are the first and third harmonic modes of the SIR, respectively. 

To express the equation in simpler form, let us introduce a new term called 

Length Ratio (), and it can be expressed as  

   
  

      
  

   

  
         (3.7)  

where     (     )  is the total electrical length of the resonator. 

Equations (3.5) and (3.6) can be modified as. 

     (
 

 
     )     *

 

 
(  )    +    (3.8) 

     (
 

 
     )      *

 

 
(  )    +      (3.9) 

It is noted that the fundamental frequency (f0) and other higher order 

modes (fS1, fS2,..) can be accurately determined by choosing a suitable 

combination of K and . Value of θt for odd and even modes can be 

calculated separately by solving transcendental equations (3.8) and (3.9). The 

relation 
  

  
  

   

  
  can be used for finding resonant modes of SIR, where 

   corresponds to total electrical length of the respective resonant mode. In 

the present analysis the effect of step junction at the high impedance and low 

impedance junction is neglected. 
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Figure 3.13 Microstrip version of SIR, K<1, where K = 0.75,  = 0.6, L1 = 11.8mm, 

L2
’=8.21mm, W1 = 0.5mm, W2 = 1mm, r = 2.2, tan = 0.0009 and h = 1mm. 

 In a UIR (K = 1), the fundamental and harmonic frequencies solely 

depend on the length of the resonator and first harmonic frequency will be 

equal to twice the fundamental frequency. Fig.3.12(a) and (b) show the typical 

structure of half wave length SIR for K<1 and K>1 respectively. Fig.3.13 

shows the microstrip version of the SIR, with impedance and electrical length 

as SIR parameters. The effective length L‟2 can be expressed as        

   , where L2 is microstrip line length corresponding to the electrical length θ2 

and  L2 is the extension of microstrip line due to fringing field [23]. 

Fundamental (f0), first harmonic (fs1) and second harmonic mode (fs2) of SIR 

shown in Fig.3.14 are found to be 3.4GHz, 7.65GHz and 11.22GHz, 

respectively. 

3.7.2. Fundamental Resonant Properties of SIR 

The fundamental resonant condition can be expressed by odd mode 

equation (3.8). For odd-mode resonance, there is a voltage (E field) null 

along the symmetrical plane A-A‟ and it is shown in Fig.3.14. A half 

wavelength (λ/2) electric field distribution in the fundamental resonant 

frequency of 3.4GHz is clear from the field distribution. Detailed parameters 

of the SIR are given in the Fig.3.13.  
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Figure 3.14 Electric field distribution in SIR at fundamental mode ( 3.4GHz). 

One of the important property of SIR is the capability to change its 

total Electrical Length (θt) for the same resonant frequency by varying either 

or both Impedance Ratio (K) and Length Ratio (). Fig.3.15 depicts the 

relation between Electrical Length (θt) and Length Ratio () with different 

Impedance Ratio (K) which is extracted by solving equation (3.8). From the 

figure it is clear that, for K<1 type of SIR, total Electrical Length (θt) will be 

smaller than that of UIR (). Similarly, for K>1, total Electrical Length (θt) 

will be larger than UIR. In general, total Electrical Length (θt) of the SIR for 

fundamental mode can vary between 0  θt  2. At fundamental mode, total 

electrical length (θt) of the SIR is found to be 0.91 for K and  value of 0.75 

and 0.6, respectively. The physical length of the SIR will be smaller than that 

of the length calculated from total electrical length due to two open end 

sections in the SIR (open ended fringing field). It is also found that SIR with 

smaller and larger electrical length (θt) can be obtained by choosing length 

ratio () of 0.5, ie., θ1 = θ2 = θ. Proper selection of K and  will lead the 

design of compact chipless RFID tags. 
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Figure 3.15 Universal curve for fundamental mode of the SIR. 

3.7.3.  First Harmonic Mode Properties of SIR 

Resonant condition for first harmonic mode can be expressed by solving 

even mode equation (3.9). At even mode resonance, there is no current flow 

through the symmetrical plane A-A' and as it is depicted in Fig.3.16. A full 

wavelength current distribution is also shown at resonant frequency of 7.65GHz.   

 

Figure 3.16 Surface current distribution in SIR at first harmonic mode 
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The plot between Electrical Length (θt) and Length Ratio () for different 

Impedance Ratio (K) is shown in Fig.3.17. From the figure it is found that, for an 

SIR with  < 0.5 and K<1, then θt will be smaller than that of UIR (<2) and for 

SIR with the same condition, except for K>1, θt will be larger than UIR (>2). 

For  > 0.5, conditions will be reversed, ie., for K>1, (θt) will be smaller than 

that of the UIR and for K<1, (θt) will be larger. When  is at 0, 0.5 and 1, θt will 

be same as that of UIR irrespective of the K values. By choosing different values 

of K & , total Electrical Length (θt) of the SIR for first harmonic mode can be 

varied between   θt  3. Total Electrical Length of the SIR at the first 

harmonic mode is found to be 2.05, for K of 0.75 and  of 0.6. 

 

Figure 3.17 Universal curve for first harmonic mode of the SIR 

3.7.4. Second Harmonic Mode Properties of SIR 

The second harmonic mode condition can be expressed by solving odd 

mode equation (3.8). As explained in the case of the fundamental mode, there 
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is an E field null along the symmetrical plane A-A‟ and is shown in Fig.3.18. 

A 3λ/2 distribution of electric field in the resonator at second harmonic 

frequency of 11.22GHz is also depicted in Fig.3.18.   

 

Figure 3.18 Electric field distribution in SIR at second harmonic mode 

 

 

Figure 3.19 Universal curve for second harmonic mode of the SIR 
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The Relation between Electrical Length (θt) and Length Ratio () for 

different Impedance Ratio (K) is depicted in Fig.3.19. In Second harmonic 

mode, total electrical length (θt) will be equal to the electrical length of UIR for 

length ratio (), equivalent to 0, 0.33, 0.66, and 1. With different value of K & 

, total Electrical Length (θt) of the SIR for second harmonic mode is within 

the range of 2  θt  4. For SIR with K<1 and  ranging from 0-0.33 & 

0.66-1, θt will be larger than that of UIR (3) and vice versa for K<1 type of 

SIR. In the case of K<1&  ranging from 0.33-0.66, θt will be smaller than that 

of the UIR and vice versa for K>1 type SIR. Total Electrical Length of the SIR 

at the second harmonic mode is found to be 3.05, for K = 0.75 and  = 0.6. 

3.7.5. Relationship between Fundamental and First Harmonic Mode. 

The relationship between length ratio () and the ratio of first 

harmonic and fundamental mode (fS1/f0) of SIR with different values of 

impedance ratio (K) is depicted in Fig.3.20. It shows the possible separation 

between two modes (fS1 & f0) with different SIR parameters. For example, in 

the case of UIR (K = 1), the first harmonic frequency will be always twice 

the fundamental mode, ie., 
   

  
  , for all values of K  and . An interesting 

fact in Fig.3.20 is that, larger the impedance ratio (K > 1), closer is the 

spacing between the fundamental mode and first harmonic mode (fS1/f0 < 2) 

and similarly, smaller the impedance ratio (K <1), larger is the spacing 

between the fundamental and first harmonic mode (fS1/f0> 2). Hence the fs1 

can be placed in the frequency range from 1.16f0 to 3.75f0 by changing the 

value of K from 0.25 to 7. Maximum or minimum shift in fs1 mode can be 

achieved by selecting  between 0.6 and 0.7.  
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Figure 3.20 Relationship between Length Ratio () and fs1/f0 for different Impedance Ratio (K). 

3.7.6. Relationship between Fundamental and Second Harmonic 

Mode. 

The relationship between length ratio () and ratio of second 

harmonic and fundamental mode (fS2/f0) of the SIR with different values of 

impedance ratio (K) is depicted in Fig.3.21.  As explained earlier, larger the 

impedance ratio (K > 1), closer is the spacing between the fundamental mode 

and second harmonic mode (fS2/f0< 3). Similarly, smaller the impedance ratio 

(K <1), larger is the spacing between the fundamental and second harmonic 

mode (fS2/f0> 3). The fS2 can be placed in the frequency range from 1.25f0 to 

5.75f0 by changing the value of K from 0.25 to 25. Maximum or minimum 

shift in fs2 mode can be achieved by selecting  as 0.5. In the case of UIR, 

second harmonic mode will always be the third multiple of fundamental 

mode for all values of K and , ie. 
   

  
  .   
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Figure 3.21 The relationship between Length Ratio () and fS2/f0 for different Impedance Ratio (K). 

3.7.7. Relationship between First Harmonic and Second Harmonic 

Mode. 

SIR provides ample freedom to place its frequency modes anywhere 

in the spectrum. Fig.3.22 shows the relation between length ratio () and 

ratio of second and first harmonic modes (fS2/fS1) of the SIR for different 

Impedance Ratio (K). The relationship between two modes (fS2 and fS1) are 

quite different from the above two relations. Depending on the value of K 

and , the separation between first harmonic mode and second harmonics can 

be designed on either lower or higher side of the UIR. Second harmonic of 

the SIR can be placed very close to the first harmonic mode and may also be 

placed much away from the position of the second harmonic mode of the 

UIR, by simply changing the value of Length Ratio (). By selecting K>1 
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and  between 0.2 to 0.6 or selecting K <1 and  between 0.6 and 1, second 

harmonic mode can be placed very close to the first harmonic mode (closer 

up to 1.15fS1). Similarly, second harmonic mode can be placed very far away 

from the first harmonic mode (away up to 2.75fS1), by selecting K<1 and  

between 0.1 and 0.6 or by selecting K>1 and  between 0.6 and 1. 

 

Figure 3.22 Relationship between Length Ratio () and fS2/fS1 for different Impedance Ratio (K). 

3.8. Simulation and Measurement for SIR Based Multiscatterer 

Chipless RFID Tag. 

The proposed RFID system consisting of an RFID reader with single 

reader antenna and an RFID tag is shown in Fig.3.23. RFID reader with single 

reader antenna system provides a great degree of measurement freedom 

compared to two antenna system, in which reader antennas are placed at small 
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angular separation. Total dimension of the chipless RFID tag is smaller than 

the total radiating area of the high gain reader antenna. Therefore, placement of 

RFID tag in a common radiation zone of the reader antenna becomes difficult 

for practical applications.  

The RFID tag is design and fabricated on both RT Duroid (r = 2.2 and 

tan = 0.0009) and CMET LK-4.3 (r =4.3 and tan = 0.0018) substrates. 

Finite Element Method based Ansys HFSS software with plane wave or linear 

antenna wave (used for the simulation of far field of a linear antenna) 

excitation is used for the simulation studies of the proposed system, in which 

source is placed at a distance of 10cm above the tag. The Fig.3.24 shows the 

basic simulation setup with a chipless RFID tag consisting of a single SIR. The 

Ex and K in Fig.3.24 is the polarisation of the incident field and its direction of 

propagation (pointing vector), respectively. Here polarisation of electric field 

in X direction and propagation in –ve Z direction. To limit the simulation area 

and avoid multiple reflection, RFID tag and plane wave source are covered 

with a radiation boundary as shown in the figure. For measurements, Agilent 

PNA E8362B Network Analyser with 1mW output power is used as the 

source. A Linearly polarized medium gain (10dB) horn antenna is used for 

transmission and reception of the interrogation signal. 

 

Figure 3.23 Proposed RFID System 
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Figure 3.24 Simulation setup used in the HFSS software  

3.9. Calibration Technique  

In the proposed chipless RFID system, binary „1‟ can be identified 

from the presence of a resonant peak or dip in the backscattered signal. This 

depends on many factors like polarisation of the incident and scattered wave, 

shape of the resonator, etc. The backscattered signal in the reader system 

comprises of reflected signal from different objects and the main part of 

reflected signals are from the reader antenna (due to impedance mismatch), 

RFID tag, stationary objects, interference from nearby wireless gadgets, 

noise, etc. Therefore, suitable calibration is required for the successful 

extraction of encoded data. Calibration adopted here can be easily explained 

by analysing the signal in time domain [24]. Here a Gaussian pulse x(t) 

having frequency range from 3.1GHz to 10.6GHz is used as the interrogation 

pulse. The backscattered signal y(t) consists of three  major components, the 

reflected signal yr(t) from the antenna terminal due to the impedance 

mismatch, the structural mode ys(t) due to the size and metallic structure of 
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the tag, and the antenna mode signal ya(t). The shape of the structural mode 

signal will be same as that of the input signal and it does not contain any 

information. The frequency information of the tag is contained in the antenna 

mode. Calibration procedure for the proposed system in frequency domain 

can be done by subtracting S11 without tag from S11 with tag. The ambiguities 

and clutter due to static objects in the background can be removed. The 

resultant signal contains only the structural and antenna mode of the RFID 

tag along with noise from the surrounding. Signal analysis can be explained 

by the following expression outlined in [24]. The signal ye(t) corresponding 

to S11 without tag, contains reflected signal yr(t) and noise yn(t). The noise in 

the measurement is due to reflection from stationary objects and white noise 

which will vary with time.  

  ( )    ( )     ( )         (3.10) 

The signal y(t) corresponding to S11 with tag contains reflected signal 

from the antenna, reflected signals from the RFID tag, and noise (   ( )). It 

can be represented as, 

  ( )    ( )     ( )     ( )      ( )     (3.11) 

Taking the difference between (3.10) and (3.11) will remove the effect 

of reader antenna and also the clutter noise from the surroundings.  Calibrated 

signal yc(t) thus contains only the backscattered signal from the RFID tag and 

white noise (  
  ( )    

 ( )    ( )). The signal yc(t) can be expressed as  

    ( )    ( )     ( )       ( )     (3.12) 

 Measurements are carried out inside and outside the anechoic 

chamber with sufficient averaging to minimize the white noise level. In the 

present work, measurements are done with an averaging factor 16. 
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3.10. SIR with Independent Control Over Resonant Mode  

As seen in the previous sections, all the resonant properties of SIR can be 

controlled by suitably selecting the value of K and . Here SIR is designed on 

RT Duroid substrate with different K and  values for demonstrating the 

independent control of the fundamental and first harmonic frequencies. Fig.3.13 

shows the basic structural dimensions of the SIR with K<1. Fig.3.25 & 3.26 

shows the variation of resonant frequencies of the SIRs with different K values. 

Fig.3.25 depicts the fs1 variation with different K values, while keeping f0 at 

3.4GHz and  at 0.4. The control on of fS1 from 5.36GHz to 9.5GHz (4.14GHz 

bandwidth) is achieved by varying K from 0.3 to 5. Similarly, Fig.3.26 depicts 

the variation of fundamental mode (f0) with different K values, while keeping fs1 

and  at 8.5GHz and 0.4, respectively. Here control on f0 from 3.03GHz to 

5.24GHz (2.21GHz bandwidth) is achieved for different values of K. Detailed 

structural dimension of the different SIRs used in Fig.3.25 & 3.26 are given in 

Table 1. Measured and simulated results show good agreement with theoretical 

calculation using equation (3.8) & (3.9). 

 

Figure 3.25 Variations in the first harmonic frequency with different values of K, while f0 = 

3.4GHz and  = 0.4, (r,θ,) = (20cm,22.50,00). 
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Figure 3.26 Variations in the first harmonic frequency with different values of K, while fs1 

= 8.5GHz  and  = 0.4, (r,θ,) = (20cm,22.50,00). 

Table 1: Structural Dimensions of SIR for Different K values = 0.4, h = 1mm 

K 
W1  

(mm) 

 

W2 

(mm) 

 

f0 = 3.4GHz   

Fig.3.25 

fs1 = 8.5GHz 

Fig.3.26 

2L1 (mm) L’2 (mm) 2L1 (mm) 
L’2 

(mm) 

0.3 0.5 4.70 12.97 3.04 14.55 3.53 

0.4 0.5 3.10 14.56 3.86 14.84 3.95 

0.6 0.5 1.55 16.95 4.95 15.33 4.42 

0.8 0.5 0.87 18.70 5.70 15.72 4.72 

1.0 0.5 0.50 20.11 6.29 16.08 4.95 

2.5 3.0 0.50 24.18 8.02 16.70 5.42 

5.0 7.5 0.50 26.31 9.05 17.07 5.72 

Variations of f0 & fs1 with respect to  are depicted in Fig.3.27 & 

3.28. Fig.3.27 shows the variation in fs1 by changing  is from 0.1 to 0.9 

while keeping K at 0.6 and f0 at 3.4GHz. A frequency band of 6.72GHz to 

8.36GHz (bandwidth of 1.64GHz) in fs1 is achieved by changing  from 0.1 

to 0.7. Similarly, Fig.3.28 shows the variation of f0, while fs1 and K are kept 
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constant at 8.5GHz and 0.6, respectively. Tuneable bandwidth of 800MHz 

(3.4GHz-4.2GHz) for f0 is obtained by changing  values. The structural 

dimensions of different SIRs for Fig.3.27 & 3.28 are detailed in Table 2. 

 

Figure 3.27 Variations in the first harmonic frequency with different Length Ratio, while f0 

= 3.4GHz and K = 0.6, (r,θ,) = (20cm,22.50,00). 

 

 

Figure 3.28 Variations in fundamental mode with different Length Ratio while fs1 = 8.5GHz, 

where K = 0.6, (r,θ,) = (20cm,22.50,00). 
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Table 2: Structural Dimensions of SIR for Different  values. K = 0.6, W1 = 0.5mm, W2= 

1.55mm and h =1mm 
 

 

f0 = 3.4GHz  

(Fig.3.27) 

fs1 = 8.5GHz 

 (Fig.3.28) 

2L1 (mm) L’2 (mm) 2L1  (mm) L’2  (mm) 

0.1 28.28 0.97 22.74 1.23 

0.2 23.91 2.36 19.71 2.39 

0.3 20.19 3.66 17.35 3.62 

0.4 16.95 4.95 15.33 4.97 

0.5 14.03 6.28 13.38 6.51 

0.6 11.30 7.70 11.22 8.19 

0.7 8.65 9.28 8.65 9.83 

0.8 5.97 11.09 5.73 11.17 

0.9 3.14 13.21 2.78 12.19 

3.11. Amplitude Detection Method 

Backscattered signal power from the scatterer can change with 

resonant characteristics of the tag and also with other environmental 

parameters. Hence finding exact resonant frequencies of the tag is usually 

difficult when there is a variation in backscattered power in the desired 

frequency band (as seen in Fig.3.9). Even though at resonance amplitude 

variation are drastic compared to noises. Exact resonant frequency can be 

identified by simple post processing of backscattered signal. Equation (3.13) 

shows the difference operation technique on measured backscattered signal to 

find the exact resonant frequency. 

  ( )   | (   )    ( )|                           (3.13) 

where y(i) is the backscattered magnitude at i
th

 frequency point and   ( ) is 

the new value. Fig.3.29 shows the scattered signal from the SIR based tag 

and its post processed signal calculated using the above equation. A peak 

variation at resonance is clearly visible from the post processed signal. This 
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amplitude detection method is carried out and validated for all the measured 

backscattered signals. 

 

Figure 3.29 Simulated scattered signal from the resonator and its post processed signal. 

3.12. Scattering Property of SIR 

The proposed RFID reader system (seen in Fig.3.30) consists of only a 

single antenna, to interrogate and detect the backscattered signal from the tag. 

Hence for detection, polarisation of the received signal should be same as that 

of the transmitted signal. An SIR is designed on CMET LK-4.3 substrate 

with the fundamental mode at 3.4GHz and first harmonic mode at 7.68GHz 

for analysing the backscattered signal with different angular position. The K 

and  values for the SIR is selected as 0.6 and 0.4, respectively. The 

structural dimension of the SIR is given in Fig.3.30. The backscattered 

signals are measured for different θ and  angles by rotating either tag or 

reader antenna. X and Y polarized signals are applied to RFID tag as shown 
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in the Fig.3.30. Fig.3.31 shows the backscattered signal with different values 

of  and polarization, while keeping „r‟ at 20cm and „θ‟ at 22.5
0
. The 

resonators respond well up to 60
0 

with X polarization and are insensitive to Y 

polarization. Beyond 60
0
 resonant dip in the f0 mode is degraded and difficult 

to identify from the backscattered signal. All the resonances are successfully 

detected using amplitude detection method and it is depicted in Fig.3.32. 

Signal above the threshold value of 0.5 can be considered as the resonance. 

 

Figure 3.30 Proposed RFID system. Structural dimension of SIR (as shown in Fig.3.13) is 

W1= 0.5mm, W2 = 1.8mm, 2L1 = 12.85mm, L’2 = 3.37mm, r = 4.3, tanδ = 

0.0018 and h = 1.6mm. 

 

Figure 3.31 Measured backscattered signal with different  values. (r,θ) = (20cm, 22.50) 

(anechoic chamber) 
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Figure 3.32 Post processed amplitude detected signal of Fig.3. 

The frequency responses of the tag with different θ values are shown in 

Fig.3.33. Along broadside direction (θ = 0
0
,  = 0

0
) only the fundamental mode 

(f0) appears in the backscattered signal without any first harmonic (fs1). 

However, fs1 can be detected from other θ values up to 75
0
. It is found that, the 

backscattered signals will cancel each other along the broad side direction due to 

opposite current at full wavelength pattern as shown in Fig.3.35. The post 

processed amplitude detection signal plotted in Fig.3.34 validated and it is 

shown in Fig.3.35. The resonators will respond to incident polarized signal 

(vertical and horizontal) when tag or reader antenna rotates 45
0 

along the XY 

plane [7]. In the case of first harmonic mode, a current maximum occurs at the 

microstrip step junction. The step junction effect is neglected in the calculations 

and hence a small change in the theoretical and measured/simulated values of fS1 

is observed. 
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Figure 3.33 Measured backscattered signal with different θ values. (r, )= (20cm,00) 

(anechoic chamber). 

 

 

Figure 3.34 Post processed amplitude detected signal of Fig.3.33 
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Figure 3.35 Surface current distribution in SIR at fs1 (7.62GHz) 

3.13. Substrate for Multiscatterer Based Chipless RFID Tag. 

Selection of substrate material is important for the design of RFID tags. 

There are mainly three types of losses in the substrate, conduction loss, dielectric 

loss and radiation loss. Radiation losses are advantageous because it will enhance 

the backscattered power. Using copper as conducting material conduction losses 

can be minimised.  Loss inside the material is playing significant role in the 

selection of suitable substrate. To analyse backscattered responses from different 

substrate material, an SIR is simulated the following materials. 

1. FR4 substrate with dielectric constant of 4.4, loss tangent of 0.02 and 

substrate height of 1.6mm,  

2. Glossy Paper with dielectric constant of 3, loss tangent of 0.09, 

substrate height of 0.22mm, 

3. CMET LK-4.3 with dielectric constant of 4.3, loss tangent of 0.0018, 

substrate height of 1.6mm, 

4. RT Duroid 5880 with dielectric constant of 2.2, loss tangent of 

0.0009, substrate height of 1mm. 

Simulated backscattered responses of the tag with different substrate are 

shown in Fig.3.36. It is found that, CMET LK-4.3 and RT Duroid possess sharp 
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resonance. Resonances are found to be at different frequency due to the 

variations in the dielectric permittivity. The amplitude at the resonant modes is 

changing with Q factor of the structure. Resonances are distinct using FR4 

substrate, but the Q factor of the SIR is quite low. Bit encoding capacity of the 

tag will deteriorate with low Q structures due to the requirement of large 

bandwidth for representing resonance. The resonant frequencies are unable to 

detect with Glossy Paper and it may is due to the high dielectric losses inside the 

material. Therefore, low loss substrate materials are needed for the design of 

multiscatterer based chipless RFID tag. Hence, CMET LK-4.3 and RT Duroid 

5880 substrates are opted for the design and fabrication of chipless tag.  

  

Figure 3.36 Simulated backscattered response of the single SIR tag on four different materials. 

3.14. SIR based Chipless RFID Tag for UWB Application 

From the above analysis, it is concluded that, SIR have number of 

advantages compared with other resonators reported as the basic scatterer in 

the RFID tag application.  
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 Capabilities to control total Electrical Length (θt), which can be used 

to develop compact RFID tag. 

 Harmonic mode separation, effective utilization of UWB frequency 

can be achieved. 

 Independent control over resonant modes, it enables to encode data 

using harmonic modes. 

Most of the reported tags [5]-[17] are not able to use the entire 

bandwidth of the UWB spectrum ranging from 3.1GHz to 10.6GHz, due to 

the presence of the harmonic modes at the integral multiples of fundamental 

modes. Thus usable bandwidth of the tag is limited in between fundamental 

mode and first harmonic mode of the basic scatterer. In this section, an SIR 

based chipless RFID tag is designed on the RT Duroid substrate (r = 2.2) for 

UWB spectrum ranging from 3.1GHz to 10.6GHz. Tag consists of 10 SIRs, 

which uses the fundamental mode only for encoding the bit information. 

Fig.3.37 shows the chipless RFID tag using SIRs with an overall dimension 

of 55x30 mm
2
, which is small compared with the size of a standard credit 

card (85.60 × 53.98 mm
2
). Depending on the ascending order in resonant 

frequency, SIRs are labelled as I, II,.. and X. Resonators in the tags are 

arranged in an asymmetric way to avoid the mutual coupling effect. Table 3 

details the structural dimension, K and  values of each resonator used the 

design. 

SIRs are selected in such way that, first harmonic modes of the 

resonators are designed outside the UWB (>10.6GHz). Frequency shift 

coding method [7] is used in this design to enhance the bit encoding capacity 

of the tag. Therefore, each resonator in the tag is assigned with a frequency 

band of 750MHz, ie., conditions for SIR-I are, its fundamental mode can be 
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designed for a frequency band ranging from 3.1GHz to 3.85GHz and its first 

harmonic frequency should fall above 10.6GHz. The ratio between fS1 and f0 

for SIR-I is 3.42 (10.6/3.1), as per Fig.3.20, to design a SIR with above 

frequency specification, the value of K should be less than 0.25 and the value 

of  should be in between 0.5 to 0.7. Other SIRs in the RFID tag are also 

designed in similar way. Table 3 also shows the designed and measured 

values of resonant frequencies.  

 

Figure 3.37 Chipless RFID tag for UWB application using 10 SIR. 

Table 3: Structural Dimension of SIR Based Chipless RFID Tag for UWB Application 

G = 3mm, r = 2.2, h = 1mm 

Design Parameters  Measured 

SIR K  
2L1 

(mm) 

 L2 

(mm) 

L’2 

(mm) 

W1 

(mm) 

W2 

(mm) 

f0 

(GHz) 

fS1 

(GHz) 

f0 

(GHz) 

I 0.25 0.6 8.28 1.23 4.60 0.50 5.80 3.3 12.43 3.21 

II 0.40 0.7 6.43 0.75 6.42 0.50 3.00 4.0 12.14 3.90 

III 0.50 0.8 3.80 0.63 6.76 0.50 2.16 5.1 13.12 5.01 

IV 0.60 0.5 8.54 0.55 3.60 0.50 1.60 5.6 13.34 5.52 

V 0.65 0.4 9.59 0.52 2.60 0.50 1.35 6.2 13.72 6.16 

VI 1.00 -- 8.03 0.47 3.53 1.00 1.00 7.0 14.00 7.05 

VII 1.50 0.3 10.85 0.41 1.96 1.30 0.50 7.9 15.27 7.88 

VIII 1.60 0.5 7.40 0.41 3.39 1.50 0.50 8.6 14.97 8.68 

IX 1.75 0.6 5.40 0.41  3.70 1.75 0.50 9.5 15.52 9.61 

X 1.40 0.6 4.82 0.45 3.23 1.55 0.75 10.1 17.80 10.20 
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3.14.1. Method of Encoding - Frequency Shift Coding Technique  

Frequency Shift Coding Technique (FSC) [7] is utilized for enhancing 

the bit coding capacity of the tag. In Absence or Presence Coding method, 

maximum bit that can represent by an RFID tag is equal to the number of 

resonators in it, ie. 10 bits for the present tag. Fig.3.38 shows the Frequency Shift 

Coding technique for chipless tag using N number of resonators. Here each 

resonator is assigned with specific frequency span ( f) and each band is divided 

into different resolution bands (∂f). Hence more number of bits can be encoded 

by using single resonator. Each division of frequency span can be equal for all 

resonators or it can be randomly selected depending on the available frequency, 

which depends on the available frequency spectrum and the number of 

resonators. Resolution bandwidth is the required frequency band for each 

resonator to successfully represent its resonant frequency. Resolution bandwidth 

may vary with frequency due to resonator loses at higher frequencies and excited 

resonant modes. 

The total bit combination expression given in [7] is modified for the 

calculation of the total bit encoding capacity (Tb) of chipless tag with N 

resonators as  

       *∏ (
    

    
) 

   +     (3.14) 

where  f0i and f0i are the frequency span and resolution bandwidth allotted 

for the i
th

 resonator.  
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Figure 3.38  Frequency Shift Coding technique for chipless tag using N number of resonators. 

3.14.2. Measurement 

Measurement is carried out inside the anechoic chamber and calibration 

explained in earlier section is used for decoding the backscattered signal. Noise 

level in the anechoic chamber using a medium gain horn antenna as an RFID 

reader is shown in Fig.3.39, which is measured by subtracting empty room data 

with data taken at different time interval. Therefore signal consists only the white 

noise from the surroundings. Backscattered signal measurement from 

multiscatterer based RFID tag is based on the principles of Radar Cross Section 

technique with a slight difference, due to the presence of late time response 

(antenna mode) from the tag. The backscattered signal from the chipless RFID tag 

should be above this level for the successful extraction of encoded data. Measured 

backscattered signal strength depends on many factors like transmitting power, 

reader antenna gain, size of the tag, distance between tag and reader antenna, etc. 
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Relation between transmitted power, size of the tag and maximum readable 

distance for an RFID tag is given in [25]. In this analysis, Agilent PNA E8362B 

Network Analyser with 0dBm (1mW) power is used for the measurement. 

 

Figure 3.39 Measured noise floor inside the anechoic chamber. 

Fig.3.40 shows the measured backscattered signal from the 10 SIR 

based chipless RFID tag, using single sweep from 3.1GHz to 10.6GHz 

(without averaging). In this measurement RFID tag is placed at a distance of 

50cm from the reader antenna. From the figure it is clear that, backscattered 

signal is prone to white noise and it can be minimized by applying an 

averaging. Therefore, all the measurement results presented in this chapter 

are with an averaging of 16. 
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Figure 3.40 Measured backscattered signal from the tag at a distance of 50cm. Inside the 

anechoic chamber, without averaging (θ, ) = (00,00) 

Fig.3.41 shows the measured backscattered response of the UWB tag 

with different distances (25cm and 50cm). The Frequency Shift Coding 

method adopted in this design is also given in the figure. A frequency span 

( f0) of 750MHz is assigned for each resonator; hence one resonator can 

represent 25 different frequency points with a resolution bandwidth (∂f0) of 

30MHz. Frequency band of 3.1-3.85GHz is allotted to SIR-I, 3.85-4.6GHz 

band is allotted to SIR-II,…. and 9.85-10.6GHz is allotted to SIR-X. Thus the 

total bit encoding capacity of the tag for 10 SIR using equation (3.14) is 

found to be 46 bits. The calculated Surface Coding Density of the present tag 

is 2.78bits/cm
2
. The bit encoding capacity of the tag can be increased by 

placing more number of resonators with small frequency span (eg. as per 

equation (3.14), 15 SIRs with 500MHz frequency span and 30MHz 

resolution band for each resonator can encode 60 bits of information). 
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Another tag with different resonant frequency can be easily designed by 

choosing proper K and  values.  

 

Figure 3.41 Measured back scattered response of the UWB tag with two different distances 

(25cm and 50cm). Inside anechoic chamber, (θ, ) = (00,00) and Avg. = 16. 

The post processed amplitude detected signal extracted from Fig.3.41 

is shown in Fig.3.42. All the resonant peaks can be identified from the post 

processed data. As explained in the earlier chapter, backscattered phase will 

also change with resonant frequencies of the tag and it can be easily 

identified from the backscattered group delay. Measured backscattered group 

delay signal from the RFID tag at a distance of 25cm is depicted in Fig.3.43. 

Measurements are taken inside an anechoic chamber with the reader antenna 

positioned normal to the tag (θ,  = 0
0
, 0

0
). 
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Figure 3.42 Post processed for amplitude detection extracted from Fig.3.41 

 

Figure 3.43 Measured back scattered group delay of the UWB tag. Inside anechoic 

chamber, (θ, ) = (00,00) and Avg. = 16. 
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3.15. SIR Based Chipless RFID Tag using Multiple Mode 

Encoding Technique  

Apart from using fundamental mode of the resonator to encode the 

information in the tag [5]-[17], this section describes a chipless RFID tag 

utilizing both fundamental and first harmonic frequency for encoding 

information. Therefore, single resonator can be used as two separate 

resonators with reduced tag size. Capability of SIR to independently control 

the resonant modes can be effectively used for the design of chipless RFID 

tag.  

As per the above knowledge a chipless RFID tag is designed with four 

SIR using different K and  values for UWB frequency. Multiple mode 

encoding technique based SIR tag is also utilized for the Frequency Shift 

Coding technique in such a way that the fundamental mode is tuned for 

specific frequency band while keeping constant first harmonic mode and vice 

versa. Different bit combinations are achieved by changing fundamental and 

first harmonic mode independently. Frequency Shift Coding technique 

mentioned in the above tag is modified to increase bit encoding capacity. The 

resonators are designed on an RT Duroid substrate with dielectric constant of 

2.2, loss tangent of 0.009 and substrate height of 1mm. Electric field 

distribution inside the SIR at fundamental and first harmonic frequencies are 

depicted in Fig.3.44. Half and full wavelength field distributions at 

fundamental and first harmonic modes are clearly visible from the field 

pattern.  
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Figure 3.44  Electric Field distribution on SIR at resonant modes. (a) Fundamental mode and 

(b) First harmonic mode 

 Fig.3.45 shows the measurement setup used inside the anechoic 

chamber. Chipless RFID tag based on 4 SIRs are also shown in Fig.3.45. 

Detailed dimensions of SIRs and its resonant frequencies are given in Table 

4. Resonators are arranged in asymmetric order and they are separated by a 

distance of 3mm (G) to avoid the mutual coupling between them. As seen in 

the scattering properties of the SIR, fundamental mode can be detected for an 

angle of  = 0
0
 to 60

0
 and θ = 0

0
 to 70

0
.  For first harmonic mode, angle of 

detection is possible for  = 0
0
 to 60

0
 and θ = 10

0 
to 70

0
, ie, the first 

harmonic mode will not be able to detect from the broad side direction ( = 

0
0

, θ = 0
0
) due to the full wavelength current distribution. Simulated 3D far 

field pattern at fundamental and first harmonic mode from an SIR with X 

polarised plane wave are shown in Fig.3.46. Second SIR (SIR-II) in this tag 

is used for far field analysis and its simulated fundamental and first harmonic 

modes are found to be at 3.88GHz and 7.42GHz, respectively. The 

measurement setup shown in Fig.3.45 can measure only the fundamental 

frequency response of the tag. To detect the backscattered signal containing 

first harmonic mode, either tag or reader antenna has to rotate an angle of 10
0
 

or more along θ direction as shown in Fig.3.30. The tag is measured at 

different distances from the horn antenna. 
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Figure 3.45 Measurement setup inside the anechoic chamber along with fabricated tag. 

(r,θ,) = (20cm,00,00) 

Table 4: Structural Dimension of SIR Based Tag. G = 3mm, r = 2.2, h = 1mm 

SIR K  
2L1 

(mm) 

L’2 

(mm) 

W1 

(mm) 

W2 

(mm) 

Designed 

 f0          fS1 

Measured 

f0          fS1 

I 1.2 0.30 24.3 4.84 0.8 0.5  3.4 6.68 3.41 6.68 

II 1.5 0.35 20.65 5.26 1.3 0.5   3.9 7.4   3.9 7.44 

III 0.85 0.30 17.75 3.32 0.5 0.75   4.3 8.76   4.3  8.75 

IV 1.3 0.30 17.05 3.30 1.0 0.5   4.9 9.52   4.8  9.47 
 

 
Figure 3.46 3D Far field radiation from SIR at resonance, (a) fundamental frequency 

(3.88GHz) and (b) first harmonic frequency (7.44GHz). 
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This chipless RFID tag is designed to operate in a frequency band of 3.1-

10GHz. SIR-I shown in Fig.3.45 is designed in such a way that its fundamental 

frequency can be tuned in between 3.1GHz and 3.6GHz while keeping first 

harmonic at constant frequency. SIR-I also need to design with its first harmonic 

frequency vary in between 6GHz and 7GHz while keeping fundamental mode at 

constant frequency. The ability of the SIR to control its resonant mode 

independently is already presented in the above section (theoretically, 

numerically and experimentally). Other SIR‟s used in this tag are also designed 

in similar way to operate for other frequency band as shown in the Fig.3.47.  

It is clear from Fig.3.47 that, the bandwidth requirement for 

representation of fundamental (f0) and first harmonic mode (fs1) are 

different due to substrate loss in the microstrip structures at high frequencies. 

It is found to be 30MHz for f0 mode and 60MHz for fS1 mode. Frequency 

span of 500MHz is allotted for fundamental mode of each SIR and 1GHz 

frequency span is allotted for the first harmonic mode of same resonator.  

Bandwidths are allotted randomly within the UWB spectrum ie., 3.1GHz to 

5.1GHz band is allotted for the fundamental frequencies of four SIRs. 

Similarly, 6-10GHz band is allotted to first harmonic frequencies of the same 

SIRs. Fig.3.47 shows the backscattered signal which is measured inside and 

outside the anechoic chamber. Even with an averaging of 16 times, outside 

anechoic chamber measurement at 35cm is more prone to noise. Frequency 

range from 5.1GHz to 6GHz is avoided in the tag design due to the presence 

of ISM bands at 5.2GHz and 5.8GHz. Fig.3.48 shows the post processed 

signal for amplitude detection method, which is calculated from Fig.3.47. 

Backscattered group delay of the measured tag at 35cm away from the reader 

antenna is depicted in Fig.3.49.   
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Figure 3.47 Backscattered frequency response of the SIR based RFID tag measured at two 

different distances. (θ, ) = (22.50,00), Avg. = 16. 

 

 

Figure 3.48 Post processed signal extracted from backscattered signal plotted in Fig.3.47. 
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Figure 3.49 Backscattered Group Delay response of the SIR based RFID tag. Anechoic 

chamber, (θ, ) = (22.50,00), Avg. = 16. 

For fundamental mode, resolution bandwidth of 30MHz can represent 

16 different cases within the 500MHz frequency span. Similarly, for first 

harmonic mode, resolution bandwidth of 60MHz can represent another 16 

different cases within the frequency span of 1GHz band. Therefore single SIR 

is capable of representing 256 (16x16) different combinations by using two 

resonant modes. Expression for the calculation of the total bit encoding 

capacity of the above tag can be modified as, 

       *∏ (
    

    
)  (

     

     
) 

   +     (3.15) 

where  f0i and f0i are the frequency span and resolution bandwidth of the 

fundamental mode of i
th
 resonator. Similarly,  fs1i and fs1i are the frequency 

span and resolution bandwidth of the first harmonic mode of i
th
 resonator and N 
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is the total number of resonator in the tag. As per the equation (3.15) total bit 

encoding capacity of the tag is found to be 32 bit with and overall tag dimension 

of 40x20mm
2
. The Surface Coding Density of tag is found to be 4 bits/cm

2
.  

3.16. SIR Based High Data Encoding Tag using Multiple Bit 

Encoding Technique  

The chipless RFID tags explained in the above section hold surface 

coding density of 4 bits/cm
2
. To represent more number of bits in a limited 

surface area, a new method of encoding data is proposed by using 

combination of different techniques like, assigning different boundary 

condition to SIR, utilization of fundamental mode and first harmonic mode, 

independent control of resonant modes and Frequency Shift Coding 

technique. In the first section RFID tag is designed by Presence or Absence 

Coding technique and Frequency Shift Coding is employed in the second 

method. 

3.16.1. Bit Encoding Technique  

Bit encoding is performed on a SIR based tag, which is designed and 

fabricated on C-MET LK-4.3 substrate with K and  are as 0.6 and 0.4, 

respectively. In this method, boundary condition of the SIR is modified to 

resonate at different frequencies. A basic λ/2 SIR is designed and suitable 

boundary conditions (Open or Short) are applied to remove the undesired 

mode. Structural parameters of the SIR with different bit configurations are 

shown in Fig.3.50. From equations (3.8) & (3.9), fundamental and first 

harmonic mode of the SIR shown in Fig.3.50 (a) is found to be 3.4GHz and 

7.68GHz, respectively. Fig.3.50 also shows different boundary conditions of 

SIR for representing 11, 10 and 01 bit pattern. In bit pattern„10‟, „1‟ indicate 
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the presence of the fundamental mode of the SIR and „0‟ indicate the absence 

of its first harmonic mode.  

A λ/2 SIR can represent „11‟ bit configuration (as seen in Fig.3.50 

(a)), ie., it can resonate at both fundamental and first harmonic frequency. 

Another λ/4 SIR with short circuited at one end is shown in Fig.3.50 (b). Due 

to this boundary condition short circuited SIR is resonating only in the 

fundamental mode and first harmonic frequency is absent in it. Hence it can 

be used to represent bit „10‟. Boundary condition of the above SIR is changed 

in Fig.3.50 (c).  Instead of short circuit, an open circuit is introduced. From 

the analysis (discuss later), it is clear that, the fundamental mode is absent 

here and only the first harmonic is present in the frequency band. This 

configuration can be used to design bit combination „01‟. Open end sections 

in the SIR structures require a correction due to the fringing field at the open 

end. The extended length  L2 due to the fringing field is incorporated in the 

calculation of L‟2. The length  L2 of the microstrip line (W2= 1.8mm, r =4.3 

and h = 1.6mm) is found to be 0.73mm [23], so the corrected length of a 

particular resonance is           , where L is the length of the microstrip 

line corresponds to electrical length θ2. The length L3 in Fig.3.50 (b) can be 

approximated as     
   

 
  . The height of the substrate is subtracted to 

compensate the extra length of shorting via. The length L4 in Fig.3.50 (c) is 

calculated as    
  

 
     , where  L1 is the extended length due to open 

end fringing field. The  L1 for a 0.5mm width microstrip line for the above 

substrate is found to be 0.63mm. 
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Figure 3.50 SIR for different bit configuration (a) Bit 11 (b) Bit 10 (one end of the SIR is 

connected to bottom metal plate)  and (c) Bit 01,  where W1= 0.5mm, W2 = 

1.8mm, 2L1 = 12.85mm, L’2 = 3.37mm, L3 = 4.82mm, L4 = 5.78mm, r =4.3, 

tanδ = 0.0018 and h = 1.6mm. 

Odd (3.8) and even (3.9) mode equations of the SIR is actually 

derived from the basic SIR structures or SIR with different boundary 

conditions, such as λ/4 SIR with shorted end and λ/4 SIR open end, 

respectively [20].  The bit encoding method of this tag can also be explained 

by analysing the boundary condition of the SIR at resonance. ie., current 

minimum at the open end and current maximum at the short end. Surface 

current distributions at fundamental and first harmonic modes of a λ/2 SIR 

are shown in Fig.3.51. The simulated resonant frequencies of SIR at f0 and fs1 

modes are found to be at 3.4GHz and 7.62GHz, respectively. A full SIR 

structure shown in Fig.3.51 can resonate both at fundamental and first 

harmonic modes. A λ0/2 surface current distribution is obtained for the 

fundamental mode as shown in Fig.3.51 (a), where λ0 is the wavelength at 

fundamental frequency. A full wave variation at λS1, as shown in Fig.3.51 (b) 

represents the first harmonic mode, where λS1 is the wavelength at the first 

harmonic frequency. Therefore, it can be used to represent bit 

combination„11‟.  Fig.3.52 shows the simulated backscattered signal from a 

λ/2 SIR showing fundamental and first harmonic mode. 
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Figure 3.51 Surface current distribution on λ/2 SIR (a) at fundamental mode (3.4 GHz) (b) 

first harmonics (7.62GHz) 

 

Figure 3.52 Simulated backscattered signal from λ/2 SIR. 

Short circuited SIR shown in Fig.3.53 supports quarter wave current 

distribution with a current maximum at the shorted end. This corresponds to a 

λ0/4 distribution at the fundamental frequency with respect to Fig.3.51 (a). 

Because of the requirement of current minimum at both ends, shorted SIR 

cannot resonate at the first harmonic frequency. Only fundamental frequency 
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exists in the shorted SIR, so it can be used to represent the bit combination 

„10‟. The simulated backscattered response from λ/4 shorted SIR is shown in 

Fig.3.54 and validates the bit combination „10‟.  

 

Figure 3.53 Surface current distribution on λ/4 shorted SIR at the fundamental mode (3.4 GHz) 

 

Figure 3.54 Simulated backscattered signal from λ/4 shorted SIR. 

Similarly, due to the open end boundary condition, only the first 

harmonic mode exists in the λ/4 open ended SIR. Fig.3.55 shows the current 

distribution in a λ/4 open ended SIR at first harmonic frequency (7.62GHz). 
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This corresponds to a λS1/2 distribution at the first harmonic frequency with 

respect to Fig.3.51 (b). The fundamental mode (3.4GHz) will be suppressed 

in λ/4 open ended SIR; due to the requirement of current maximum at the 

open end. Therefore open ended SIR can be used to represent the bit 

combination „01‟. Simulated backscattered signal from a λ/4 open ended SIR 

is shown in Fig.3.56 and it can be used to validate bit combination „01‟. 

 

Figure 3.55 Surface current distribution on λ/4 open ended SIR at first harmonic frequency (7.62 GHz) 

 

Figure 3.56 Simulated backscattered signal from λ/4 open ended SIR. 
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The measured and simulated backscattered signal for all combinations 

of 2 bit RFID tag with single SIR resonator is shown in Fig.3.57. Measured 

fundamental and first harmonic frequencies are found to be at 3.35 GHz and 

7.65 GHz, respectively. The simulated fundamental and first harmonic 

frequencies are found to be at 3.4 GHz and 7.62 GHz, respectively. Both 

simulated and measured data are in good agreement with theoretical values.  

 

Figure 3.57 Simulated and measured backscattered signal from single SIR with different bit 

configurations. (r,θ,) = (20cm, 22.50, 00) (anechoic chamber) 

3.16.2. 8 Bit RFID Tag using Presence or Absence Coding 

The experimental results of an SIR based 8 bit RFID tag designed on 

RT Duroid are discussed in this section. Presence or Absence Coding 

technique are employed in this tag and it consists of 4 SIRs. SIRs used in the 

present tag is shown in Fig.3.58 and detailed dimensions are given in Table 5. 

Fundamental and first harmonic modes of SIRs are effectively used for the 

design of 8 bit tag. Therefore with 4 SIRs, 8 bits can be encoded using the 

presence or absence coding, which is only 4 bits for other reported tags. 
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Different combinations of SIR‟s as described in Fig.3.50 are used for 

representing different bit combinations. Resonators in the tag are placed in an 

asymmetric order to minimise the mutual coupling between them and they 

are separated by a gap (G) of 3mm.  

 

Figure 3.58 8 bit SIR based RFID tag, where W1= 0.5mm, W2 = 1.55mm, G = 3mm, r= 

2.2, tanδ = 0.0009 and h= 1mm. (35x20x1mm3) 

Table 5: Structural Dimensions and Resonant Frequencies of SIR Based Tag r = 2.2, tanδ 

= 0.0009, K = 0.6,  = 0.4 and  L2 = 0.54mm 

SIR  L1 (mm) L’2 (mm) 
f0 (GHz) fs1 (GHz) 

Theory HFSS Experi. Theory HFSS Experi. 

I 17.01 4.97 3.4 3.4 3.35 7.68 7.6 7.67 

II 16.07 4.66 3.6 3.6 3.54 8.13 8.04 8.15 

III 15.22 4.39 3.8 3.8 3.75 8.58 8.55 8.62 

IV 14.46 4.14 4 3.96 3.95 9.04 8.96 9.02 

The measurement setup inside the anechoic chamber is shown in 

Fig.3.59. With respect to the RFID tag, horn antenna is positioned at (r,θ,) = 

(20cm, 22.5
0
, 0

0
). This arrangement is required to get the first harmonic 

response from the tag. Measured backscattered signal for three different 

RFID tags are shown in Fig.3.60 (a). For „1111 1111‟ bit combination, the 

first four bits are represented by the fundamental mode of the four SIRs 
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shown in Fig.3.52 and the last four bits are represented by the first harmonic 

frequency of the same resonators. All 256 (2
8
) bit combinations using four 

SIRs are possible by either shorting or opening the appropriate resonator. 

Resonance can also be measured by taking the group delay of the 

backscattered signal as depicted in Fig.3.60 (b). The group delay response 

shows better discrimination between different bits than the magnitude. 

Backscattered group delay below a threshold level of -0.75ns confirms the 

presence of a bit. Post processing of the measured backscattered magnitude 

response can be performed for efficient detection of the encoded data. 

Fig.3.60 (c) shows the post processed amplitude variation of the 

backscattered signal shown in Fig.3.60 (a). As seen in Fig.3.60 (c), unwanted 

reflections in the backscattered signals are below the threshold value 0.5 and 

the signal above this can be considered as the presence of a bit. 

 

 

Figure 3.59 Measurement setup inside the anechoic chamber. (r,θ,) = (20cm, 22.50,00) 
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(a) 

 
 (b) 

 
 (c) 

Figure 3.60 Measured tag response of the tag with three different bit combinations, (a) Magnitude of the 

backscattered signal (b) Backscattered group delay and (c) Post processed response of the 

signal shown in (a). (r,θ,) = (20cm,22.50,00), (inside the anechoic chamber) and Avg. = 16. 
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(a) 

 

(b) 

Figure 3.61 (a) Measured 8 bit tag response representing ‘1111 1111’ for different tag to 

reader antenna separation, θ, = 22.50,00(outside the anechoic chamber) and 

(b) Post processed backscattered signal, Avg. = 32 
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Backscattered responses of the tag with different distances are shown 

in Fig.3.61 (a).  The measurement is done outside the anechoic chamber at 

three different distances (25cm, 35cm and 50cm). Averaging of 32 is applied 

in the backscattered signal to reduce the white noise. Fig.3.61 (b) shows the 

post processed backscattered signal with different distance plotted in Fig.3.61 

(a). Tag responses can be detected up to a distance of 50cm, but reflections 

from the surroundings contribute to noise. Hence the threshold level is set to 

0.75. The overall size of the tag is found to be 30x20mm
2
 and the calculated 

Surface Coding Density of the tag with presence or absence coding technique 

is found to be 1.06bits/cm
2
. 

3.16.3. RFID Tag using Frequency Shift Coding Technique 

A modified Frequency Shift Coding (FSC) technique is employed on 

multiple bit encoding technique based RFID tag and it is fabricated on RT 

Duroid substrate with five SIRs working in the frequency range 3.2GHz to 

10.6GHz. FSC technique is employed on different bit combination as shown 

in Fig.3.60. As shown in the figure, FSC can be employed in four different 

ways for a single SIR. Apart from controlling the fundamental and first 

harmonic modes, different boundary conditions are also employed. UWB 

spectrum is selected randomly for encoding the data. Frequency band ranging 

from 3.2GHz to 5.7GHz is allotted for the fundamental frequencies of five 

SIRs with a frequency span ( f0) of 500MHz for each resonator. Similarly, 

5.7-10.6GHz band is allotted to first harmonic frequencies of the five SIRs 

with a frequency span ( fs1) of 1GHz for each resonator except SIR-V 

(900MHz). From the measurement, bandwidth resolution (∂f) for detecting 
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the resonance in the fundamental mode is found to be 30MHz (∂f0) and for 

the first harmonic mode is 60MHz (∂fs1). Within the 500MHz frequency span 

for f0 mode, 16 different resolution frequency bands are possible. Similarly, 

within a 1GHz frequency span for fs1, another 16 different resolution 

frequency bands are possible. Therefore, for a λ/2 SIR („11‟ combination), 

both resonances (f0 and fs1) can vary, hence 256 (16x16) bit combinations are 

possible. Similarly, 16 different resolution bands can be achieved for both 

„01‟ and „10‟ combinations. Therefore a single resonator can represent 65536 

combinations. Total bit encoding capacity of the tag containing N resonator 

can be calculated using 

        [∏ (
    

    
)
 

(
     

     
)
 

 
   ]     (3.16) 

where i denote the i
th

 SIR. Total bit encoding capacity of the proposed tag is 

found to be 79 bits with an overall dimension of 40x25mm
2
. Surface Coding 

Density of the tag is now enhanced to 7.9 bits/cm
2
.  

 

Figure 3.62 Frequency Shift Coding technique for multiple bit encoding based RFID tag. 
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Fig.3.63 shows the RFID tag containing 5 SIRs and detailed 

dimensions of the resonators are given in Table 6. To avoid the mutual 

coupling, each resonator in the tag is separated by 3mm distance. The 

backscattered response from the tag at a distance of 20cm is shown in 

Fig.3.64.  First five resonances are from the fundamental mode of the SIR 

and last five are from the first harmonic modes of the same SIR. Fig.3.65 

shows required frequency bandwidth or resolution bandwidth for 

representing f0 and fs1 mode. Measured resonant frequencies of the tag are 

found to be 3.46, 3.85, 4.57, 4.94, 5.54, 6.65, 7.09, 8.37, 9.65 and 10.43 GHz.  

 

Figure 3.63 Chipless RFID tag consists of 5 SIRs, r = 2.2, tan = 0.0009 and substrate 

height = 1mm. 

Table 6: Structural Dimension of SIR Based Tag. G = 3mm, r = 2.2, h = 1mm 

SIR K  
2L1 

(mm) 

L’2 

(mm) 

W1 

(mm) 

W2 

(mm) 

I 1.2 0.30 24.3 4.84 1.00 0.5 

II 1.7 0.40 19.72 6.34 1.65 0.5 

III 1.6 0.40 16.88 5.35 1.50 0.5 

IV 1.3 0.30 17.05 3.30 1.00 0.5 

V 1.6 0.35 14.75 3.66 1.50 0.5 
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Figure 3.64 Measured backscattered tag response. (r,θ,) = (20cm,22.50,00), outside 

anechoic chamber), Avg. = 16. 

 

 

Figure 3.65 Backscattered response showing bandwidth requirement for representing f0 

and fs1 mode. 
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Different RFID tag reported in literatures are summarised in Table 7. 

Most of the reported tags are utilising only two bit combination (0 or 1) using 

single resonator; here one resonator can represent 4 bit combination (00, 01, 

10 & 11). Advantages of SIRs like, independent control of resonant modes, 

good harmonic separation, electrical length variations, etc. are effectively 

used in the design of chipless RFID tag. 

Table 7: Comparison of Different Chipless RFID Tag 

Resonator Type 
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SAW [3] Y 2 >1 N N 

Delay Line[28] N 2 0.17 N N 

Spiral [8] N 2 0.61 N N 

Open stub [2] N 2 <1 N N 

Dual Band [17] N 3 <1 N N 

“C” [6] Y 2 2.86 N N 

Dual Polarised Slot[26] N 2 >7 N N 

Ring[14] Y 2 3.06 Y N 

Depolarised [7] Y 2 0.66 Y N 

Present tag Y 4 >7 N Y 

3.17. Conclusion 

This chapter provides an idea about the multiscatterer based chipless 

RFID tags and its operation. The evolution of SIR and its properties like total 

electrical length, the relation between different modes and independent 

control over resonant mode are explained in detail. Scattering property of the 

tag with different angular directions is also studied. Measured and simulated 
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results are in good agreement with theoretical values. The tag is analysed 

with different substrate properties for selecting best suitable material. A 

simple calibration method is successfully implemented and validated with 

different readable distances. Spectral IDs of the RFID tags are successfully 

decoded from backscattered magnitude or group delay information. A simple 

post processing method is introduced for the detection of resonances from the 

backscattered amplitude signal. 

Initially a chipless RFID tag utilizing entire bandwidth of UWB (3.1GHz 

to 10.6GHz) is designed with 10 SIRs. The fundamental mode of the SIR is used 

for encoding bits in the frequency spectrum. Another RFID tag using multiple 

resonances encoding method is also proposed, in which RFID tag utilizing both 

fundamental and first harmonic frequency of SIR. By implementing Frequency 

Shift Coding Technique on both resonant modes, the Surface Coding Density 

(SCD) of 4bits/cm
2
 is achieved compared earlier tag (2.78bits/cm

2
).  

SIR based high data encoding tag using multiple bit encoding 

technique is introduced by applying different boundary conditions to SIR. All 

four combinations of two bit representations are successfully demonstrated 

using single SIR. With presence or absence coding technique, proposed tag is 

capable of representing 2
2N

 number of bit combination using N resonators. 

Surface Coding Density of 1.06 bits/cm
2 

is achieved with the present method. 

The Bit encoding capacity of the tag is further enhanced by introducing an 

FSC technique on different bit combinations. Finally an RFID tag with an 

encoding capacity of 79 bits is proposed. Surface Coding Density of the final 

tag is found to be more than 7bits/cm
2
. Table 8 shows the different properties 

of chipless RFID tag designed using SIR. 
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Table 8: Properties of Chipless RFID Tag using SIR 

SIR Based RFID 
SCD without 

FSC 

SCD with 

FSC 

Readable 

Range 

Detectable 

Angle () 

Detectable 

Angle (θ) 

Tag using Fundamental 

Mode  
0.60 bit/cm2 2.78bit/cm2 50cm 00 to 600 00 to 700 

Tag using Multiple 

Resonance Coding 

Technique  

- 4bit/cm2 50cm 00 to 600 100 to 700 

Tag using Multiple Bit 

Encoding Technique  
1.067bit/cm2 >7bit/cm2 50cm 00 to 600 100 to 700 
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Abstract 
The design and development of chipless RFID reader for the 
multiscatterer based tag is presented in this chapter. The proposed 
reader is designed to operate for a frequency band of 2.36GHz to 
2.54GHz. The evolution of RFID reader system using spectrum 
analyser and low cost components are discussed in this chapter. 
Multiscatterer based chipless RFID tags are measured up to a distance 
of 5cm using proposed reader and the results are validated with 
Network analyser. 

4.1. Introduction to Chipless RFID Reader 

The previous chapters described the design and development of 

multiresonator and multiscatterer based chipless RFID tags. A compact and 

high data encoded chipless tags is designed by multiscatterer based tag with 

FSC encoding technique. The attractive features of the tags are low cost, 

robustness and ease of data encoding. The successful design and testing of 

the chipless tag demands the design and development of a chipless RFID 
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reader. This chapter describes the design and development of a single antenna 

based chipless RFID reader. It can operate in the frequency band from 

2.36GHz to 2.54GHzand the reader is designed with different microwave 

components like VCO (Voltage Controlled Oscillator), LNA (Low Noise 

Amplifier), Mixer, Splitter, etc. 

Various readers for chipped and chipless RFID systems have been 

reported in the literature. Conventional RFID readers (chipped RFID tags) are 

operated mostly at LF (125 KHz), HF (13.56 MHz), UHF (915 MHz) and 

microwave (2.45 GHz) bands. Operation of chipped tags are mostly in 

industrial, scientific and medical (ISM) bands [1]-[6], which have narrow 

bandwidths of a few KHz up to 83 MHz (2.45 GHz ISM band) due to free 

licensing. This type of readers use time domain based demodulation 

techniques with amplitude shift keying (ASK) and binary phase shift keying 

(BPSK). Different handshaking algorithms are also used for the data transfer 

between RFID tag and Reader.  

Commercially successful and fully operational chipless RFID system 

is the Surface Acoustic Wave (SAW) based chipless RFID designed by 

RFSAW© [7]. SAW tag reader operating at 2.4GHz ISM band [8] is 

designed to accommodate the unconventional modulating and data encoding 

properties of the SAW. The company claims that their reader is able to 

identify up to 1000 tag per sec and other features of reader are given in the 

Fig.4.1.  
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Figure 4.1 Chipless RFID reader designed by RFSAW and its specifications. Courtesy: 
RFSAW Inc. [7]. 

All the conventional RFID readers are operating in the ISM bands 

with low bandwidth. However, chipless RFID tags designed using low 

dielectric constant materials require wideband operation of several GHz. For 

most of the frequency domain chipless RFID tags, the processes of 

characterization of the tag in the frequency domain to extract the data are 

similar to each other. The RFID reader should be capable of generating and 

receiving the signals with sufficient bandwidth to cover the operating 

frequency range of the RFID tag. The key operating principle is the 

extraction of the amplitude and phase changes in the transmitted and received 

RF signals, and hence the timing information of the RF signals is not critical. 
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RF laboratory equipment’s such as Network analyser, Digital Oscilloscope, 

Spectrum analyser, etc. can be used to read chipless RFID tags, although it is 

not economical to use expensive laboratory equipment in real world 

applications. To cut down the cost of the tags by using chipless RFID, it is 

necessary to develop a low cost reader. 

The RFID reader designs based on frequency domain chipless tags are 

reported in [9]-[11] and it can decode the amplitude and phase functions of 

the chipless tag based on band-stop filters. Coherent detection is achieved 

with a bi-static frequency-modulated continuous wave (FMCW) radar 

architecture with two transmitting and receiving antennas. The block diagram 

of the frequency domain-based reader reported in [11] is shown in Fig.4.2. 

Three other types of RFID reader models were introduced by the same 

authors [9]-[11], in which the first two are working in the frequency range of 

2-2.5GHz and the third one is working in the UWB band (2-6GHz) with YIG 

oscillator. The last two readers can decode both amplitude and phase of the 

backscattered signal, whereas first reader can decode only the amplitude. The 

reader proposed in [11] is designed to measure the backscattered signal from 

the multiresonator based tag for a frequency band of 4-8GHz. A VCO 

(RVC6000) Richardson Electronics is used as microwave source and RFID 

system requires two antennas at the reader end for transmission and reception 

of interrogation signal. All the four FMCW based reader circuits reported in 

the literature are shown in Fig.4.3. Resonance information from the 

backscattered signal is extracted by subtracting the encoded signal from the 

chipless RFID tag with a reference tag.  
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Figure 4.2 Complete block diagram for the chipless RFID reader. Courtesy: R. V. 
Koswatta et. al. [11].  

 

Figure 4.3 Different FMCW chipless RFID reader. (a) Reader with amplitude detection (2-
2.5GHz), (b) Reader with amplitude and phase detection (2-2.5GHz), (c) UWB 
reader with two oscillators (2-6GHz) and (d) UWB reader with single oscillator 
(4-8GHz) 
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4.2. Chipless RFID Reader for Multiscatterer Based Tags 

In this appendix a chipless RFID reader based on Frequency 

Modulated Continuous Wave (FMCW) is designed for multiscatterer based 

tag. The proposed chipless RFID reader is designed for a small frequency 

band (2.36GHz to 2.54GHz) to demonstrate the feasibility of chipless RFID 

system. All the components used in the reader are selected from components 

used in the design of MIT Coffee Can Radar and other lab test equipment. A 

single bit and two bits multiscatterer based tags is tested with proposed reader 

system and the results are validated with the Vector Network Analyser. The 

RFID reader is initially designed with spectrum analyser at the receiver end 

and later modified to for low cost equipment. 

Reader design presented in [9]-[11] consist of two reader antennas, 

one for the transmitting interrogation signal and the other for the receiving 

encoded data. The tag presented in the Chapter 3 needs only one antenna for 

transmission and reception of interrogation signal. Therefore, proposed 

chipless RFID reader system consist of single antenna. The block diagram of 

the proposed system with spectrum analyser at the receiver end is shown in 

Fig.4.4. As shown in the figure, an RFID tag consists of a Uniform 

Impedance Resonator (UIR) fabricated on an RT Duroid substrate (εr = 2.2, 

tanδ = 0.0009 and substrate height = 1mm). Voltage Controlled Oscillator 

(VCO, ZX95-2536C+) from mini-circuits is used as the source for RFID 

reader. Signal generator circuit controls the output of the VCO by generating 

triangular pulse and applied to tuning voltage pin in the VCO. Low Noise 

Amplifier (LNA, ZX60-272LN+) is used to amplify the power generated at 

the VCO. The amplified signal from the LNA is directly connected to the 

reader antenna (horn antenna) through the main line of the directional 
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coupler. The backscattered signal from the RFID tag is measured using 

Anritsu handheld spectrum analyser (10MHz-20GHz) which is connected to 

the isolation/coupled port of the directional coupler. 

 

Figure 4.4. Block diagram of an RFID reader with single UIR chipless tag 

The working of each block in the diagram shown in Fig.4.4 is detailed 

in the following section. 

4.2.1. Voltage Controlled Oscillator (ZX95-2536C+) 

VCO from mini-circuits is used as the source of RFID reader [22] and 

whose pin diagram is shown in Fig.4.5. It consists of four connections VCC, 

Ground, Tuning voltage and RF out. The maximum voltage that can be 

applied to the VCC pin is 5.6V and that to tuning pin is 7.0V. The VCO is 

able to generate microwave frequency from 2.24GHz to 2.6GHz with a linear 

voltage variation from 0 to 5V. Frequency and tuning sensitivity of the VCO 

with tuning voltage is depicted in Fig.4.6. Linear frequency response with 
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different temperatures is also shown in the figure. The VCO can generate an 

output power of about 5dBm in the operating band.  

 

Figure 4.5 Voltage Controlled Oscillator from mini-circuits (ZX95-2536C+) 

 

Figure 4.6  Frequency and tuning sensitivity of the VCO with tuning voltage. 

4.2.2. Signal Generator 

The signal generator is used to control the VCO by generating the 

synchronising pulse and tuning voltage. XR -2209 IC is used for this purpose. 

The XR-2209 is a monolithic voltage controlled oscillator (VCO) integrated 

circuit having excellent frequency stability and a wide tuning range. The 

circuit provides simultaneous triangular and square wave outputs over a 

frequency range of 0.01Hz to 1MHz. The block diagram of the IC is given in 

Fig.4.7, in which block A1 and A2 are the amplifiers. Timing capacitor and 
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resistor determines the frequencies of the generated triangular and square 

waves. The square wave output is an “open-collector” type and requires an 

external pull-up load resistor (nominally 5k) to V+. 

 

Figure 4.7 XR-2209 Block Diagram 

The circuit diagram for triangle and square wave generator using 

XR2209 is shown in Fig.4.8. The frequency of operation determined by the 

timing capacitor C and the timing resistor R, is given by 1/RC. The required 

frequency of 50Hz gives the values of the timing capacitor and resistor as 

0.33µF and 62KΩ, respectively. The triangular waveform obtained at pin 8 is 

centered at about a voltage level VO and it can be calculated as 

            

where VB is the bias voltage at pin 5. The peak to peak output swing of the 

triangular wave is approximately equal to    /2. Ideally, for the generation of 

waveform by the VCO in ISM band a voltage swing from 2V to 3V is 

required. The voltage swing obtained from the circuit is from 1.36V to 3.48V 

at a frequency of oscillation of 50Hz. Hence VCO can generate an output 

frequency of ~2.36GHz to 2.54GHz. Output waveform from the signal 

generator circuit is shown in Fig.4.9. During the rising edge of the triangular 

wave form VCO sweeps its frequency from low to high and while on the 
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falling edge of the triangular wave VCO sweeps its frequency from high to 

low. 

 

Figure 4.8  Circuit diagram of Signal generator using XR-2209 IC. 

+-  

Figure 4.9 Output waveform from the XR-2209 IC based signal generator 
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4.2.3. Low Noise Amplifier (LNA) 

The VCO can generate microwave frequency with ~5dBm of power. 

But this power may not be sufficient for systems having low sensitivity 

receiver section. Hence LNA is connected at the RF output port of the VCO. 

LNA ZX60-272LN+ from mini-circuits [23] is used for this purpose and it 

can operate in the frequency band 2.3-2.7GHz with maximum power output 

of 18 to 31dBm. Maximum input power to this LNA can be up to 17dBm. 

The gain over the operating frequency band is depicted in Fig.4.10 along with 

the pin diagram of the LNA. 

 

Figure 4.10 Gain of the (LNA ZX60-272LN+) over the operating frequency band 

4.2.4. Directional Coupler  

A 13.5dB microstrip based directional coupler is used to couple the 

backscattered signal from the antenna (shown in Fig.4.11) to the receiver 

section. The main line of the directional coupler is connected between the 

LNA and the reader antenna. A portion of the backscattered signal from the 

reader antenna is coupled to the coupling port of the directional coupler. The 

amount of power coupled to the line depends on the coupling coefficient of 
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the coupler. Fig.4.12 shows the coupling coefficient and directivity of the 

coupler over a frequency range of 2-3GHz.  

 

Figure 4.11 13.5dB microstrip based directional coupler 

 

Figure 4.12  Frequency characteristics of directional coupler. 

4.2.5. Reader Antenna  

A small horn antenna working in the frequency range of 2-12GHz is 

used as the reader antenna for transmission and reception of the interrogation 
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signal.  This antenna offers a gain of 8dB in the operating frequency range of 

the reader (refer Chapter 2). Image of the horn antenna is shown in Fig.4.13. 

 

Figure 4.13 Image of the reader antenna (Ridged horn) 

4.2.6. Spectrum Analyser 

The initial receiver setup to test the backscattered signal from the tag 

is designed with a spectrum analyser. Anritsu handheld spectrum analyser 

(Spectrum Master MS2724C) is used, which can operate over a wide 

frequency range of 10MHz-20GHz (Fig.4.14) and enables the data transfer 

with personal computer via LAN or USB. 

 

Figure 4.14 Anritsu handheld spectrum analyser (Spectrum Master MS2724C) 
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4.2.7. Multiscatterer Based Chipless RFID Tag 

Owing to the small frequency band of the reader, an RFID tag with 

single Uniform Impedance Resonator is designed on an RT Duroid substrate 

with r = 2.2 and tan = 0.0009. A half wavelength (λ/2) UIR resonator is 

designed for a frequency of 2.5GHz and the image of the tag is shown in the 

reader block diagram (Fig.4.4). 

4.3. Mathematical Representation of RFID Reader Signal-1 

The mathematical representation of an RFID reader system with two 

reader antennas is explained in [11] which can be modified for single antenna 

system. Instantaneous signal (chirp signal) generated by the VCO along with 

signal generator circuit can be expressed as 

 ( )              (4.1) 

where K is the chirp rate given by  

  
  

      
        (4.2) 

and f0 is the starting frequency, BW is the bandwidth of the transmitted chip 

and Tchirp is the duration of the chirp signal. Output of the chirp generator 

Xchirp(t) can be written as  

      ( )       0  ∫ (      )    

 
1         0  (     

  

 
)1 (4.3) 

where A1 is the amplitude of the chirp signal generated at the output port of 

the LNA which fed into the horn antenna through the directional coupler. 

Assuming that the reader antenna has a very good impedance matching over 

the desired frequency band, ie. there is no amplitude and phase distortion, the 

transmitted signal can be approximated as 
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   ( )         ( )        (4.4) 

The backscattered signal received by the reader antenna energise 

through the coupled line of the directional coupler and the received signal can 

be expressed as  

   ( )      (   )    ,   (   )-    (4.5) 

where ARX(f,t) and θRX(f,t) are the total amplitude and phase of the received 

backscattered signal (YRX(f,t)). 

    (   )           (  )      (4.6) 

   (   )       (   )     (   )  (  )   (4.7) 

where Ltotal is the sum of all the losses of the received signal due to free 

space, scattering, coupling coefficient of the directional coupler, etc. The 

variable  is the time delay introduced by the tag and wireless propagation. 

Signal  (  )  and (  )  are the amplitude and phase variation of the 

backscattered signal due to the resonance in the chipless RFID tag. f’ is the 

normalized time-varying phase of the transmitted chirped signal, which can 

be expressed as a function of time as  

  ( )       
  

 
        (4.8) 

By combining equations (4.5), (4.6) and (4.7), the total received signal 

at the coupled port of the directional coupler can be represented as  

   ( )            (  )    ,    (   )     (   )  (  )-         (4.9) 

From equation (4.9) it is clear that the amplitude and phase of the 

backscattered signals are varying with time and is dependent on the chirp 

signal properties (K and BW), propagation time () (distance between reader 

antenna and RFID tag) and the resonant properties of the tag. 
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4.4. Measurement Setup 

The VCO and LNA are first tested to verify their operation in the 

desired frequency band. A general purpose power supply of 12V, 2A is used 

to power all the circuit elements. A voltage regulator circuit using 7805 IC is 

used for generating an output volt of 5V. The output power from the VCO 

and LNA are shown in Fig.4.15. It is measured by connecting the output port 

of each module to the spectrum analyser. From the figure it is clear that the 

chirp signal generated by the VCO is in the frequency band ranging from 

2.36GHz to 2.54GHz. Power generated by the VCO (chirp signal) over an 

operating frequency band is about 2-3dBm and the output of the LNA is 

around 17-18dBm. Amplification of around 15dBm is achieved with LNA 

and its output is fed to the reader antenna.  

 

Figure 4.15  Measured power output from VCO and LNA. 

Fig.4.16 shows the measurement setup arrangement of the chipless 

RFID reader. The measurement setup of the reader shown in the block 

diagram (Fig.4.4) is assembled and tested in a practical environment (outside 
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the anechoic chamber). One of the coupled lines of the directional coupler is 

connected to spectrum analyser and other one is terminated with load 

impedance of 50Ω. Chipless RFID tag consists of a single UIR resonator 

placed at a distance of 5cm from the reader antenna. 

 

Figure 4.16 Measurement setup with spectrum analyser. (a) Interconnection of RF 
components, (b) Backscattered signal displayed on spectrum analyser and (c) 
Single bit chipless tag and reader antenna arrangement (5cm) 

Backscattered signal from the tag is measured using spectrum analyser 

and the response of the tag with and without UIR is depicted in Fig.4.17. 

Amplitude variation due to the propagation delay and chirp signal explained 

in the equation (4.9) is clear from the backscattered signal (standing wave 

like pattern). Both the backscattered signals (with and without resonator) look 

similar except for the amplitude variation at 2.50GHz. Resonant frequency of 

the tag is obtained by taking the difference between the two signals (tag with 
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UIR and without UIR) and the resultant post processed signal is depicted in 

Fig.4.18. To verify the operation of the RFID reader, resonant frequency of 

the same tag is measured using network analyser PNA E8362B. The 

backscattered response from the tag using network analyser is depicted in 

Fig.4.18. The resonant frequency of the tag is found be the same (2.50 GHz) 

in both measurements. Thus the proposed system is validated. 

 

Figure 4.17 Measured backscattered spectrum from the RFID reader, which is measured 
using spectrum analyser.  

 

Figure 4.18 Measured tag response of the UIR based Chipless RFID using RFID reader and 
Network analyser. 
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4.5. Low Cost Chipless RFID Reader for Multiscatterer Based Tag 

The RF sections of the above system consist of VCO, LNA, 

Directional Coupler and Spectrum analyser. Except for spectrum analyser, 

the cost of all the items in the reader comes under $100. The cost of the 

receiver section is at the higher end (spectrum analyser) due to the data 

analysis in the microwave frequency. Hence another model of RFID reader 

circuit is designed to create a cost effective system. In this system, the 

costlier spectrum analyser is replaced with a lower cost Digital Storage 

Oscilloscope (DSO) having an operating frequency from DC to 40MHz. 

Block diagram of the proposed RFID reader is shown in Fig.4.19. In this 

design, some additional RF components are added to the existing RFID 

reader. Instead of directly sending the amplified chirp signal to the directional 

coupler, a power splitter is introduced in between two. Half of the amplified 

chirp signal goes to reader antenna through Directional Coupler (DC) and 

other half goes to the mixer unit. To amplify the weak backscattered signal 

from the D C, an additional LNA is connected in between the coupled port of 

the D C and the mixer. The backscattered signal from the LNA and the 

transmitted chirp signal from the power splitter are fed into the mixer to 

generate IF (Intermediate Frequency) signal. A mixer is a three port nonlinear 

electrical circuit that creates new frequencies from two signals applied to it. 

When two signals with frequencies f1 and f2 are applied to a mixer, it 

produces two new signals with the sum (f1 + f2) and difference (f1 - f2) of the 

original frequencies. Other frequency components may also be produced in a 

practical frequency mixer. In a practical circuit, when two signals with the  

same frequencies are fed into a mixer, it generates signals of frequency 0Hz, 

f1, 2f1, etc. Signal processing in the IF (low frequency) can be used to analyse 
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backscattered signal from the chipless tag. The IF signal generated by the 

mixer and the synchronising pulse from the signal generators are fed into the 

DSO. The DSO which has integrated LPF at the input port, filters all the 

higher frequency components in the IF signal. Then the filtered analog signal 

in the DSO is converted into digital signal and sent to personal computer for 

signal processing. The data communication between the DSO and the PC can 

be done through the LAN or USB. 

 

Figure 4.19 Block diagram of chipless RFID reader using DSO 

The new RF components used in this design are Power Splitter 

(ZX10-2-42+) and Mixer (ZX05-43MH+) from mini-circuits. Detailed 

specifications of these components are described below. 

4.5.1. Power Splitter 

A 3dB coaxial Power splitter/combiner (ZX10-2-42+) [24] module is 

used to split the generated chirp signal into two parts, the first half is 

transmitted through the reader antenna and the second half is used for the 
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generation of IF signal at the receiver section. The image and schematic 

block diagram of the splitter is depicted in Fig.4.20. As shown in the figure, 

power splitter module is a 3 port device. Amplified signal from the LNA is 

connected to the summing port (S). This circuit splits the signal into two 

half’s and which emerge out from ports 1 & 2. The total loss of the splitter 

for a frequency band of 1.9GHz to 4.2GHz is depicted in the Fig.4.21. Total 

power loss of the splitter for reader frequency band is about 3.15 to 3.3dB.  

 

Figure 4.20 Power Splitter/combiner from mini-circuits (ZX10-2-42+) and its schematic diagram 

 

Figure 4.21 Total loss Vs frequency response of the splitter. 

The power output from VCO, LNA and Splitter is shown in Fig.4.22. 

The power from each module is measured using spectrum analyser. While 
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measuring power from the splitter, the unused port is terminated with 50Ω 

load to eliminate reflections. It clear from the figure that, the power splitter is 

able to split the incoming power into two equal portions. 

 

Figure 4.22 Power output spectrum from VCO, LNA and Splitter 

4.5.2. Mixer  

A mixer is a three port nonlinear electrical circuit that creates new 

frequencies from two signals applied to it. Image of the mixer (ZX05-

43MH+) [25] with its electrical schematic diagram given by the manufacturer 

is shown in Fig4.23. Power spectrum produced by the mixer when two 

signals with the same frequencies applied at the input ports (Local Oscillator 

port and RF port) are shown in Fig.4.24. Two types of measured results using 

spectrum analyser are depicted in the figure, one with single frequency and 

the other with transmitted chirp signal. As the operating frequency range of 

spectrum analyser is10MHz to 20GHz, DC components are not included in 

the figure. The power spectrum produced by the mixer contains the 

fundamental and its harmonic frequencies (f1, 2f1,..etc).  
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Figure 4.23  Frequency mixer (ZX05-43MH+) and its electrical schematic diagram 

 

Figure 4.24 Frequency spectrum generated by the mixer when two signals with same 
frequency applied at its input ports. 

4.5.3. Digital Storage Oscilloscope (DSO) 

The Digital oscilloscope acts as a Low Pass Filter (LPF) and Analog 

to Digital Converter (ADC). Low frequency signal in the IF need to be 

filtered out because it contains a wide range of frequencies as shown in 

Fig.4.24. An ADC is also required to convert the analog signal to digital 

signal. The block diagram of the DSO shown in Fig.4.25 contains a 

preamplifier and an ADC at the input port. Preamplifier section amplifies the 

input signal and filters out all the high frequency components to avoid the 

aliasing effect (Nyquist Criteria). Cut off frequency of the filter depends on 
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the maximum frequency limit of the DSO. The DSO from Tektronix 

(TDS1001B) with an operating frequency range of DC to 40MHz is used 

here. 

 

Figure 4.25 Conventional DSO Block Diagram 

4.6. Mathematical Representation of RFID Reader Signal -2 

The mathematical representation of backscattered signal for RFID 

system with spectrum analyser can be extended to the proposed system. 

Equations (4.3) and (4.9) represent the transmitted chirp signal and 

backscattered signal, respectively at the output of directional coupler. Here a 

part of the transmitted chirp signal is taken from the power splitter and is fed 

into Local Oscillator port of the Mixer. The backscattered signal from the 

directional coupler is amplified and fed to the RF port of the Mixer. These 

two input signals can be mathematically expressed as  

               0  (     
  

 
)1           (4.10) 

    ( )            (  )    ,    (   )     (   )  (  )-  (4.11) 
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where K1 is coefficient of the power splitter and A2 is the amplitude gain (due 

to the LNA) of the backscattered signal. The IF signal generated at the output 

of the mixer can be expressed as  

    ( )               ( )      (4.12) 

Equation (4.12) can be simplified as  

    ( )     (  )*   (      )      (      )+   (4.13) 

where θ1, θ2 and K2  can be written as  

     .     
  

 
/      (4.14) 

       (    )       (    )
   (  )    (4.15) 

    
  

         

 
       (4.16) 

where K2 is  constant. When signal Y’IF(t) is passed through a LPF, it will filter 

out all the high frequency components associated with    (      ). 

After passing Y’IF(t) through the LPF the output signal Ytag(t) can be 

approximated as 

    ( )     (  )   [   
  

      
       

 
    (  )]  (4.17) 

From equation (4.17), it is clear that the frequency of the output signal 

varies with the parameters: Tchirp, 1 and BW. Therefore Ytag contains a very 

low frequency component and it depends more on Tchirp, 1, and BW. By 

analysing amplitude ( (  )) or phase ( (  )) of the Ytag signal, all the 

properties of the chipless RFID tag can be decoded. 
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4.7. Measurement System 

The circuit diagram of the chipless RFID reader system for 

multiscatterer based tag is shown in Fig.4.26. The PCB shown in Fig.4.26 

consists of signal generator, power regulator (using 7805) and video amplifier 

circuits, which is designed for MIT Coffee Can Radar. The system is 

designed to detect only the amplitude of the backscattered signal. The 

measurement setup using the proposed system is depicted in Fig.4.27. Two 

chipless RFID tags with single and two UIRs are tested with proposed reader. 

All the measurements are carried out inside the laboratory (noisy 

environment) within a distance of 2cm and 5cm. 

 

 

Figure 4.26 Circuit connection of Chipless RFID reader 
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Figure 4.27  RFID reader measurement setup with an RFID tag placed at 5cm away from 
the antenna. 

All the RF components in the reader work with 5V power supply. The 

output of the mixer is connected to one channel of the DSO. Synchronising 

pulse generated by the XR-2209 IC is connected to the second channel in the 

DSO. Fig.4.28 and 4.29 show the backscattered signal from the RFID tag 

with and without resonator (UIR), respectively. The figure also shows the 

synchronising pulse recorded by the DSO. The triangular wave sweeps the 

VCO from low to high frequency for the high voltage state of the 

synchronizing pulse and high to low for its low voltage state. This 

phenomenon can be clearly identified from the Fig.4.28, where backscattered 

signals are mirror images, when observed from the transition time of 

synchronising pulse. Here RFID tag is placed 2cm way from the reader 

antenna and resonant variation in the amplitude of the backscattered is clearly 

visible in each time period of the synchronising pulse (marked with circles in 
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Fig.4.28). The sinusoidal variation in the backscattered signal is due to the 

Tchirp, τ1, and bandwidth of the RFID reader. 

 

Figure 4.28 Backscattered signal from the RFID tag (with UIR)  and synchronising pulse (2cm) 

To verify the resonant information from backscattered signal, the 

same tag is measured without having resonator (UIR) and its response is 

depicted in Fig.4.29. It is clear that both measured backscattered signals are 

identical except for the resonant dips. Hence differences between the two 

backscattered signals (with and without UIR) are taken to identify the 

amplitude difference in resonant frequency. Fig.4.30 shows the backscattered 

signal (with and without UIR) from the RFID tags along its frequency axis. 

The time to frequency conversion of chirp signal can be done by solving 

equations (4.1) and (4.2). Post processing of the backscattered signal is done 

by taking the difference of the two signals (backscattered signal with and 

without tag) and magnitude variation at the resonant frequency is also 

depicted in Fig.4.30. 
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Figure 4.29 Backscattered signal from the RFID tag (without UIR)  and synchronising pulse (2cm) 

 

Figure 4.30 Frequency response of the backscattered signal from the tag (with and without 
UIR) and post processed signal. 

To validate the system, backscattered signal from the tag is measured 

with Vector Network analyser and its result with RFID reader data is 

compared and is shown in Fig.4.31. In both measurements resonant 
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frequency of the tag is found to be at 2.41GHz and measurements are in good 

agreement with each other. Thus the system is validated. 

 

Figure 4.31 Backscattered signal comparison between RFID reader and Network analyser. 

The measurement is repeated with 5cm distance between the reader 

antenna and RFID tag. Synchronising pulse and backscattered signal from the 

tag having UIR and without UIR are shown in Fig.4.32 and 4.33, 

respectively. Compared to the previous measurement (with 2cm distance), 

amplitude and frequency variations of the backscattered sinusoidal signal are 

different due to the variation in the propagation losses and delay.  As shown 

in the figure, backscattered signals are susceptible to noises. Resonant 

variations are still able to be identified from the backscattered signal and are 

marked in Fig.4.32.  
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Figure 4.32 Backscattered signal from the RFID tag (with UIR) and synchronising pulse. (5cm) 

 

Figure 4.33 Backscattered signal from the RFID tag (without UIR) and synchronising pulse. (5cm) 

To extract resonant frequency, difference between the two signals is 

taken and the resultant signal is plotted against network analyser data. 
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Frequency response plotted in Fig.4.34 shows the backscattered signal 

measured using network analyser and RFID reader at different distances. 

 

Figure 4.34 Backscattered response of the tag measured using network analyser and 
RFID reader. 

4.7.1. Chipless RFID Tag with Two Uniform Impedance Resonator 

All the proceeding measurements were carried on a chipless tag with 

single UIR. In this section, a new chipless RFID tag is designed on RT 

Duroid substrate (εr = 2.2, tanδ = 0.0009 and h = 1.6mm) with two UIR, 

whose resonant frequencies are selected to be within the reader frequency 

band.  Fig.4.35 shows the fabricated chipless tag. The backscattered signal 

from the tag is measured using proposed RFID reader at two different 

distances (2cm and 5cm). 
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Figure 4.35 Chipless RFID tag using two UIR. 

Fig.4.36 shows the synchronising pulse and the backscattered signal 

from the tag measured at a distance of 2cm. Two resonant frequency 

variations in the amplitude of the backscattered signal, two in each chirp 

period are marked for identification. Same resonant variations can be 

observed in the backscattered signal measured at 5cm distance and is shown 

in Fig.4.37. 

 

Figure 4.36 Backscattered signal from the RFID tag (with two UIR) and synchronising pulse 
measured at 2cm. 
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Figure 4.37 Backscattered signal from the RFID tag (with two UIR) and synchronising pulse 
measured at 5cm. 

The backscattered signal from the same RFID tag is measured using 

network analyser and Fig.4.38 shows its backscattered response plotted 

against RFID reader data (2cm and 5cm). As shown in Fig.4.38, the results 

are showing very good agreement with each other. By changing the voltage 

level of the signal generator, more number of resonances can be represented 

by the same RFID reader, because tuning voltage is applied only in the range 

of 1.36V to 3.48V.  
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Figure 4.38 Measured backscattered signal using RFID reader and Network analyser. 

4.8. Conclusion 

In this chapter an RFID reader working in the frequency band of 2.36 

GHz to 2.54 GHz is proposed. Chipless RFID reader is initially designed with 

spectrum analyser at the receiver section. Its working is validated with single 

resonator based chipless tag. Finally an RFID reader is proposed with low cost 

RF components and two types of chipless RFID tags (single and two bit) are 

tested with the proposed system. Validation of the system is done by 

measuring the tag response using network analyser. All the measurements with 

RFID reader show very good agreement with analyser data. Backscattered 

response of the tag is measured successfully up to a distance of 5cm. 

4.9. Future Work 

Proposed RFID reader is actually derived from MIT Coffee Can RADAR 

and the detailed working of RADAR is included in the APPENDIX.  In place of 

the DSO, the radar system uses a video amplifier section and personal computer.  

The video amplifier section having LPF filter with cut off frequency of 15 KHz 
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is designed and it is used to filter the IF signal from the mixer. The output of the 

LPF filter and synchronising pulse are converted to digital signals through the 

ADC inside the audio jack in the computer. This method can also be adopted in 

the case of RFID reader design because maximum frequencies in the IF signal is 

in the order of several Hz. Hence the cost of the proposed system can be reduced 

considerably (DSO-$1200 USD). Table 1 shows the approximate cost of the 

individual items employed in the proposed reader. 

Table 1. Cost of Individual RADAR Components 

Item Qty Cost 
VCO (ZX95-2536C+) 1 $45.00 

LNA (ZX60-272LN+) 2 $80.00 

Power Splitter (ZX10-2-42+) 1 $35.00 

Directional Coupler (13.5dB) 1 $10.00 

Mixer (ZX05-43MH+) 1 $46.50 

Coaxial Cables  $10.00 

Coaxial Connectors 2 $10.00 

DSO 1 $1200.00 

XR 2209 1 $2.00 

Other components  $5.00 

Total Cost  $1443.00 

Proposed RFID reader system requires a reference tag to extract the 

resonant frequency of the chipless tag. Signal processing technique (Hilbert 

transform) proposed by R. V. Koswatta et. al. [11] can be implemented to 

avoid the requirement of reference tag. Another disadvantage of the RFID 

reader is its low data decoding capacity due to the limited operating 

bandwidth. This problem can be avoided by replacing low bandwidth VCO 

with wide band Yig oscillator [10]-[11].  
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Abstract 

This chapter proposes a new technique based on UWB Impulse radar 
(UWB IR) technology using time domain for decoding the 
backscattered signal of the frequency spectra tag using time domain 
analysis. The chapter also presents a brief introduction to the already 
reported literature on UWB IR techniques and its advantages. CST 
Microwave Studio software is used for the extraction of the structural 
and the antenna mode from the backscattered signal. Measurement has 
been conducted using the PNA E8362B network analyser by enabling 
the time domain option. A simple algorithm is proposed to extract the 
resonant information from the backscattered signal. Even in the highly 
noisy environment, analysis on time domain method enables the 
effective decoding of tag information up to a distance of 80cm.Tag 
information is also decoded when it is placed on the paper pack and 
metallic sheets. 
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5.1. Introduction to UWB IR 

Based on the data encoding method, chipless RFID can be divided 

into two broad categories: Time Domain Reflectometry (TDR) and frequency 

spectra based chipless RFID. The data encoding capacity of frequency 

spectra based tags are high as compared with TDR based tag, except the 

SAW tags. In frequency domain based tag, the cost of RFID reader is high 

due to the use of expensive wide band application Voltage Controlled 

Oscillator (VCO). The time domain or TDR based reader employed Ultra 

Wide Band Impulse Radar (UWB-IR) technology, which uses short duration 

Gaussian pulse for the interrogation and hence it occupies a broad frequency 

band. Because of the duality between time and frequency domain, this UWB-

IR reader can be used with both categories of tags [1]-[12].  

UWB-IR technology is widely investigated for commercial 

applications since the Federal Communications Commission (FCC) released 

the legal usage of UWB in the range of 3.1–10.6 GHz. Compared with wide 

band frequency sweep system, UWB-IR employs a short pulse for 

transmission. Gaussian or higher order derivatives of the Gaussian pulse can 

be used as the excitation pules in the UWB IR system. Fig.5.1 (a) shows the 

different Gaussian pulses used for the UWB systems. It is worth mentioning 

that the pulse duration of the pulses is of the order of a few picoseconds. The 

corresponding frequency spectrum of the pulses is shown in Fig.5.1 (b). It is 

emphasized that Power consumption is much lower compared to the 

wideband frequency sweep reader because the system is active only during a 

short period of time. In addition, the UWB-RFID systems have many other 

advantages like low cost, high data rate, etc. 
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Figure 5.1 Gaussian pulse and its derivatives (a) waveforms in the time domain and (b) their 
power spectral densities 

5.1.1. Introduction to UWB IR Based Time Domain Chipless Tag 

UWB IR based time domain chipless tag consist of an UWB antenna 

and transmission line with different lengths, which may terminate with 

different loads [1]-[9]. As explained earlier, in time domain based tags are 

excited with RF pulse; there will be two types of backscattered signals, the 

structural mode and the antenna mode. The data is encoded by varying the 

time delay between structural mode and antenna mode. However, a long 

delay line is required to separate the antenna mode from the structural mode. 

The basic theory behind the working of time domain UWB RFID is given 

below [1]. 
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1. Theoretically, the backscattered signal from a UWB antenna consists 

two parts, i.e., the structural mode and the antenna mode.  

2. When the antenna is terminated with a conjugate matched load, i.e., 

Zl = Z*c, then Г = 0, which means there will be no antenna mode. (Г 

is the reflection coefficient)  

3. When the antenna is terminated with the open-circuited (Zl = ∞, then 

Г = 1) and short-circuited (Zl = 0, then Г = −1) loads, respectively, 

the antenna mode reaches its maximum amplitude; and  

4. There is a 1800 phase difference between the open-circuited and 

short-circuited cases. 

Encoding is done by controlling the time interval between the UWB 

pulses of the structural and antenna modes, it is employing the pulse-position 

modulation to generate more identification (ID) codes. Antenna feeding line 

(transmission line) with different length is used for encoding data or the 

UWB antenna with different terminations can be employed. This is decoded 

by extracting the detected backscattered signals. Apart from matched-load, 

open-circuit, and short-circuit cases, other variable loads can also be used to 

achieve pulse amplitude modulation of the backscattered antenna mode. It 

means that antenna modes with different amplitude and pulse waveform can 

be obtained depending on the reflection coefficient (Г). 

Angel Ramos et al. [2] presented a tag which permits to integrate 
delays up to several nanoseconds enabling the ability to encode a large 
number of states. In addition, an RFID system based on integrated UWB 
impulse radar is proposed as a reader, achieving read ranges up to 1.80 
meters [2]. Another RFID system uses a commercial low-power Novelda 
Nanoscale Impulse Radar (NVA6100 IC) as a reader [10]. The transmitter 
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sends a 1st order Gaussian pulse covering a frequency band of 3.1 – 5.6 GHz 
which complies with the FCC regulation. Fig.5.2 shows the block diagram of 
the proposed system consisting of the UWB IR with two UWB reader 
antennas and an open ended transmission line with the single UWB antenna 
at the RFID tag end. As shown in the block diagram, the reader antenna will 
receive three pulses, the direct coupled signal from the transmitter, structural 
and antenna mode. The transmission line on the tag is kept open to get 
maximum reflection in the antenna mode. Large delay (about 8ns) is 
achieved by using the combination of microstrip and coaxial transmission 
line.  Fig.5.3 (a) depicted the fabricated model of time domain based chipless 
tag and (b) shows the backscattered structural and tag (antenna) mode signal 
from the tag with different reading distance. Compared with the standard credit 
card size (8.56 × 5.398cm2), the proposed tag has a large dimension of 11x10cm2 
and a delay of 8ns is achieved by connecting additional open ended coaxial cable 
at the end of a microstrip transmission line. 

 

 

Figure 5.2 Block diagram of IR-UWB RFID system for time coded tag. Courtesy:  A. Ramos. 
et. al. [2]. 
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Figure 5.3 (a) RFID tag with UWB antenna and transmission line (top and bottom view), (b) 
Structural mode and antenna (tag) mode from the tag with different readable 
distances (cm). Courtesy: A. Ramos. et. al. [2]. 

Yizhu Shen et. al. presented another time coded chipless RFID 
system, based on IR-UWB technology [1]. This UWB-RFID system consists 
of a transmitter, receiver, two tapered slot reader antennas and several 
chipless tags. The RFID reader is covering the lower UWB frequency from 
3GHz to 5GHz and transmitter integrated circuit generates high peak-to-peak 
amplitude of 6.6 V signals with short pulse duration of 1 ns. Due to the size 
limitations of the RFID tag, structural mode and antenna modes are combined 
in the backscattered response. The paper proposed a method to extract 
structural mode and antenna mode from these backscattered responses by 
post processing of chipless tags with different termination (load, open and 
short). Fig.5.4 (a) shows the RFID system with indigenously developed IR-
UWB transmitter and receiver (using Digital Storage Oscilloscope) 
incorporating two tapped antennas. Fig.5.4 (b) shows the RFID tag with 
different terminations. Type A and B designs are having difference only in 
the length of CPW section, one with 37.6mm and the other having 41.6mm, 
respectively. Fig.5.5 (a) depicts the backscattered signal from the tag using 
UWB-IR pulse centred around 4.1GHz. Fig.5.5 (b) & (c) shows the extracted 
structural mode and antenna mode signals from the tag.  
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Figure 5.4 (a) Chipless UWB-RFID system prototype, (b) The chipless UWB-RFID tags. 
Courtesy: Y. Shen et.al. [1]. 

 

Figure 5.5 (a) Measured boresight backscattered pulses using 4.1 GHz transmitter, (b) 
Extracted Structural mode from (a), and (c) Extracted Antenna mode from (a). 
Courtesy: Y. Shen et.al. [1]. 

This method is useful to detecting the overlapped structural and 

antenna mode from the backscattered signals and simplifies the passive 

chipless tag designs. Other time domain based tag requires long transmission 

line, to generate enough time delay to separate the structural and the antenna 

mode, to distinguish the two peak positions, in order to use the pulse-position 

modulation. This creates design complexities and affects the compactness of 

the tag. Moreover, the signal amplitude of antenna mode is further reduced 

due to the attenuation offered by the long delay line, and hence the amplitude 

ratio of structural and antenna mode becomes worse. However, by employing 

this time-domain measurement method, simple and compact passive tags can 

be identified and localized, and more ID information can be embedded in the 
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backscattered signals. The system requires at least three tags with different 

termination for decoding structural mode and antenna mode. The tag also 

requires a large CPW (Coplanar Waveguide) transmission lines with different 

lengths to create small changes in the delay of antenna mode.   

In TDR based tags, to separate the structural mode and antenna mode 

without overlap, it is necessary to add delay lines between discontinuities. 

The smallest delay depends on the emitted pulse width. Thus, for a pulse 

width of 1ns, a delay of more than 1ns should be created. To increase the 

number of time positions, it is necessary to increase the length of delay line 

or decrease the pulse width. There are some challenges in both cases (delay 

line and pulse width) [11]: 

• The large number of delay line sections affects the compactness of the 

tag and each discontinuity in the delay line will generate a reflection 

of the interrogation pulse. Therefore signal amplitude decreases with 

delay line. 

• Decreasing the pulse width is not easy to achieve in practice. The 

maximum bandwidth used without a license specified by the Federal 

Communication Commission in USA for UWB communications 

ranges between 3.1 GHz and 10.6 GHz. This defines a minimum 

pulse width of a few tens of picoseconds.  

5.1.2. Introduction to Time Domain Analysis of Frequency Spectra 

Based Tag 

It is shown in the literature that frequency signature based tags are 

capable of storing more information than TDR based tags. However, the 

operation of frequency signature based tags, with longer reading ranges, 
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requires proper orientation and calibration [12], [18] to remove interference 

due to clutter and antenna coupling. But TDR based tags do not face these 

constraints and operate at long ranges [1]-[4]. Time domain analysis is a 

useful method for extracting information contained in the backscattered 

interrogation signals. Due to the duality between time and frequency, time 

domain based reader can be used for decoding information from the 

frequency signature based tags [17]-[22]. By using time domain techniques 

on frequency signature based chipless tags, the benefits seen in TDR based 

chipless tags can be realized. 

This chapter is elaborating the decoding methods of spectral 

information of tag using time domain analysis. Time domain tags fabricated 

on low permittivity substrate are still very far from reaching the surface 

coding density of SAW tags (96 bits) [15] or chipless tags with frequency 

coding techniques [11]–[22]. But there are number of advantages for 

choosing time domain based decoding method. They are 

• Low cost UWB-IR’s are commercially available. 

• The Reader is active only for a short duration of time, hence low 

power requirement.  

• Great freedom for the positioning of tag and readable up to several 

meters. 

• They do not require the calibration tags or calibration ground planes, 

that are needed to be placed at the tag location in order to obtain 

reference measurements. 

By using UWB IR based interrogation on frequency signature based 

chipless RFID tag and analysing its backscattered signal in the time domain, 

enables to combine the advantages of both types of chipless RFID systems. 
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Hence a low cost chipless RFID system operating at longer ranges with 

higher data capacity can be developed and the system is less sensitive to 

position, orientation, and calibration requirements.  

R. Rezaiesarlak et. al. reported this category of tags based on Short-Time 

Matrix Pencil Method (STMPM) [18]. The bit information is encoded as 

complex natural resonant frequencies (poles and zeros) of the tag, which consist 

of a few notches on the elliptical dipole antenna. Fig.5.6 shows the geometry of 

the elliptical dipole based chipless tag, the backscattered signal from the tag. 

Sliding window method and STMPM are used to extract the complex resonant 

frequency from the backscattered signal. Damping factor of the pole and 

estimated poles along time are depicted in Fig.5.6 (c) and (d), respectively. 

 

Figure 5.6 (a) Chipless RFID tag using an Elliptical dipole antenna with notches, (b) 
Simulated scattered signal from the tag, (c) Variation of real part (damping 
factor) of the poles with backscattered time and (d) Estimated dominant poles 
in the complex plane. Courtesy: R. Rezaiesarlak et.al. [18]. 
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5.2. Motivation of the Work 

The work presented in this chapter is motivated from the work of 

Prasanna Kalansuriya et. al. [20]. It explains the time domain analysis of 

backscattered signal from the frequency domain based tags. The resultant 

system is shown in Fig.5.7 (a). In this design, the 4 bit multiscatterer 

constitutes a slotted microstrip patch. The structural and antenna mode in the 

backscattered signal is shown in in Fig.5.7 (b). In this type of tag, antenna 

mode in the frequency domain is identified as a damped oscillation spread over 

long time compared to the structural mode. Staring time of the antenna mode is 

difficult to identify from the backscattered signal and it will begin immediately 

after the structural mode signal.  The advantages of the time domain analysis of 

backscattered signal is that, the spectral information from any portion of the 

backscattered signal can be calculated using Fourier Transform.  

 

Figure 5.7 (a) Chipless RFID tag based on microstrip patch resonator and (b) backscattered 
signal from the tag in time domain. Courtesy:P. Kalansuriya et.al. [20]. 
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5.3. UWB Impulse Radar Based Chipless RFID Reader 

By exploiting the advantages of time-frequency duality, either 

frequency or time domain based chipless tags can be read using a UWB IR 

based system [27]-[31]. THE UWB IR modules available in the markets are 

in compliance with Federal Communications Commission (FCC) standards 

[30]. For instance, FCC defines a power spectral density (PSD) of -41.3 dBm 

for the frequency band of 3.1–10.6 GHz. Instead of using a frequency domain 

based Continuous Wave signal with extremely low power amplitude (to 

satisfy FCC standard), an UWB Impulse Radar based approach can be used. 

In such a case, a very low duty cycle having high power (several watts) and 

short pulse (having a width lower than 100 ps) can be generated and sent by 

the reader.  

Gaussian pulse or its derivative can be used as the UWB source signal 

and UWB IR transmitter can be fabricated at a lower cost than FMCW 

transmitter [32]. The main difficulty is to design the receiver part of the 

reader. To obtain good accuracy in the reconstruction of the backscattered 

signal, sampling rate must be twice the highest frequency of the received 

signal (Nyquist criteria). This sampling rate is achievable with laboratory 

equipment, such as broadband oscilloscopes having sampling rate as large as 

40 GS/s. For a real practical implementation of chipless technology, a 

compact and dedicated reader is required. A block diagram of the UWB IR 

based chipless RFID system is shown in Fig.5.8. In addition to the transmitter 

and receiver antennas, the reader is composed of two blocks: RF and digital 

sections. The most critical device is the wideband ADC because it requires a 

very high sampling rate to reconstruct the tag response.  
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Figure 5.8 Temporal chipless RFID reader based on UWB interrogation signals. Courtesy: 
Smail Tedjini et. al. [33].  

Wideband ADCs are too expensive to realize a chipless reader. Hence 

the principle of the equivalent- time sampling technique can be used to 

replace wideband ADC. The chipless tags can be considered as purely 

stationary devices due to the short time period of the input pulse. With this 

assumption, it is possible to reconstruct the entire signal from the collection 

of different backscattered signal. Hence, it is possible to realise a reader 

based an architecture using equivalent time sampling [34]. In this case, the 

high sampling rate ADC can be replaced with a moderate (in the order of a 

few megahertz) one. A delay generator capable of producing short delays 

(tens of picoseconds) is required for enabling the sampling circuit during the 

assigned time slots of backscattered signals. Fig.5.9 provides the block 

diagram of a chipless reader based on equivalent time sampling. 
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Figure 5.9  Block diagram of a chipless reader based on equivalent time sampling. Courtesy: 
Smail Tedjini et. al. [33].  

Other approaches are also possible by using commercially available 

UWB IR which is commonly used for localization purposes, particularly 

through obstacles. These devices can be reused as chipless readers. For 

example, the Novelda radar has been used to read chipless tags [2],[29]. Like 

the equivalent-time sampling approach, averaging operations over  hundreds 

of measurements can be used to increase the signal to noise ratio of the radar 

[10]. The Novelda radar is a complete impulse radar transceiver integrated on 

a single chip (shown in Fig.5.10). A development kit is also available, 

allowing the control of the RF front end by a computer, where the 

localization application can be implemented. Sampling rates of around 35 

GS/s are possible, with a bandwidth from 0.85GHz to 9.6GHz. The radar is 

designed for FCC compliance and relatively low cost, which makes it 

suitable for chipless applications.  
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Figure 5.10 Novelda Nanoscale Impulse Radar. Courtesy: Novelda. [10].  

5.4. System Model of UWB IR Based Chipless RFID System   

The system model presented in [20] is also valid for our design. The 

RFID reader shown in Fig.5.11 uses a single antenna configuration for 

transmission and reception of the interrogation signal. The single antenna 

configuration provides a wider degree of freedom in orienting the tag with 

respect to the reader. The RFID tag consists of number of SIRs, resonating at 

distinct frequencies. An UWB pulse x(t) is used for interrogating the chipless 

RFID tag. In a noise free environment, the total received signal y(t) consists 

of three components 

 

Figure 5.11 Block diagram of UWB IR based chipless RFID system 
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 ( )    ( )    ( )    ( )           (5.1) 

The largest and the first received component   ( ) is the reflection of 

the transmit pulse due to the return loss of the antenna. The second 

component received   ( ) is the structural mode from the backscatterer. This 

is followed by the antenna mode from the backscatterer   ( ), which is the 

weakest and the last component to be received. Let    ( ) be the return loss 

of the antenna without chipless tag, which is measured in frequency domain. 

From the definition of the return loss, the rejected portion of the pulse input 

into the antenna (  ( )) can be written as 

  ( )   
  *   ( )  ( )+     (5.2) 

where    * + denotes the inverse Fourier transform. Lower case letters are 

used to denote time-domain signals and the upper case letters to denote the 

respective frequency-domain signal. In a practical measurement scenario, 

backscattered signal S11 without tag consist of antenna reflected signal   ( ), 

reflection from surrounding objects (yo(t)) and white noise (yn(t)). Therefore 

backscattered signal without tag (  ( )) can be expressed as, 

  ( )    ( )     ( )    ( )     (5.3) 

While placing RFID tag in front of the antenna S11 is modified, which consist 

of reflection from the antenna (yr(t)), reflection from the surrounding objects, 

noise and backscattered signal from the RFID tag (ys(t) and ya(t)). Equation 

(5.1) in frequency domain can be written as 

 ( )     *   
      ( )  ( )+        (5.4) 

Total received signal  ( ) in a practical scenario can be expressed in time 

domain as  
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 ( )    ( )    ( )    ( )    ( )    ( )   (5.5) 

where    ( ) is white noise signal received at another instance of time. By 

subtracting equation (5.4) from (5.5), the effect of reader antenna and signal 

from the stationary objects can be eliminated. The calibrated signal   ( ) can 

be expressed as 

  ( )    ( )    ( )      ( )     (5.6) 

where     ( ) is the white noise signal contributing in the noise floor after the 

calibration. Same process can be done in the frequency domain by 

subtracting two S11 data represented below.  

  ( )   
  *,   

      ( )     ( )-  ( )+              (5.7) 

5.5. UWB IR Based Interrogation using Numerical Methods 

Transient analysis of RFID tag is carried out using CST Microwave 

studio simulation software. A plane wave polarised along X axis used as the 

interrogation signal. Fig.5.12 shows the simulation setup in the CST 

microwave studio with an RFID tag having two Stepped Impedance 

Resonators (SIRs). Electric field probe oriented along the X-direction is used 

for capturing the scattered field and it is placed at 10cm away from the tag. 

Simulation is also performed with different distances. The pointing vector „K‟ 

in Fig.5.12 denotes the direction of propagation of the transmitted signal. The 

resonant frequencies of the SIRs (SIR-I and II) are designed to be 4 GHz and 

5GHz, respectively. The design parameters and structural dimensions of the 

SIRs are given in Table 1.  
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Figure 5.12 Simulation setup used in CST for time domain analysis of frequency spectra 

based RFID tag with two SIR. The tag is placed at 10 cm away from the 

Electric (Ex) probe. 

 

 Table 1: Structural Dimension of SIR used in Fig.5.12 G = 3mm, r = 2.2, h = 1mm 

SIR K  
2L1 

(mm) 

L’2 

(mm) 

W1 

(mm) 

W2 

(mm) 

Designed 

 f0(GHz)           

Simulated 

f0(GHz) 

I 0.7 0.5 12.65 5.72 0.5 1.17 4 3.92 

II 0.6 0.6 7.71 5.09 0.5 1.57 5 4.91 

The transmitted UWB pulse x(t) is a modulated Gaussian pulse and 

can be expressed as  

 ( )       (     )    . 
(   ) 

   
/     (5.8) 

where τ (ns) is the time index for the peak value of pulse and σ (ns) is the 

variance. A0 and fC (Hz) are, respe ctively, the amplitude and the frequency of 

the sinusoidal carrier signal. The excitation pulse along with the normalized 

frequency spectrum is depicted in Fig.5.13 (a). The time duration of the 
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transmitted signal is in the order of 1-2 ns. Fig.5.13 (b), shows the normalized 

frequency spectrum of the UWB pulse. It is seen that the frequency spectrum is 

centred around 5.5GHz. 

 

Figure 5.13 (a) Modulated Gaussian excitation pulse and (b) Normalised amplitude spectrum 

of the excitation pulse 

 The backscattered signal from the tag consists of structural and 

antenna mode signals. Structural mode signal is the delayed response of a 

transmitted pulse due to the distance between tag and reader. The overall time 

domain response from the tag is expressed as 

  ( )       (     )    [ 
(        )

   
]   ∑       (

 
          )   ( ) (5.9) 
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In this expression, the tag’s resonance information is represented as 

the summation of exponentially decaying signals and the number of 

exponentials depends on the number of resonances present in the tag. An is 

the complex amplitude and (an + jωnt) are poles corresponding to the 

predefined resonant frequencies [18], [20]. τtag is the delay involved in the 

tag’s backscattering and depends on the distance between the tag and the 

transceiver.  

Fig.5.14 (a) shows the signal picked up by the E field probe along X 

direction at a distance of 10cm away from the tag. As seen in the Fig.5.12, probe 

is placed in front of the source, hence transmitted pulse towards the tag will also 

picked by the probe and it shown in the time domain signal with higher 

amplitude. Shape and amplitude level of the forward signal is same of that of the 

transmitted pulse. Second part of the signal is due to the backscattering from the 

RFID tag. Magnified part of the structural and the antenna mode are depicted in 

Fig.5.14 (b). Backscattering from the signal is starts with structural mode and it 

is shown in Fig.5.14 (b). Except the amplitude, shape of the structural mode is 

also same as that of the input pulse. The information carrying part (Antenna 

mode) is spread across the large time after the structural mode. The time span of 

the antenna mode depends on the quality factor of the resonators, ie., time span 

will be large for high Q structure [18].  
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Figure 5.14 Scattered signal from the tag (a) Signal picked by probe (b) backscattered 
signal from the tag 

5.5.1. Frequency Spectra of Structural and Antenna Modes 

The frequency spectral response of the time domain signal is 

separately analysed in this section, by taking the Fourier Transform of the 

selected portion of the backscattered signal. The first higher amplitude signal 

is the forward excitation signal from the source and it is picked up by the 

probe while propagating towards the RFID tag; hence frequency spectrum 
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will be same as that of the transmitted pulse. Next received signal is the 

structural mode signal due to the shape and size of metallic structure in the 

tag. A normalised frequency spectrum of structural mode is shown in 

Fig.5.15. The structural mode does not contain any information about the 

resonant characteristics of the tag and its amplitude envelope is same as that 

of the transmitted pulse. Signal after the structural mode can be referred to as 

Antenna mode signal and its frequency spectrum is also depicted in Fig.5.15. 

Spectral content in the antenna mode is extracted by taking the FFT of a 

backscattered signal ranging from 1.5ns to 10ns. It is clear from the figure 

that; the information about the resonant property of the tag is stored in the 

antenna mode and is spread in time. The simulated resonant frequencies of 

the resonators are found to be at 3.93GHz and 4.92GHz. Amplitude peak 

levels are different for both the resonances due to the variation in the power 

spectrum of transmitted pulse [20].  

 

Figure 5.15 Normalised frequency spectrum of structural mode and antenna mode 
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Fig.5.16 shows the simulated frequency response of the tag using 

frequency domain method and time domain method. Exact resonant 

frequency can be identified from both the methods. From the figure it can be 

concluded that, in simulation, backscattered signal in the frequency domain 

analysis is the combination of forward excitation signal, structural mode and 

antenna mode. But in actual measurement, backscattered signal in the 

frequency domains contains structural mode, antenna mode and noises. 

Depending on the interference between these signals, resonant can be 

identified as either dip or peak in the backscattered signal. Time domain 

analysis enables to extract the information contained part from the 

backscattered signal and also possible to remove unwanted portions. 

 

Figure 5.16 Frequency spectral signature of the tag using time and frequency domain methods 
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5.5.2. RFID Tag Localisation Using Time Domain Method 

Simulation is also carried out by placing the tags at different positions 

from the source. The scattered signal in the time domain is plotted in Fig.5.17 

(a). Even though there is no information stored in the structural mode signal, 

it can be used for tag localisation [23], ie., the position of the RFID tag can be 

identified by analysing backscattered structural mode. From the figure, it is 

clear that the structural mode occurring at different time instants depends on 

the distance between the tag and the source. The time gap between the 

forwarded excitation signal and the structural mode signal is the round trip 

time taken by the RF signal. By considering the round trip time, one can easily 

calculate the distance between the probe and tag (R) by using equation (5.10).  

  
      

 
         (5.10)  

where c is the speed of light, Vf is the velocity factor in the medium (for air Vf 

= 1) and t is the round trip time. Fig.5.17(a) shows the t1, t2 and t3 are the time 

taken by the RF signal to travel from E field probe to RFID tag and travel 

back to E field probe. The tag is simulated with 3 different distances 10cm, 

20cm and 50cm, and the corresponding time delays are 0.7397ns, 1.3961ns 

and 3.418ns, respectively. From the above equation (5.10), one can easily 

localize the objects. The amplitude of the antenna mode signal at different 

distances are plotted in Fig.5.17 (b). It can be seen that strength of the 

antenna mode is also decreasing with respect to the distance between the tag 

and the probe. 
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Figure 5.17 (a) time domain signal for RFID tag at different distances (b) Frequency 
spectrum of the antenna mode at different distances. 

5.5.3. Time Vs Frequency Response of the Backscattered Signal 

Time domain signal analysis is effectively utilised in this chapter for 

the spectral extraction of frequency domain based RFID tags. The selected 

portion of time domain signal is separately analysed using the Fast Fourier 
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Transform (FFT) for getting frequency response. Identification of an exact 

time instance and duration of the structural and the antenna modes are 

difficult to identify from the above results. Hence, we have adopted another 

method for the identification of spectral content in the backscattered signal. 

The Short Time Pencil Method for chipless RFID detection application [18] 

introduced by R Rezaiesarlak, Manteghi et al. has demonstrated a different 

mothed for the detection of early time response (structural mode) and early 

time response (antenna mode) by calculating complex resonance frequency 

from the backscattered signal. From the frequency Vs time plot of 

backscattered signal, authors are able to identify different modes in the 

backscattered signal. 

In this chapter, structural mode and antenna modes are identified by 

taking the Fourier Transform of the backscattered signal. FFT of the 

backscattered signal shown in Fig.5.18 (a) is plotted in Fig.5.18 (b). The tag is 

placed at a distance of 50 cm away from the plane wave source as explained 

earlier.  Two parameters are used to determine the accuracy of spectral 

contents. One is the Resolution time and second is the Window size. In 

Fig.5.18 (b) spectral analysis of the backscattered signal is taken every 0.05ns 

with a time window of 0.01ns. Forwarded transmitted pulse and structural 

mode exist only for a few nanoseconds and it depends on the width of the 

transmitted pulse. In order to detect these signals from the backscattered data, 

resolution time and window size should be less than the time period of the 

transmitted pulse. Forwarded transmitted pulse and structural mode signals are 

visible with a Resolution time and Window size of 0.5ns and 0.1ns, 

respectively (Fig.5.18 (b)).  
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Figure 5.18 (a) Backscattered signal from the tag (CST Simulation) and (b) Spectral content 
in the backscattered signal when Resolution time = 0.05ns and Window size 
=0.1ns. 

Fig.5.19 shows the backscattered signal after removing forwarded 

transmitted pulse, ie., remaining signal contains only the structural and 

antenna mode. Smaller values in the Resolution time and Window size will 

give an accurate time instance of structural mode signal. To extract the 

antenna mode, Resolution time needs to be small as possible and Window 

size needs to be large in time. To identify the antenna mode, which contain 

spectral components of the RFID tag, the backscattered signal shown in 

Fig.5.19 is processed with different Window size while keeping Resolution 

time at 0.05ns. From the figure it is clear that, while increasing the Window 

size, antenna mode becoming clearer with large spectral amplitude. It is also 

clear that; antenna mode is starting at a time instance of 3.82ns. Power 

spectral density variation with time will give the presence (starting and 

ending) of antenna mode with time. It is seen that the antenna mode is 

vanishing at exactly 37.5ns. Time duration of antenna mode depends on the 

power of the incident wave and on the quality factor of the resonator. 
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Figure 5.19 Simulated backscattered time domain signal with structural and antenna mode. 

 
Figure 5.20 2D Power spectral image of antenna mode extracted with different Window 

size (a) 1.5ns, (b) 5ns, (c) 25ns and (d) 35ns. Resolution time  = 0.05ns. 
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Three Dimensional (3D) power spectral density of the backscattered 

signal is plotted in Fig.5.21. From the figure, the power spectral variation in the 

backscattered signal can be easily visualized. The strength of the structural 

mode signal along the frequency is matching with the transmitted pulse. 

 

Figure 5.21 3D Power spectral image of antenna mode extracted with different Window 
size (a) 1.5ns, (b) 5ns, (c) 25ns and (d) 35ns, Resolution time  = 0.05ns. 

5.6. Time Domain Analysis of SIR Based Tags 

Chipless RFID tag consists of 10 SIR, explained in chapter 3 is 

selected for the time domain analysis.  PNA E8362B network analyser with 

time domain option is used as the UWR IR reader. Rectangular window in 

the analyser is opted for the measurement, to make sure that the transmitted 
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power is same for the entire frequency band. The backscattered time domain 

signal from the RFID tag positioned at 30 cm is shown in Fig.5.22. In this 

chapter all the measurements were taken outside the anechoic chamber, ie., in 

a practical environment and also disable the averaging function in the 

network analyser. Therefore backscattered signal consists of structural mode, 

antenna mode and white noises. The backscattered signal measured in the 

frequency domain at 30cm distance is plotted in Fig.5.23. Due to reflections 

from the surroundings, backscattered signals are more susceptible to noise.   

 

 

Figure 5. 22 Measured backscattered time domain signal from ten SIR based tag 
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Figure 5.23 Backscattered frequency domain signal from the tag measured outside the 
chamber with zero averaging 

The basic idea in the time domain analysis is to move a time window 

with a proper time duration (Window size) of the entire signal by small time 

steps (Resolution time) and apply FFT on each time window. Identifying the 

structural and antenna mode is the primary goal in this analysis. From the 

above analysis it is clear that, peak amplitude in the backscattered signal is due 

to the structural mode and its pulse width is same as that of the transmitted 

signal. For a known value of transmitted pulse width, it is possible to identify 

the starting position of antenna mode. By taking the FFT of antenna mode with 

proper time window, all the frequency components of the tag can be extracted. 

Fig.5.24 shows the frequency spectrum of the antenna mode at three different 

tag positions (20cm, 30cm and 50cm). It is interesting to note that each 
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resonant frequency component can be easily identified from the backscattered 

signal.  

 

 

Figure 5.24 Frequency spectrum of antenna modes at different tag positions 

Frequency spectral analysis on entire backscattered time domain 

signal is also conducted. As explained in the above section, exact location of 

the structural mode is identified by choosing small value of Resolution time 

with Window size, about 0.05ns and 0.2ns, respectively. Fig.5.25 shows 

measured 2D power spectral density of the backscattered signal against time. 

IT is noted that the positon of structural mode is found to be at 1.38ns while 

placing the tag at 30cm away from the Reader antenna. 
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Figure 5.25 Measured 2D Spectral content of backscattered signal when Resolution time = 
0.05ns and Window_Size = 0.2ns. 

Another study on the effect of Resolution time and Window size are 

carried out over the measured backscattered signal. Fig.5.26 shows the 

spectral density of the backscattered signal with different Resolution time. 

Here it is clear that, reducing the Resolution time is more accurate for the 

detection of antenna mode and existence of its frequency contents can be 

identified with a cost of increased processing time. Window sizes in all cases 

are set to be at 12.5ns.  
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Figure 5.26 Measured 2D Spectral content of the backscattered signal with different 

Resolution time. (a) 6.3ns (b) 3.15ns (c) 1.5ns and (d) 0.06ns, in all case 
Window_Size = 12.5ns. 

As explained earlier, exact beginning point of the antenna mode can 

be identified with smaller value of Resolution time and higher value of 

Window size. Another study on Window size variation is performed and its 

frequency spectrum along the backscattered time is shown in Fig.5.28. The 

starting time of the antenna mode is found to be at 1.49ns. From the figure it 

is clear that, while increasing the Window size, the strength of the frequency 

components in the antenna mode is increasing and it is converging towards 

the actual value. All the ten resonant frequencies of the SIRs are clearly 

visible from the backscattered signal.   
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Figure 5.27 Measured 2D Spectral content of the backscattered signal with Window Size. 
(a) 3ns (b) 6.3ns (c) 12.6ns and (d) 25ns, in all cases Resolution time is set to 
0.06ns. 

Even though all the resonances can be identified from these analysis, 

the computational cost is found to be high. To reduce this, another variable 

called ‘Delay’ is introduced in the analysis. Delay variable contains a time 

value corresponding to the peak value of the structural mode. As seen in 

Fig.5.22 peak amplitude of the backscattered signal is due to the structural 

mode and it does not contain any frequency component of the RFID tag. The 

signal appearing before the peak amplitude can be removed from the 

processing of backscattered signal. It is also clear that, peak amplitude of the 

structural mode corresponds to centre of the transmitted pulse.  
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2D and 3D power spectral density of the backscattered signal with 

different Window size is plotted in Fig.5.28 and Fig.5.29, respectively. Here 

the ‘Delay’ variable is loaded with a time instance of the peak amplitude in 

the time domain signal. The peak amplitude of the backscattered signal is 

found to be at 1.43ns (Fig.5.22). It is noted that processed signal containing a 

portion of structural mode signal. Visibility of antenna mode is degraded due 

to the strength of the structural mode and it is clear from the 3D pattern 

shown in Fig.5.29. 

 
Figure 5.28 Measured 2D spectral density pattern for different Window size  a) 3ns (b) 

6.3ns (c) 12.6ns and (d) 25ns, In all case Resolution time = 0.06ns, Delay = 
1.43ns 
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Figure 5.29 Measured 3D spectral density pattern for different Window size  a) 3ns (b) 

6.3ns (c) 12.6ns and (d) 25ns, In all cases Resolution time = 0.06ns, Delay = 
1.43ns 

Therefore Delay variable is updated with current time plus half time 

period of the transmitted pulse and it is set to be at 1.49ns for the above signal. 

2D and 3D power spectral density patterns are shown in the Fig.5.30. All the 

resonant frequencies of the 10 SIR based resonators are very clear from both 

figures. The low frequency resonators possess higher Quality factor and its 

spectral signatures are available in large time as compared with higher 

frequency resonators. At high frequencies the Quality factor of the resonators 

are degraded due to the microstrip loss at high frequencies.  

The new method of spectral extraction simplifies the analysis to a 

particular time duration in the backscattered signal. Hence the computation 

resources and processing time can be reduced significantly. The 2D and 3D 
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power spectral density plots can provide all the information about the resonant 

frequencies in the RFID tags, such as strength of the antenna mode, Quality 

factor of each resonance and the time duration in which spectral information 

exist along the backscattered signal. 

 

Figure 5.30 Measured 2D (a) and 3D (b) spectral density pattern for different Window size  
= 25ns, Resolution time = 0.06ns and Delay = 1.49ns 
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5.7. Algorithm for Extraction of Antenna Mode from the 

Backscattered Signal 

The above method of extraction can be implemented for the analysis 

of resonant information in all the general multiscatterer based chipless RFID 

tags, operating in the frequency domain. Different signal processing method 

on time domain based signal enables the extraction of resonant frequency 

from the backscattered signal. From the above studies, resonant informations 

are contained in the antenna mode, which is followed by the structural mode 

signals. Hence, a small portion of backscattered signals in the time domain is 

needed for the extraction of resonant frequencies from the RFID tag. The 

primary goal in this analysis is to identify the antenna mode in the 

backscattered signal.  

The detailed steps for finding the spectral ID from time domain signal 

can be summarised as,  

1. Perform calibration (S11 with tag (dB) – S11 without tag (dB)) as 

described in section 5.3. 

Then the backscattered signal contains only the structural mode, 

antenna mode and noise signal. Reflection from all the stationary and 

reader antenna can be removed by performing calibration.  

2. Signal before the antenna mode does not contain frequency 

components of the RFID tag. Hence, entire signal before the antenna 

mode can be removed before FFT analysis. First step is to identify the 

peak amplitude time in the backscattered signal; it will be in the 

middle point of the structural mode. Set ‘Delay’ variable to the peak 

time and half time period of transmitted pulse.  
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3. Time value stored in the ‘Delay’ variable could be the starting point 

of the antenna mode. Signal before the time stored in the ‘Delay’ 

variable can be removed for further analysis in the time domain 

signal. The resultant backscattered signal contains only the antenna 

mode and noise. 

4. By setting proper ‘Delay’, ‘Resolution time’ and ‘Window size’, all 

the resonant frequencies in the RFID tag can be extracted. For antenna 

mode extraction, smaller time (<1ns) in ‘Resolution time’ variable 

and large time duration (>5ns) in the ‘Window size’ variables are 

preferred.  

As seen in the above analysis, the higher frequency resonators having 

low Quality factor, will decay much faster than low frequency resonators. 

Therefore, to identify the high frequency resonances in the UWB spectrum, 

FFT window should start from the beginning of antenna mode. 

5.8. Spectral ID from Highly Noisy Signal 

The algorithm discussed above can be applied on any backscattered 

signal from the tags working in noisy environment. Tag to be measured is 

placed at a distance of 80cm away from the reader antenna outside the 

chamber with the averaging option disabled. Measurement room consist of 

different materials like metals, wood, plastic and other signal interference 

from nearby equipment’s, radiation from mobile tower, Wi-Fi, people 

working around, etc. Backscattered signal from the tag comprise of spectral 

signature and noise from the surroundings. Fig.5.31 shows the backscattered 

signal from the ten SIR based tag in frequency domain. It is seen that spectral 

identification from the dip in the frequency domain fails due to the presence 

of noises in the backscattered signal. Amplitude variations of consecutive 
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frequency points are drastic in this case. Hence amplitude detection algorithm 

proposed in the earlier chapter will not work efficiently. The post processed 

amplitude detection method proposed in chapter 3 is depicted in Fig.5.32, 

which is computed from Fig.5.31. It is observed that resonant peaks are 

immersed in the noise signal and this method will fail if backscattered signal 

is prone to noise. 

 

Figure 5.31 Measured Backscattered signal at a distance of 80 cm 

 

Figure 5.32 Post processed amplitude of the signal plotted in Fig.5.31. 
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Time domain signal analysis is carried out as per the spectral extraction 
algorithm mentioned above. The backscattered time domain signal for the tag 
distance of 80cm is shown in Fig.5.33. The initial step of the algorithm is to find 
the peak amplitude point in the time domain signal and the removal signals 
before the first peak amplitude, since it doesn’t contain any frequency 
information of the RFID tag. Post processed time domain signal with the new 
time axis is depicted in Fig.5.34 and it contains the antenna mode, noise and half 
portion of the structural mode. The backscattered signal containing the antenna 
mode and noise as shown in Fig.5.34. 

 
Figure 5.33 Backscattered signal in time domain, when the tag is positioned at 80 cm 

 
Figure 5.34 Post processed backscattered signal with new time axis. 
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Extraction of resonant frequencies from the processed signal can be done 

by taking the FFT of the time windowed signal. The ‘Delay’ variable contains 

the time at which the FFT window starts. Fig.5.35 shows the frequency spectra 

of the RFID tag with different ‘Delay’ and the analysis is performed on the 

backscattered signal containing half portion of structural mode.  Initially ‘Delay’ 

has been varied from 0 ns to 3.75 ns, while keeping ‘Window size’ at 15 ns. As 

explained earlier, resonators working in the higher frequency bands are decaying 

much faster than the lower frequency band resonators. Hence resonant 

informations of the high frequency microstrip SIRs are predominant for ‘Delay’ 

close to structural mode, ranging from 1ns to 2.5ns. Spectral component of the 

tag with lower resonant frequencies can be extracted even with higher ‘Delay’, 

ranging from 2.5ns to 5ns. The interference effect of structural mode and 

antenna mode (Delay 0ns) is also clear from this figure.    

 

Figure 5.35 Amplitude of the backscattered spectral data with different ‘Delay’ time. 
‘Window size’ is fixed at 15ns 

The Window size is also having a little effect on the tag spectral 

extraction. Fig.5.36 shows the amplitude of backscattered spectral data with 

different ‘Window size’s, while keeping Delay at 2.5ns. It is evident that the 

amplitude of the antenna mode is increasing with increasing ‘Window size’. 
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Figure 5.36 Amplitude of the backscattered spectral data for different Window-Size, Delay 
is fixed at 2.5ns 

Fig.5.37 shows the 2D spectral density of post processed backscattered 

signal. It clearly shows the presence of each resonance along the time axis. 

High frequency resonances are decaying much faster than the low frequency 

resonators. Plotting 2D and 3D pattern requires a large computational time due 

to requirement of multiple FFT computations and it also depends on the values 

of ‘Resolution time’ and ‘Window size’.  

 

Figure 5.37 2D Spectral density of post processed backscattered signal with resolution 
time of 0.06ns and window size of 15ns. 
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5.9. Averaging in Time Domain– Spectral ID Extraction from 

Moving Objects 

UWB-IR transmitter can send an UWB pulse within a short period of 

time (1-2 ns). Therefore, the total time required for getting the backscattered 

signal from the tag of the order of 4-20 ns. This time is negligible for the 

case, where the tag is moving on the conveyor belt or vehicle. In practical 

systems, noise generated by nearby objects and the white noise plays an 

important role in the read performance of the tag. Noise in the backscattered 

signal can be minimised by applying coherent averaging in time domain data. 

In the case of a Network Analyser, single sweep from 3.1-10.6 GHz with 

6401 frequency points requires about 90ms of time. Hence, to demonstrate 

averaging, measurements have been performed for various tag positions. In 

Fig.5.38 the backscattered signal measured while placing tag at 10cm, 20cm 

and 50cm away from the antenna.  

The above algorithm can be applied in this analysis. From Fig.5.38, it 

is clear that, the spectral content stored in the antenna mode is same for all 

the backscattered signals, but there are slight variations due to the presence of 

noise. Hence the entire time domain signals at different distances are post 

processed by removing unwanted portions by setting ‘Delay’ variable at the 

middle of the structural mode. Performing averaging on the time domain 

signal with its new time axis, can reduce the noise in the backscattered signal. 

It also enhances the Signal to Noise Ratio. Fig.5.39 shows the averaged time 

domain signal starting from the middle point of its structural mode.  
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Figure 5.38 Backscattered signal from the RFID tag at different distances 

 

Figure 5.39 Averaged backscattered signal after post processing 

Fig.5.40 shows the extracted spectral signature of the RFID tag, which is 

calculated by taking the average of the three backscattered signals measured at 

three different distances. All the resonant frequencies can be easily identified 

from the amplitude itself. The window properties selected as, Window Delay = 

2nS and Window Size = 10nS. The 2D spectral density of the averaged antenna 
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mode along the time axis is plotted in Fig.5.41. All the resonances are clearly 

visible in the graph and low noise levels are observed in the spectrum.  

 

Figure 5.40 Frequency spectrum of the antenna mode extracted from the post processed 
signal shown in Fig. 5.39 

 

 
Figure 5.41 2D spectral density of averaged signal plotted in Fig.5.40, Resolution time = 

0.06ns and Wind size = 15ns. 
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5.10. Measurements in Practical Scenario 

There are wide varieties of applications of RFID tags are reported, 
such as asset tracking, automatic bill collection, security purpose, sensing, 
etc. All these applications are being conducted in real time measurements 
with a high dynamic range. To analyse backscattered signal in a practical 
scenario, the RFID tag is placed on different materials or items like paper 
pack and metallic sheet. All the measurements are carried out in the lab, 
which contain different types of materials (metal, wood, plastic) and 
interference from surrounding wireless systems (Wi-Fi, Mobile Tower, etc.).  

5.10.1. RFID Tag on Paper Pack 

Here, the RFID tag is placed on a paper pack bundle and the backscattered 
signal is analysed for different distances. Measurement setup inside the laboratory 
is depicted in Fig.5.42.  Frequency domain responses of the backscattered signal at 
different distances are plotted in Fig.5.43 and it shows good discrimination 
between different bits. Time domain analysis of backscattered signal is also 
performed at different distances and the frequency response of the extracted 
antenna modes from the above signals are plotted in Fig.5.44. 
 

 

Figure 5.42 Measurement setup while placing RFID tag on a paper pack 
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Figure 5.43 Frequency domain response of the backscattered signal from the RFID tag, 
while placing it on a paper pack. 

 

Figure 5.44 Antenna mode signal from the tag at different distances. 

As explained earlier, averaging of RFID tag with different distances is 

carried out and 2D spectral density of the same is plotted in Fig.5.45. From 

the figure it is again proved that the same method can be used for the spectral 

extraction of moving tag even it is placed on paper pack.  
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Figure 5.45 2D spectral density of the averaged signal when the tag is placed at different 

distances (20cm, 30cm and 50cm). Resolution time = 0.06ns and Window size 
= 15ns. 

5.10.2. RFID Tag on a Metallic Sheet 

The main advantages with RFID tag using the microstrip structure is 

that, it can be used for item tagging in many practical applications. For a 

uniplanar structure (resonator without ground plane), the resonant frequency of 

the tag will vary significantly with surrounding materials, especially due to the 

presence of metals and high dielectric constant materials. Due to the presence 

of the metal at the backplane of the microstrip structure, the resonant 

frequencies of the resonators are nearly independent of the material in which it 

is tagged. While using RFID tag on metallic containers, it will reflect the entire 

incident wave with higher amplitude than the structural mode signal from the 

RFID tag. Hence, extraction of structural mode and antenna mode will become 
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very difficult from the backscattered signal. Here RFID tag is placed on a 

metallic sheet of dimension 50cmx30cm as shown in Fig.5.46. The 

backscattered timed domain signals from metal sheet and paper pack is shown 

in Fig.5.47. From the figure it clear that, backscattered amplitude in the 

structural mode is very high with metal sheet compared with that of paper pack 

backing. 

 

Figure 5.46 Measurement setup with metallic sheet 

 

Figure 5.47 Backscattered signal in time domain from metallic sheet and paper pack 
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Here, two types of calibration method are adopted, one is the free 

space and the other is that with metal plate. In free space calibration, empty 

room measurement is taken in free space. For metal plate calibration, empty 

room data are taken with the proximity of metallic sheet. The frequency 

domain responses with the above calibrations are shown in Fig.5.48. 

Identification of resonance in both cases is difficult in the frequency domain. 

Therefore, time domain analyses are carried out on both the backscattered 

signals (calibrated signal with metal plate and free space). Using the above 

mentioned algorithm, resonant peaks are well identified from both calibration 

methods. It is very difficult to identify the presence of resonance for a 

distance greater than 25cm due to the degradation of antenna mode. Fig.5.49 

shows the antenna mode signal with two different calibration methods. The 

2D spectral density of the backscattered signal with free space calibration is 

shown in Fig.5.50.  

 

Figure 5.48 Backscattered frequency domain response with different calibration method. 
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Figure 5.49 Backscattered antenna mode response with different calibration technique 
(distance between antenna and tag is 25cm). 

 

 

Figure 5.50 2D spectral density of backscattered signal when the tag is placed at a 
distance of 25 cm. (Free space calibration, Resolution time = 0.06ns and 
Window size = 15ns) 
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5.11. Conclusion 

 This chapter proposed the detailed time domain analysis of frequency 

spectra based tags using UWB IR technology. Simulation analysis using CST 

Microwave studio is presented with a demonstration of structural and antenna 

mode extraction. UIW IR based time domain measurements are carried out 

using the PNA 8362B network analyser. An algorithm for finding antenna 

mode from the backscattered signal is proposed and is validated with the 

measured data. Time domain analyses have been successfully carried out on 

backscattered signal measured in highly noisy environments. Coherent 

integration on the time domain signal is performed for decoding the 

information from a moving target. Spectral extractions of RFID tag from 

different practical scenarios like RFID tag on paper pack and with metallic 

plate backing are also demonstrated. The backscattered signal from the RFID 

tag is decoded successfully for a distance of 80cm. 
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Abstract 
This chapter highlights the accomplishments and achievements of the 

research work carried out on Chipless RFID. A summary of the results 

and the directions for future study are discussed. 
 

The main objective of this research is to develop a compact chipless 

RFID tag with high data encoding capacity. From the literature, it is 

concluded that, reasonably good data encoding capacity on a substrate with 

low dielectric constant can be achieved by employing frequency spectra 

based chipless RFID tag. Multiresonator and multiscatterer based chipless 

RFID tags are designed and developed during the research. While the 

chipless RFID technology is still under development, a low cost RFID tag 

having a data encoding capacity of 79 bits has been developed. A chipless 

RFID reader for multiscatterer based tag working in a frequency band of 

2.36GHz to 2.54GHz is designed for demonstrating the feasibility of RFID 

system. Most of the measurements reported in the journals carried out in a 

controlled environment (Anechoic Chamber) with complicated calibration 

procedure. For a practical system, a new approach based on UWB Impulse 

Radar (UWB IR) technology is employed and the decoding methods from 
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noisy backscattered signal are successfully demonstrated. The thesis also 

proposes a simple calibration procedure, which is able to decode the 

backscattered signal up to a distance of 80cm with 1mW output power. 

Findings in the research works detailed in this thesis are summarized 

in the following sections.   

6.1. Multiresonator Based Chipless RFID Tag using 

Microstrip Open Stub Resonator 

An 8 bit multiresonator based chipless RFID tag using multiple open stub 

resonators is proposed in chapter 2. The quarter wavelength resonance of the 

open stub resonator makes the proposed tag more compact than the other tags 

reported based on this principle. Equivalent circuit model analysis and different 

parametric studies are conducted on the open stub resonator. The tag enables the 

encoding of data in magnitude as well as in group delay. Without having any 

additional calibration technique, the proposed system is able to decode the tag 

information up to a distance of 40cm. The method introduced in this chapter can 

be effectively implemented on other low cost substrate materials, which in turn 

reduce the overall cost. The problems associated with this type of tags like 

variation in the radiation pattern of the tag antennas at frequencies, proper 

orientation requirement with tag and reader, mutual coupling effects between the 

resonators and low surface coding density due to space requirement of two 

UWB antennas, made to think for new encoding methods.  

6.2. Multiscatterer Based Tags using Stepped Impedance 

Resonator (SIR) 

Chapter 3 provides an idea about the multiscatterer based chipless 

RFID tags and its operation. Compared with multiresonator based tag, 
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multiscatterer based tags show good data encoding capacity, surface coding 

density and  readability. The evolution of SIR and its properties like total 

electrical length, harmonic separation between different modes and 

independent control over resonant mode are explained. Scattering property of 

the tag at different angular directions is also studied. The multiscatterer based 

tag requires a low loss substrate to encode more number of resonances in a 

limited bandwidth. The reported tags are not able to utilize full UWB 

spectrum (3.1-10.6GHz) due to the presence of the harmonic modes at the 

integral multiple frequencies of the fundamental mode. Because of the 

harmonic separation capability of SIR, chipless tag with an effective 

utilization of entire UWB is designed and developed. Independent control of 

resonant modes (fundamental and first harmonic) is demonstrated with 

theoretical, numerical and measured results. 

Three types of UWB chipless tag using different modes of SIR are 

proposed. In the first design, fundamental mode of the SIR is used for 

encoding bits in the frequency spectrum. In the second design, an RFID tag 

using multiple resonance encoding method is also proposed, in which data is 

encoded both in fundamental and first harmonic frequency of the SIR. By 

implementing Frequency Shift Coding Technique (FSC) on both resonant 

modes, the Surface Coding Density (SCD) of 4bits/cm2 is achieved compared 

with the first design (2.78bits/cm2).  

In the third design, an SIR based high data encoding tag using 

multiple bit encoding technique is introduced, in which different boundary 

conditions are applied to SIR. All four combinations of two bit 

representations using fundamental and first harmonic modes of the SIR are 

successfully demonstrated. With presence or absence coding technique, 
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proposed tag is capable of representing 22N number of bit combinations using 

N resonators. The Surface Coding Density of 1.06 bits/cm2 is achieved with 

the coding method. The bit encoding capacity of the tag is further enhanced 

by introducing FSC technique on different bit combinations. Finally, an 

RFID tag with an encoding capacity of 79 bits is proposed with an SCD more 

than 7bits/cm2. A simple calibration method is successfully implemented and 

validated with different readable distances. The spectral IDs of the RFID tags 

are successfully decoded from the backscattered magnitude and group delay 

signal. Due to the full wave current pattern on SIR at first harmonic mode, 

there is a null in the backscattered field along the broadside direction. 

Therefore, second and third types of RFID tags in the above design require a 

reading angle between ±100 to ±700 along θ direction. The measured and 

simulated results are in close agreement with theoretical values. A simple 

post processing method is introduced for the detection of resonance from the 

backscattered amplitude signal. 

6.3. RFID Reader for Multiscatterer Based Chipless RFID Tag 

A Chipless RFID reader for multiscatterer based tag is designed for a 

frequency band of 2.36 GHz to 2.54 GHz. The RF components used in the 

MIT Coffee Can radar are effectively utilised for the design of an FMCW 

based chipless RFID reader. Single antenna based RFID reader is initially 

designed with spectrum analyser at the receiver section and the working of a 

single resonator based chipless tag is validated. Finally, a low cost RFID 

reader is proposed and the backscattered signal from chipless RFID tags 

(single and two bits) are analysed. The validation of the system is done by 

measuring the tag response using a network analyser and all the 

measurements with proposed RFID reader shows very good agreement with 
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analyser data. The backscattered response of the tag is measured successfully 

up to a distance of 5cm. 

6.4. Time Domain Analysis of a Frequency Spectra Based 

Chipless RFID Tag 

Chapter 5 discussed about the time domain analysis of frequency 

spectra based tags using UWB IR technology. Simulation analysis using CST 

Microwave studio is presented with a demonstration of structural and antenna 

mode extraction from the backscattered time domain signal. The UWB IR 

based time domain measurements are carried out using the PNA E8362B 

network analyser. An algorithm for finding antenna mode from the 

backscattered signal is proposed and validated with measured data. The time 

domain analyses are successfully carried out for backscattered signal which is 

measured in a highly noisy environment. Coherent integration over time 

domain signal is performed for decoding the information from a moving 

target. The spectral extractions of RFID tag from different practical scenarios 

like RFID tag on paper pack and metallic plates are demonstrated. The 

backscattered signal from the RFID tag is decoded successfully for a distance 

of 80cm. 

6.5. Future Work 

The multiscatterer chipless tag shows more attractive characteristics 

than multiresonator chipless tag based on frequency spectra technique. As 

shown in the scattering property of the SIR, proposed tag excites only with 

single polarisation along the length of the resonator. The polarisation 

independent RFID system can be attained in two ways. The first method is to 

arrange the two SIRs with same dimension in orthogonal directions  as shown 
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in Fig.6.1. Therefore, any one of the resonator will excite with incident 

random polarized RF signal (horizontal or vertical). Another method is to use 

two orthogonal polarised linear antennas at the reader end and use separate 

interrogation signals as shown in Fig.6.2. In this case, the modification is 

required only on the reader side. A circularly polarised antenna working in 

the UWB band can also be used at the reader end to achieve polarisation 

independent property. 

 
Figure 6.1 Polarisation independent tag 

 

Figure 6.2 Polarisation independent reader architecture 

UWB Impulse Radar (UWB IR) based reader is going to be the 

promising solution to chipless RFID system, due to its low cost, low power 
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and availability in the market. UWB IR based tag also enables the post 

processing of backscattered signal, hence the signal below noise level can be 

extracted using advanced signal processing methods. 

…………. …………. 
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Abstract 
This appendix describes the design, development and testing of 2.4GHz 

(ISM band) Doppler or Continuous Wave RADAR, which is used to 

measure the speed of the target. The basic idea is taken from the MIT 

Coffee Can Radar and the system is designed using various RF 

components like VCO, LNA, Splitter, Mixer and antennas. Instead of 

using Coffee Can as antenna, microstrip patch antennas operating at 

2.4GHz are employed here. A personal computer is used for estimating 

the doppler frequency shift. Real time measurements are taken on the 

public road inside the university campus and the results are discussed. 

A.1. Introduction 

The radar is a target detection system that uses RF signals to 

determine the range, altitude, direction and speed of the target. It can be used 

to detect the targets like aircraft, ships, spacecraft, guided missiles, motor 
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vehicles, weather formations, terrain, etc. The radar antenna transmits pulses 

of radio waves or continuous microwaves and detects the reflected energy 

from any object in its path. Reflected signal can be picked up by the same 

antenna or separate receiver antenna which can be placed near to transmitting 

antenna or at a different location (bistatic). Pulsed Radar was the first 

technology developed during World War II, following which different types 

of radar technologies have been developed for different applications. Some of 

the common radar technologies are   

1. Pulsed Radar [1] 

2. Continuous Wave Radar [2] 

3. Frequency Modulated Continuous wave Radar [3] 

4. Frequency-Modulated Interrupted Continuous Wave Radar (FMiCW 

Radar) [4] 

5. Bistatic Radar [5] 

6. Side Looking Airborne Radar (SLAR) [6] 

High tech radar systems with digital signal processing are capable of 

extracting target information containing high noise levels. The modern Radar 

technology has many applications like [7] the following 

A.1.1. Civilian Applications 

 Airport surveillance  

 Marine Navigation 

 Weather RADAR (Storm avoidance, wind shear warning, weather 

mapping) 

 Altimetry (Aircraft or spacecraft) 
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 Aircraft Landing  

 Burglar Alarms 

 Speed measurements (Police RADAR) 

 Mapping 

 Security (Hidden weapon detection) 

A.1.2. Military Applications 

• Air and Marine navigation 

• Detection and tracking of Aircraft, Missiles, Spacecraft, etc. 

• Missile Guidance 

• Fire control for missile and artillery 

• Weapon fuses (Guided weapon systems require a proximity fuse to 

trigger the explosive Warhead) 

• Ground Penetrating Radar 

A.1.3. Scientific Applications 

♦ Astronomy 

♦ Mapping and Imaging  

♦ Precision distance measurement 

♦ Remote sensing of natural resources 

Different applications in the radar use different frequency spectrums 

which depend on the range resolution and size of the target. Presence of 

water and other atmospheric conditions causes considerable attenuation to 

some frequencies.  Different frequency bands used in the radar technology 

and their applications are listed in Table. 1. 
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Table 1: Radar Bands, Frequencies, Wavelengths and their Applications 

Band Frequency Wavelength Application 

HF 3 to 30 MHz 10 m to 100 m 
Coastal radar systems, over-the-horizon (OTH) radars; ’high 

frequency’ 

P 30 to 300 MHz 1m to 10 m ’P’ for ’previous’, applied retrospectively to early radar systems 

UHF 300 to 1000 MHz 0.3 m to 1 m 
Very long range (e.g. ballistic missile early warning), ground 

penetrating, foliage penetrating; ’ultrahigh frequency’ 

L 1 to 2 GHz 15 cm to 30 cm Long-range air traffic control and surveillance; ’L’ for ’long’ 

S 2 to 4 GHz 7.5 cm to 15 cm 
Terminal air traffic control, long-range weather, marine radar; ’S’ 

for ’short’ 

C 4 to 8 GHz 3.75 cm to 7.5 cm 
Satellite transponders; a compromise (hence ’C’) between X and 

S bands; weather radar 

X 8 to 12 GHz 2.5 cm to 3.75 cm 

Missile guidance, marine radar, weather, medium-resolution 

mapping and ground surveillance; in the USA the narrow range 

10.525 GHz ± 25 MHz is used for airport radar. Named X band 

because the frequency was kept secret during World War 2. 

Ku 12 to 18 GHz 1.67 cm to 2.5 cm 
High-resolution mapping, satellite altimetry; frequency just under 

K band (hence ’u’) 

K 18 to 27 GHz 1.11cm to 1.67 cm 

K band is used by meteorologists for detecting clouds and by 

police for detecting speeding motorists. K band radar guns 

operate at 24.150 ± 0.100 GHz. Automotive radar uses 24 . 26 

GHz. 

Ka 27 to 40 GHz 0.75 cm to 1.11 cm

Mapping, short range, airport surveillance; frequency just above 

K band (hence ’a’); photo radar, used to trigger cameras that 

take pictures of license plates of cars running red lights, 

operates at 34.300 ± 0.100 GHz 

mm 40 to 300 GHz 1 mm to 7.5 mm 

Millimeter band, subdivided as below. The letter designators 

appear to be random, and the frequency ranges dependent on 

waveguide size. Multiple letters are assigned to these bands by 

different groups. 

Q 40 to 60 GHz 5 mm to 7.5 mm Used for military communications 

V 50 to 75 GHz 4 mm to 6 mm Very strongly absorbed by the atmosphere 

W 75 to 110 GHz 2.7 mm to 4 mm 
76 GHz LRR and 79 GHz SRR automotive radar, high-resolution 

meteorological observation and imaging 
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A.2. RADAR Range Equation 

The radar range equation expresses the factors affecting the radar 

performance, which gives radar characteristics in terms of received power. 

Radar technologies are used to find the target properties like range, speed, 

direction, etc. Signal strength at the receiver section in the radar is usually of 

the order of nano watts compared to the transmitted power of several Watts. 

The reflected power in the radar system depends on many factors like free 

space path losses, radar cross section of the target (σtarget), fading and other 

environmental parameters. The general radar system is described in Fig.A.1, 

which transmits a pulse of energy through the transmit antenna of gain Gt. 

Depending on the wavelength (λ) of the transmitted signal and distance 

between the transmitter and receiver (R), the amplitude of the signal is 

reduced due to the free space propagation loss. At the target a part of this 

power is reflected back towards the radar. The ratio of the backscattered 

power to the incident power is the Radar Cross Section (RCS) (σ target) of the 

target. The signal is then received by the receiver antenna with gain Gr and 

detected by the receiver. The power level Pr is the power received in the radar 

receiver [1]-[3]. 

   
                 

 

(  )    
        (A.1) 

where Pt is the transmitted power from the radar transmitter. Block diagram 

with power at each section in the radar system is described in Fig.A.2. 
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Figure A.1 Typical diagram showing bistatic radar having separate transmitter and receiver, 
Courtesy: Martin I. Grace. et al. [7]. 

 

 

Figure A.2 Physical Block diagram of the RCS measurement. Courtesy: Martin I. Grace. et. 
al. [7]. 

A.3. Radar Cross Section (RCS) 

RCS or echo area (σ or σ target) of a target is defined as the area 

intercepting that amount of power, which when scattered isotopically, 

produces at the receiver a density equal to that scattered by the actual target 

[8]. In equation form 
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       [
   

    
]            (A.2) 

or  

      
   

[    
  

  
]       (A.3) 

where  

Wi = incident power density (W/m
2
) 

Ws = scattered power density (W/m
2
) 

A.4. Range  

The distance between the target and radar can be calculated by finding 

total round trip time taken by the RF signal to travel between the radar and 

the target. In the case of Pulsed Radar, consider a pulse of energy being sent 

at a given instant in time. It travels towards the target at a speed of light („c‟ 

meters/sec). After hitting the target it gets reflected back at the same speed. 

After TR seconds, radar receiver receives the reflected signal, then the 

distance or range R (in meter) to the target is given by 

  
   

 
        (A.4) 

In the case of FMCW radar, the transmitter sends a band of frequency 

which is controlled by a sweep generator. Therefore receiver section also 

receives the same frequency band after a short time delay of t (as shown in 

Fig.A.3), which represents the range between radar and target. Therefore 

distance R for continuous type radar can be calculated as  

  
    

       
         (A.5) 
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where f is the instantaneous difference in frequency (Hz) of the transmitter 

at the times the signal is transmitted and received, F is the RF modulation 

bandwidth (Hz) and fm is the RF modulation rate. 

 

Figure A.3 FMCW radar waveform pattern 

A.5. Doppler Frequency 

The doppler frequency is used to calculate the relative speed and 

direction of the target. The radar transmitter generates an RF pulse or 

continuous frequency f0 and radiated by the antenna. Receiver antenna will 

pick up the reflected signal from the target. If the target is moving with a 

relative velocity Vr with respect to the radar, the received signal frequency 

will be shifted from the transmitted signal frequency f0 by an amount ±fd. The 

plus sign indicates target is moving towards the radar and the minus sign 

indicates the target is moving away from the radar. The shifted frequency fd 

is called doppler frequency and it can be calculated as  

   
   

 
 
     

 
        (A.6) 
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where λ is the wavelength of the transmitting frequency. Fig.A.4 shows the 

relation between doppler frequency shift and target speed. A radar system 

with measurement capability of 15 kHz can detect a target speed of 60m/s 

(216km/hr). 

 

Figure A.4 Relation between Doppler Frequency and target speed. 

A.6. Doppler or Continuous Wave (CW) Radar 

Doppler or CW Radar is used to measure the relative speed of the 

target or vehicle based on the Doppler frequency shift and it cannot 

determine the distance or range of the target. The CW radar system may 

consist of single or two separate antennas for the transmission or reception of 

RF signal. In single antenna system duplexer is needed to isolate the reflected 

signal from the high power transmitted signal. Radar continuously transmits a 

single frequency with constant amplitude. The reflected signal has either 

exactly the same frequency for stationary target, or shifted by the amount of 

doppler frequency (fd) due to the relative movement of the target. Fig.A.5 
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shows the transmitted and received frequency spectrum of doppler radar with 

different target conditions. From Fig.A.5 it is very easy to understand the 

doppler frequency variation for the target when it‟s stationary, approaching 

and receding. 

 

Figure A.5 Transmitted and received signal frequency of CW Radar 

The CW radar devices are dedicated for processing doppler frequency 

shift in the reflected signal. Radar using two separate antennas is proposed in 

this chapter and block diagram of the radar is shown in Fig.A.6. A 2.4GHz 

signal generated by the RF source is amplified by the LNA, which is connected 

at the output of the attenuator. The attenuator is used to protect the LNA from 

the high input signal. A power splitter section is used in the transmitter section 

to couple a portion of transmitting energy to the receiver section through one o 

output port and the other port is connected to the transmitter antenna. 

Transmitted signal „Et‟ from the radar can be expressed as  

                    (A.7) 

where E0 and ω0 are the amplitude and the angular frequency of the 

transmitted signal. Depending on the speed of the moving target, frequency 

and phase of the reflected signal will vary and it can be expressed as  
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          [(      )   ]     (A.8) 

where,  

K1  =  constant calculated from the radar equation representing the 

reduction in power of the reflected signal 

ωd  =  doppler angular frequency shift 

ϕ  =  a constant phase shift, which depends upon the range of initial 

detection (i.e., the distance between the radar and the target) 

The receiver antenna picks up this weak reflected signal and it is fed 

to the LNA for amplification. The output of the LNA is connected to the 

mixer unit. Transmitted and received signals are combined at the mixer and it 

generates an IF (Intermediate Frequency) signal which consists of the sum 

and difference of the input signals. Therefore, the low IF signal at the output 

of the mixer is fed into the Video amplifier section. Video Amplifier section 

consists of an amplifier and active LPF filter with cutoff frequency of 15kHz. 

A video amplifier section amplifies and removes all the high frequency 

components at mixer output. The output of the video amplifier section is 

connected to the computer for further processing. A 16 bit ADC (Analog to 

Digital Converter) inside the mic jack of the computer with a sampling rate of 

44.1kHz is used for digitizing the analog signal. Another purpose of the 

computer is to extract the doppler frequency and to estimate the speed of the 

target. 
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Figure A.6 Block diagram of Continuous Wave Radar 

Most of the components inside the circuits have been explained in the 

earlier chapter. New additional components in the circuits such as 2.4GHz 

microstrip rectangular patch antenna and video amplifier are detailed in the 

following sections. 

A.6.1. 2.4 GHz Microstrip Patch Antenna 

 Radar system requires two antennas working at 2.4GHz ISM band. 

The characteristics required for the antennas are, good isolation between 

transmitter and receiver antenna, directive radiation pattern, and good 

impedance match. A rectangular microstrip patch antenna with coaxial feed 

[8] is designed and fabricated in an FR4 substrate with dielectric constant 4.3, 

loss tangent 0.02 and substrate height 1.6mm. Fig.A.7 shows the rectangular 

microstrip patch antenna geometry with detailed dimensions. The antenna is 

simulated with the Ansys HFSS software and its simulated reflection 
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coefficient is shown in Fig.A.8. The antenna shows very good impedance 

match for the desired 2.4GHz frequency. Isolation between the two antennas 

can be improved by placing them about 40-50cm apart. As shown in the 3D 

radiation pattern (Fig.A.9), maximum radiated power is towards the 

broadside direction of the antenna.  

 

Figure A.7 Geometry of the rectangular patch antenna with coaxial feeding, where εr = 4.3, 
tanδ = 0.02, L = 3.84, W =2.98  and h = 0.16 (all dimensions are in cm) 

 

Figure A.8 Simulated frequency response of the patch antenna 
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Figure A.9 Simulated 3D radiation plot of the patch antenna at 2.4GHz 

A.6.2. Video Amplifier Section  

A large reflector in front of the antenna can generate a voltage of 

50mV at the mixer output and this is insufficient for the ADC inside the 

computer. Thus an amplifier section is required to boost the backscattered 

signal. The signal from the mixer (IF) comprises of many frequency 

components, hence an antialiasing filter is also required before doing analog 

to digital conversion. Therefore video amplifier section proposed in the MIT 

Coffee Can Radar, comprises of three opamps, an amplifier and an LPF 

designed using LM 324 IC [10]. The first stage of the amplifier has a gain of 

about 50 and it can be varied using a 10K potentiometer in the feedback path. 

The second and the third stages are low pass filters (based on Sallen-Key 

architecture) [11] with cutoff frequency of the filter at 15 kHz. Circuit 

diagram designed is for video amplifier using ORCAD Capture software and 

its circuit model is shown in Fig.A.10.  
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Figure A.10 Circuit diagram of video amplifier section designed using ORCAD Capture software. 

The low frequency circuits consist of video amplifier section, power 

supply section and sweep generator (using XR 2209 IC) designed on a printer 

circuit board using Eagle PCB design software. PCB layout and fabricated 

circuit with electronic components are shown in Fig.A.11. The power 

regulator section shown in Fig.A.11 (b) is designed using 5V regulating IC 

(7805) for powering all the RF components and XR 2209 signal generator 

section. The sweep generator circuit is designed for the development of 

chipless RFID reader and FMCW radar. The circuit board is powered by 12V 

DC and it is used for powering video amplifier section and also used as in 

input voltage for 7805 regulating IC.  
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Figure A.11 (a) PCB layout design (b) fabricated circuit 

A.7. Result and Measurement 

All the components and circuits are interconnected as per the block 

diagram given in Fig.A.6. A voltage controlled oscillator (ZX95-2536C+) 

from mini-circuit is used as the single frequency RF source with an output 

frequency of 2.4GHz by setting 1.8V at the V-tune pin. Fig.A.12 shows the 

full system assembly consists of two microstrip patch antennas, RF 

components, PCB circuit, battery pack and laptop computer. Field test of the 

Doppler radar was carried out along the University campus road and 

photograph taken during the measurement is shown in the Fig.A.13. During 

the measurement, reflected signal is stored as ‘wav’ file and latter processed 

in Matlab software.  
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Figure A.12 2.4GHz ISM band CW radar based on MIT Coffee Can Radar 

 

Figure A.13 Filed measurement of CW radar in public road 
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Measured doppler signal using CW radar is depicted in Fig.A.14 and 

the speed of vehicles calculated are plotted in Fig.A.15. Total measurement is 

taken for a time of 25 seconds and during that time four vehicles were passed 

through the road. The speed of each vehicle can be understood from the 

measured data. It is 29 km/hr (8m/s) for first 3 vehicles and about 36km/hr 

(10m/s) for last one. The strength of the doppler signal is dependent on the 

size of the target and it is clear from the Fig.A.14. It is also noted that when 

the target is leaving the radiation zone of the radar antenna, doppler 

frequency is reduced drastically and hence corresponding variation in speed 

occurs. Fig.A.15 shows the measured vehicle speed at different instants and 

confirms that almost all of the vehicles passing through the University 

campus are travelling below 40Km/hr speed. 

 

Figure A.14 Measured doppler signal 
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Figure A.15 Measured speed of the vehicles using Doppler Radar 

 

Figure A.16 Measured speed of the vehicles using Doppler Radar 
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A.8. Conclusion 

This Appendix briefly describes different radars, applications, radar 

characteristics like radar range equation, range calculation, doppler, etc. The 

design and development of a Doppler Radar working at 2.4GHz ISM band is 

described. Two microstrip patch antennas are designed and fabricated for the 

transmission and reception of the radar signal. The real time measurements are 

taken along the University campus road and its calculated speeds are presented.  

A.9. Future Works 

The PCB and RF circuit designed for the proposed radar can be 

extended for the development of FMCW (Frequency Modulated Continuous 

Wave) Radar and SAR (Synthetic Aperture Radar). The FMCW radar can be 

used for the estimation of both speed and range of the target. Instead of using 

a constant frequency in the doppler radar, a band of frequencies is used in 

FMCW radar for the estimation of target range and speed. Wide band 

frequency can be produced by the combination of VCO and sweep generator 

circuit (XR2209 IC). The FMCW radar setup can be extended to SAR with 

an additional moving platform. 
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